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TVA Announces Electric Rate Hike
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
Tennessee Valley Authority today
approved a $75 million rate increase
that will raise residential customer
bills 62.31 for each 1,000 kilowatt hours
beginning in July.
The increase,the first made in TVA's
general rate structure in more than two
years, hit harder at larger industrial
users and federal agency customers
than homeowners.
For residential customers. the in-

11•111,

ear

crease amounts to about 11 per cent.
Commercial users and light industries
will see their bills jump 17 per cent,
while the bills of large industrial
customers of TVA's distributors will
rise ao per cent.
Industries served directly by. TVA
and federal agencies such as the
Energy Research and Development
Administration at Oak Ridge will have
their basic rates raised 19 per cent.
Chairman Aubrey Wagner ad

Murray Man Arrested
On Marijuana Charge
A Murray pilot has been charged hi
connection with the capture of a plane
load of marijuana in Jackson County
Texas, according to law enforcement
officials there.
Max Putnam has been charged with
-possession of marijuana over four
ounces," which is a felony in Texas.
Jackson County Sheriff Harvey
Reynolds said BOO pounds of "top
'quality" bulk marijuana was confiscated from the twin-engine airplane.
The marijuana has an estimated street
value of nearly $150,000.
Reynolds said Putnam was apprehended pn the Bauer Ranch in the
eastern part of the county, Putnam was
being brought back to Paducah today to
testify in the trial of Murray physician
James Ammons, but will be returned to
Jackson County to face charges.
Sheriff Reynolds said Putnam landed
on a private airstrip on the Bauer
Ranch, and was seen by the owner and
employes as he stepped out of the plane.
Bauer and his employes then started
toward the airplane, and Putnam then
got back in the plane and took off.
Putnam then circled the field and
landed again, Reynolds continued.
Bauer, according to the sheriff, instructed his employes to stop the airplane, and they proceeded to ram a oneton truck into the right engine of the
airplane, disabling it.

WINNING ENTRY: Perry Parkin, a sophomore at Calloway County High
School, won first place in the annual Industrial Arts Fair at Murray State
University May 20-21 with this woodworking project Shown with him is his
instructor, Bill Nix. Thirteen schools were represented among the more
than 300 projects exhibited with the Mayfield High School students capturing the total points trophy.
,r

June Dairy Month
Promotion Slated
Special promotional activities for the
June Dairy Month will be held Friday
May 27, from 1:00 to 9:00 p.m. on the
south side of the court square in
downtown Murray, according to Mrs.
Michael Shelton, president of the
Calloway County Ladies Auxiliary of
the Kentucky Dairy Association.
Samples of milk punch and cheese
will be given at the booth set up by the
group on the court square. A special
guest for the afternoon will be Ken-"
tucky Dairy Princess Sandra Stark.
Also featured at the promotional day
event will be a drawing to close the
activities, a spokesman said.

RICK TAYLOR, 18, a senior at Murray High School, won first place at the
fair with this anti-gravity project in the electricity competition. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Taylor,1104 South 16th Street

The sheriff's department was then
called, and Putnam was apprehended
without incident, Reynolds said.
Putnam is under $100,000 bond,
Reynolds said, and his case will be
taken before the September Grand Jury
in Jackson County.
Putnam was charged last year in
connection with the crash landing of an
airplane registered to Dr. Ammons
which was carrying another cargo of
marijuana. Putnam later turned
himself in to authorities in Texas.
Trial continued today for Dr.
Ammons in U. S. District Court in
Paducah, with witnesses still being
called for the United States.

On Alcohol Charge
Kentucky State Police officials have
announced the arrests of two Calloway
Countians who have been charged with
"possession of alcoholic beverages in
local option territory for the purpose of
resale."
Arrested were Buddy Lee Workman,
age 35, and Mrs. Buddy Lee Workman,
both of Murray Rt. 3.
Trooper Richard Wright, information
officer for Post One of the KSP,said the
arrests were the result of an Investigation by uniformed personnel.
Bond on the couple was set at $1,000
each.
Participating in the investigation
were troopers Gary Smith,Guy Turner,
J. R. Nolin, Sgt. Iris Crawford, Charles
Stephenson and Det. Joe Hill.

City School Board
To Meet Tonight
The Murray City School Board will
meet in regular session tonight at 7.30
p.m. at the board office.
Included on the agenda will be a
review of the Headstart program, a
report from the budget committee, the
selection of an auditor, staff recommendations, and accreditation of
Carter, Robertson and Middle School.
The meeting is open to the public.

PRO:
The Case For
Censorship Of
Hardcore Pornography
I have no argument with those who
say that anti-pornography laws will not
prevent the spread of hardcore pornography. They never have. Even our
ancestors could find copies — if they
wanted to go to enough trouble — of the
Marquis de Sade's novels, and the
sexual adventures of Fanny Hill. But
we need not look back that far.
Remember those supposedly innocent
1950s, a time when anti-pornography
laws were far more restrictive than
they are now? If you remember that
quiet decade, you might also remember
mimeographed short stories of
acrobatic secretaries, blurry and dogeared pornographic photos, and
"Tijuana Bibles" (in which were
revealed the secret lives of Popeye and
Olive Oil, Maggie and Jiggs, and Little
Orphan Annie and her dog Sandy).
However, these hardcore items were
rare. Actually, most people had little or
no access to hardcore material and had
to Vely instead on topless Africans
dancing in the pages of National
Geographic, suggestive novels like
God's Little Acre, and healthily tanned
(and airbrushed) naked women playing
volleyball in the pages of nudist
magazines.
No matter how we write our laws, we
are going to have some •hardcore
pornography. However, by passing
reasonable anti-pornography laws, we
can sighil ntly reduce the amount of
rat":
•—

smut that is available. Hardcore
material can be driven underground
and have a limited effect on a society.
Without these laws pornography can
spread through a society and thus have
a significant and unhealthy effect.
Yes, I know that the First Amendment reads that "Congress shall make
no law...abridging the freedom of
speech.".Does anyone doubt, however,
that even Thomas Jefferson would be
amused, and perhaps disgusted to see
porno merchants suddenly turn into
civil libertarians when their "right" to
publish photos of sodomy is
threatened?
Obviously, the First Amendment
guarantees a limited right originally
designed,, to prevent the Federal
government from interfering with the
states' right to censor. Just as the
clause permitting the "free exercise"
of religion obviously does not allow for
any religious ad (polygamy comes
easily to mind), the clause permitting
freedom of speech and the press has
never allowed absolute freedom of
expression.
It is difficult and risky to—try to
determine what should and should not
be censored. It is even riskier not to try.
The line between political discussion
and political libel, for instance, is
notoriously hard to place. It does not
follow that we should wipe libel laws off
the books merely because distinctions
are difficult to make. The issue is
important enough to take risks.
Similarly, the issue of. pornography is
•,

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight. Mostly
clear on Friday with a slight
chance of afternoon thundershowers. Lows tonight in the
low to mid 60s. Highs Friday in
the mid to upper 80s. Winds
southeasterly to 10 miles an hour
tonight. Rain chances 20 per cent
tonight and 20 per cent on Friday.
One Section — 18 Pages
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Murray High To Graduate
181 In Ceremony Monday
Commencement exercises for 181
seniors at Murray High School will
begin with baccalaureate services at 8
p.m. Sunday, May ,29, at the First
Baptist Church. The public is invited to
this service.
The Rev. C. E. Timberlake, minister
of St. John Baptist Church, will deliver
the sermon. The Rev.. Martin Mattingly, pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, will give the invocation and
benediction.
Kim Alley will play for The
processional and Karen Turner will
play for the recessional. The Mixed
Chorus, under the direction of Mrs.
Joan Bowker, will sing "With A Voice of
Singing" by Jennings.
Ushers for the evening will be the
following juniors: Beth Boston, Aracely
Capote, Abby Carmack, Denise Curd,
Donna Shiploy, _Belinda Sugar,-Shaca
Toon,and Becky West.
Commencement exercises will be
held on Tuesday May 31, at 8 p.m.
o'clock in Holland Stadium. The
Murray High.Band will play for the
processional and recessional. Music

will be by the Senior Ensemble under
the direction of Mrs. Bowker.
Ken Farley, third honor student, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Farley, will give
the invocation. Jan Outland, fourth
-honor student, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Outland, will give the
benediction.
Salutatorian Steve Hancock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hancock, will
welcome the audience.
Valedictorian Deanna McMillen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McMillen, will deliver the valedictory
address.
The Murray High Principal, Dr. Ray
Reeves, will speak to the graduates.
Assistant Principal John Hina will
recognize the honor students.
Don Henry, chairman of the Board of
Education, will award the diplomas to
the graduates.
Jlchpr5 Jar this occasion. will be-the
following juniors: Keith Cartwright,
Frank Gilliam, Jerome Higginbotham,.
Claude Johnson, Joe Kursave, Mike
Russell, David Sears, and Bill Wilson.
Parents, relatives, friends, and the
public are invited to this ceremony.

53,,,T4r 41BZ,wct-ra,k42,TP, —14ft,10V:'

By Charles H. Daughaday
Associate Professor of English
Murray State University
Censorship is a continual issue in a
democratic society. Under totalitarian
forms of government it is a way of life.
In a democratic society, however, it
seems that censorship is sometimes
necessary. But, it should be emphasited that it-is never desirable.
Our Bill of Rights was devised as a
guarantee against a form of tyranny
that often exists in a democracy, the
tyranny of the majority. Yet even the
Bill of Rights is not clear on the
question of the majority's right of
censorship.
In our society issues involving censorship often include attempts by the
government to restrict information
considered to be damaging. Another
form of censorship concerns various
sexual habits, practices and

EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of the Local Issues Forum series is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the local level. Reader responses
to the thoughts presented in the two articles presented here today are'encouraged.
Letters should be addressed to local Issues Forum, The Murray Ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray, K. 42071. All letters received on today's subject will be printed on Thursday. June ?,..The letters, which must bear the
name and address of the writer, should be delivered to the newspaper offlee by noon Wednesday,June 1.
This series is partially funded by the Kentucky Humanities Council(KH()
and is jointly sponsored by this newspaper and the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State University The opinions expressed in the articles
are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
KHC MSU or this newspaper.

4.11054,„
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The annual Charity Ball, which will be held June 4 this
year, will benefit the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. For a "visit" to the center, see
the photo-feature on Page 11.

CON:

important enough for us to take the risk
of making distinctions. It is important
because there are good reasons for
legally censoring hardcore pornography.
For one thing, hardcore pornography
supports an industry, sometimes riddled by organized crime and based on
exploitation, and sexual violence, that
has helped to- turn areas of our major
cities into off-limit zones for American
families. Those who worry about the
decay of our cities should take a long
look at the effect that hardcore pornography has on the quality of urban
life.
Quite naturally, as our culture
becomes more and more insensitive,
the porn industry must resort to higher
and higher levels of pandering. Not so
long ago we thought that photos of
naked women were pretty daring stuff.
(Continued On Pages)

ment utility with a 15 per cent margin.
Officials explained that the $75
million increase would allow the
agency to finish this year with a 6 per
cent margin and next year with a 10 per
cent margin.
The increase still puts July's bill of
625.49 for 1,000 kilowatt' hours to
residential customers below highs of
$26.10 in September 1975 and $26.18 in
September 1976.
Charges to customers those two
months were higher than normal
because of high prices that TVA had to
pay for coal, which are, reflected as
monthly fuel adjustment charges on
consumer's bills,
„..
TVA officials earlier had indicated
that industrial customers would take
the brunt in any rate increase:

inside today

•Couple Arrested

4-4-low,f-ALOCAL ISSUES FORUM

The Case For
Censorsh ip

Director William Jenkins approved the
increase after TVA officials said the
seven-state government utility faced a
potential loss of $43.3 million for the
year ending Oct. 1.
TVA is prevented by law from "
operating its power system at a deficit.
The directors also ebitsidered implementing a $95 million increase and a
$60 million increase. The $60 million
hike was rejected after General
Manager Lynn Seeber termed it, "too
risky," saying it would allow only a
$16.7 million marging to operate the
rest of the year.
In the past five years TVA_ .bas
operated its poser system with a
margin of revenues over expenses of
about 5 per cent annually. However, its
goal has been to operate the govern-

Censorship: What
Is It Really?

publications often lumped together and
called pornography. The Nixon administration and the Watergate affair
have, hopefully, reminded Americans
of the disastrous consequences of
governmental censorship. Legal
restrictions placed on nongovernmental activities usually occur as a
result of social pressures and are more
-difficult to define and therefore
requires a more lengthly discussion.
Many social and artistic changes
have taken place in the twentieth
century that have affected our views on
pornography. Modern writers have
attacked existing sexual attitudes as
repressive and destructive, placing
value of the individual freedoms of selfexpression and self-fulfillment. Two of
the great novels of the twentieth century had to endure court battles to
overcome censorship. These are James
Joyce's Ulysses and D. H. Lawrence's;
Lady .Chatterley's Lover. Whether or
not a reader .tavors Joyce's or
Lawrence's books, all will acknowledge
that these artists provided a new
richness and potential for human
sexuality.
The contemporary scene is'different.
The search for human potential and
fulfillment led by serious authors had
passed into the hands of the business
managers ..of the popular press,
especially newspapers and slick
magazines. These publications aim to
satisfy the cravings of the masses. The
leaders of this new movement are men
such as Hugh Heffner (Playboy) and

Larry Flynt r Hustlerl.
Such works as Playboy and Hustler
are neither what they pretend to be
artistic and liberatingl, nor genuinely
pornographic, as they must avoid
(because of legal limitationsi any
graphic representation of virility. The
result is a perversion which depicts
men as sexless and women sources of
sexual gratification only. they all
mean to be exciting and more importantly, to make a profit. Apparently,
they are successful on both account.s .
In addition to these publications there
exists hundreds of so called scientific,
magazines that report the results of indepth studies of human sexuality. From
Redbook to Playgirl, articlesprobe the
sources of our unhappiness, our sexual
failures and our frustrated dreams of
romance. Each of these are supported
by huge corporations advertising a vast
array of products associated with
youth, success, beauty, and happiness_
Here again, the purpose is not to uncover all the mysteries of • human ,
sexuality, rather it is tic make a profit.
Of course, the serious writer still
writes, but to smaller and smaller
audiences. As this has happened, the
treatment of human sexuality has been
taken over by the Flynts and Hefners.
At this point; the "mArket" is subject
only to legal restrictions. From the
previous Supreme Court's emphasis on
"redeeming social values" to the
current emphasis on "community
standards" for determining what is
( Continued On Page Si
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South Pleasant Grove Club Has
Regular Meet At Foutch Home

COMMUNITY
, CALENDAR
Friday, May 87
Thursday, May 26
Work day for Hardin Senior
;Ala Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a Citizens will be from 9:30 a. m.
potluck dinner at the club to three p. m. and fun- night
will be at six p. m.
house at 6:30 p. m.
Saturday, May 28
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Carter
Bike Safety Program,
School will meet behind the
school for a bike rodeo at 6:30 sponsored by McDonald's,
Murray Kiwanis Club, and
P.
Spoke and Pedal Shop, will be
Gamma Gamma Chapter of at the Murray High School
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Parking Lot starting at nine a.
the home of Dortha Stub- m. Open to all bike riders of
_ Murray and Calloway County.
blefield at seven
Saturday, May 28
KN A District No. 13 will
Alpha Department, Murray
:fleet at Holiday Inn, Woman's Club, will have a
N1:1 field, at seven p. m. with luncheon meeting at the club
Neal 'Fannie of Murray as house at twelve noon.
veaker All registered nurses
,ire invited.
Nature's Pantry, leisurely
"Walk will start at • .Center
Murray Chapter No. 92 Station at 1:30 p. m., Stream
Noyal Arch Masons will have Stroll will start at Jenny Ridge
a sperml call meeting at the picnic area at 3:30 p. m., and
new -lodge building at 7:30 p. Night ,,Visual will start at
Iii
Center Station at eight p. m.,
Land Between the Lakes.
Friday, May 27
World Friendship Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. W.
A Erwin.

of the Kentucky Dairy
NEW OFFICERS of District One ADA, ladies Auxiliary
Mrs. Larry McKinney,
Association are, left to right, Mrs. Joseph Wilson, president,
were elected at the
They
vice-president.
Paschall,
Carves
secretary-treasurer, and Mrs.
of June Dairy Month
promotion
Plans
for
Mayfield.
at
held
meeting
luncheon
spring
Mesdames Dennis Tidwere discussed. Also attending from Calloway County were
Darrell Cleaver;
Cleaver,
Cecil
Shelton,
Michael
McKinney,
Robert
Grooms,
well, James
Letterman.
and.Keith
Stark,
Robert Rowland, Jim Stahler, Charles

Lovett Home

Country music show to
benefit the East Elementary
Summer Baseball Program
will - be held at East
Elementary School at 7:30 p.
m. Admission is one dollar for
adults and fifty cents for
children.

Scene Meet
For Women

The Palestine United
Methodist Church Women
held their meeting in the home
Woodland Walk, a 45-minute of Freda Lovett on Wedintrail
quiet
a
stroll along
nesday, May 11, at ten a. m.
terpreting sights and sounds with Winnie Burkeen leading
will start at Center Station, the opening prayer.
Land Between the Lakes, at
The main lesson "I Am
foul p. in.
Talking To You; Am I
Listening" was Tead and
First Region Kentucky High discussed by the group with
School Athletic Association the main purpose being to
Tennis Tournament will be provide insight into close
held at the 154SU courts, and relationships with others and
will continue on Saturday and become aware of their
Sunday.
uniqueness as individuals.
Mrs. Lovett gave a brief
report on the meeting of
Church Women United held on
Register
May Fellowship Day at South
For A
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Shelia
Kick'N Go
Mullanix, treasurer, gave her
Honda
report.
The members agreed to
purchase a book entitled "The
Drawing Will Be
Power of Positive Thinking"
Saturday, May 28
by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
to be placed in the church
library in memory of Lorene
Burkeen, a member who was
killed in an automobile accident on April 17.
Following the close of the
meeting the women assembled at the Colonial House
chuppons Cent..
Bel
1•1 Sion-Sat. 10 Wel..
HT,
Smorgasbord for lunch.

OUTGOING OFFICERS of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Kentucky Dairy Association,
District One ADA, are, left to right, Mrs. Sam Howard, secretary -treasurer, Mrs. Joseph
Wilson, president reelected, and Mrs. Keith letterman, vice-president. Mrs. Gladys
Roberts, State ADA president, was special guest along with Sandra Stark, Kentucky
Dairy Princess.

Mrs. Beverly Foutch opened
her home for the May meeting
of the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Donna
Jackson, presiding, and Mrs.
Sherry Paschall, secretarytreasurer, giving her reports.
An interesting lesson on
"Genealogy" was presented
by Mrs. Imogene Paschall and
Mrs. Nina Craig. Mrs. Cecelia
Cooper gave a minor lesson on
-Home Protection."
The landscape notes were
presented by Mrs. Viola
Members
McReynolds.
brought their own crafts. Mrs.
Sherry Paschall showed a
hanging flower stand she had
made, and Mrs. Donna
Jackson and Mrs. Hilda Orr
brought cruel embroidery
pieces.

i 7:30

"ANNIE HALL"(PG
STARTS TOMORROW
HEART-STOPPING

TION HEARTWARMING FUN!

WALT DISNEY
TOMS

r

WAUDidEy

PROM&

rhetier/eta

The home, of Mrs. Dar-Fell
Mitchell was the scene of the
May eleventh meeting at one
p. m. of the New Concord
Homemakers Club. Mrs.
Stubblefield,
Charlie
president, presided.
"Your Family Tree" was
the lesson presented by Mrs.
said
She
Stubblefield.
genealogy isa creative hobby,
and a great source of information comes from the
Family Bible, Cemetery
Church
Sleuthing, and
Records. She added to write
identification on pictures in
the home, and in record
keeping be as simple or
detailed as you feel suits your
needs but be accurate.
Ma.. Ed Davis gave the
devotion reading Luke 2:40-42
and comments on "A Seeking
Mother." Mrs. Effie Edwards
read the minutes and called
the roll. Mrs. Davis also read
the landscape notes.
The Family Life report was

ittaivid
OF

THE PERFECT RENTAL FOR
YOUR LAST VACATION.

Ends Tariffs

7:30

"YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN"(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW

STARTS TOMORROW

ROBERT
PAUL
NEWMAN REDFORD
THE STING• 061
iNURRAY

Ti

406110/11.1 fte

Jek,Ilwrion Me 1 mplishakas
gra th• awl of a

sr*.
RICHARD HARRIS

THE
RETURN
AA MAN( ALLID NORM

What if street punks
grabbed your sister?

vv.,*
JIM MITCHUM

Thanks
To Al Who Supported us.

Congratulations
and Best Wishes To
Tommy and the Court
Wayne Flora & Family
•

Paid far by Wayno Flora

Whitt CelkbutteitI

OUR NEW STORE IN DECATUR, ALABAMA

Reg. 8.99
KENTUCKY STATE Dairy
Stark,
Princess Sandra
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Stark of Murray
Route Two, spoke at the
recent luncheon meeting of
the District One ADA,Ladies
Auxiliary of the Kentucky
Dairy Association held at the
House,
Majestic Steak
Mayfield.

SWIMSUITS

May 14, 1977
Adults 119
Nursery 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Thomas Schuggs, Bx. 126
Hazel, William M. Smith, 1621
Loch Lomond Murray, Mrs.
Juanita F. Blevin, 2907 Denber
St. Granite City, Ill., Mrs.
Norma D. Darnell, Rt. 1, Bx.
224, Murray, Hurshel Key, Rt.
1, Hazel, Miss Martha J.
Kendall, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Mildred L. Jones,
507 Whitnall Murray, Mrs.
Donna F. Hughes, 95 Riviera
Q. Murray, Mrs. Janie E.
Barrow, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Vicky C. Jourden and
Baby,Boy, Rt. L. Almo, Mrs.
Cathy A. Denton and Baby
Boy, Rt. 8, Box 830 Murray,
Mrs. Judith F. Brumley, Fox
MeadoiTy Tr. a. 3A, Murray,
Mrs. Linda C. England, Rt. 6,
Bx. 19 A, Murray, Lee H.
Gingles, 511 So. 13th, Murray,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt. 1,
Alrno, Mrs. Sue W. Grojean.
Manor Apts. Murray, Mrs.
Frances S. Wilcox, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby L. McClain, Bx. 112 Sedalia, Tommy
B. Lavender, 505 "(Olive
Murray, Mrs. BerthapSuschmeyer (expired), Tern
Terrace Lodge, Murray.

2 for 700
399 ea..

Reg. 16.99

9

59

HOSPITAL NEWS

Thru SAT.
LOpen 7:45 Start 8:15

"Living the Resurrection
Life" was the subject of the
program presented by Mrs.
Ruth Hill and Mrs. Ellen Orr
at the meeting of the Cordelia
Two guests present were Erwin Unit of the South
Mrs. Youlanda Grooms and Pleasant Grove United
Miss Tracy Foutch. Other Methodist Church Women
members present were held at the church on Monday,
Mesdames Clovis Jones, Clara May 9, at 7:30 p. m.
Jean Paschall, Ellen Orr, and
Assisting with the program
luta Hutson.
were Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon,
Mrs. Mavis McCamish, Mrs.
During the social hour Mrs. Justine Story, and MA. Estell
Imogene ,Paschall led the Gooch.
group in songs, and Mrs.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper led the
Foutch served refreshments.
The next meeting will be group in singing "Joy To the
held Wednesday, June 8, at World," "Christ The Lord Is
1:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Risen Today," and "Love
Divine" with Mrs. Olivene
Imogene Paschall.
Erwin at the piano.
Mrs.
The
chairman,
Imogene Paschall, presided at
the business session. The
group was reminded to tell
Mrs. Francis Ervin of bir.
given by-Mrs. Reba Hughes. thdays and illness of the
Mrs. Rose Rice read a report elderly so she can send cards.
on "Home Protection."
Mrs. Mitchell, assisted by
Plans were made to host a
Mrs. Davis, served refresh- breakfast" for the 1977
ments of cherry delight, bundt graduates at the Holiday Inn.
cake, nuts, and strawarry The circle will be responsible
punch and were served buffet for sending flowers to those
style to fourteen members and unable to attend Senior
one visitor, Mrs. Gladys Dunn. Citizens Day on June 5.
The next meeting will be a
Refreshments were served
picnic at the Paris Landing by Mrs. Lurene Cooper and
State Park on Wednesday, Mrs. Katherine Rickman.
June 8, at eleven_a. m.

MIX & MATCH
TOPS & SHORTS

1

7:30 Only 1

Unit Has Meet

c4Aitn.i113fir#A06.cottek-Aam41,4, cutoutsloppLni.c.otteApittetuty cattubskitikvicoitekitamati,xAr

MAMA

Thru WED.

Officers reelected for the
coming year were Mrs.
Jackson, president, Mrs. luta
Hutson, vice-president, Mrs.
Sherry Paschall, secretarytreasurer, and Mrs. Cecelia
Cooper, reporter.

Mrs. Stubblefield Gives Lesson
At Meeting At Mitchell Home

7he
1-4-- Step
..eadder

Ends Unite!

Cordelia Erwin

BEHR'S
WILL BE
OPEN
MEMORIAL DAY

HALF SIZES SALE!

‘FSU

100% polyester, sherbet colors.
Jackets • Pants • Skirts • Vests.
Reg. (9,99 to 37 99
899

1/3 ,4Q% off

Dresses
Pantsuits
longs

PANTSUIT CLEARANCE'n

1 599]

forest • Ishion pantsuits
Pi ir styles & sizes
Rog 4Q.3999

MMER COORDINATES

v•

JEANS! JEANS!
Great styles
perfect fat'
Reg 19 99

gooll

1 399

SUNDRESS SALE
600 more sundresses,
marked down'
999_

Poiamos gowns, coats
Cottons and nylons
Reg 12 99-14 99

Exciting new
prints
Reg 17 99-19 99

.9 to 27 99

. ,0

:.ost

9ets
39

3

Personalized with your
FREE!
initials
Reg to 9 99

: % off
to 110

BEHR'S CHARGE*MAS TER CHARGE•BANKAMERICARD•OPEN

Cottuili gorival Cult&ittuM41,1(1.! Usk&8o

st
,

699

CANVAS HANDBAGS

n qs

ICE CREAM AHEAD
Children's birthday party?
Scoorrice cream ahead of time
into paper muffin cups: place
on a baking sheet in the
freezer. When the candles are
on the cake, bring out the ice
cream. It's ready to sereye in
quick lltne!

699

CAFTANS & FLOATS

1 399

LONG DRESS ALE!

899

SLEEPW EAR!

JUMPSUIT SALE!
iumpsuits added
.
from our regular stock.
Rea 24 ".9 to 29 99

1

10 to 9•SUN

actibt -14twtha

91
59

12 30 to 530

CA.ettudi8111261 C.tattAiitata
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Vows Are Planned

ifiss
a
7

Carol Gray

and John Joseph Sn!ern°
The approaching marriage of Miss Melissa Carol Gray to
John Joseph Salerno, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Salerno
of
Waldwick, N. J., has been announced by her parents, Charles
H.Gray of Murray and Mrs. Peggy B.Gray of Morehead.
Miss Gray attended Murray State University where she was
a member of the Kappa Delta Sorority. She is currently
employed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington,
D. C. *Mr. Salerno is stationed with the Marine Headquarters Battalion in Arlington, Va.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 23, at 5:30
p. m. at the Grand Rivers Baptist Church, Grand Rivers, Ky.
Invitations will be sent to out of town guests only.

by Jean McClure
Tools which are stood against a wall or fence are likely to
become warped. When not in use they should be hanging with
their handles down in the tool house. Two nails side by side give
the proper support for,most kinds. The ncessity for keeping garden tools dean and sharp cannot be overemphasized. Such
tools require much less effort than those which have been
allowed to get rusty and have been put assay dirty. Hoes to
whirls earth sticks will take on more and more earth each time
they go into the ground. causing increased weight and requiring
additional effort to manipulate.
Save yourself time and effort by relying on SHIRLEY FLORIST
GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street. 753-8944 to handle
•

NOSPITAL NEWS

all your landscaping needs. We offer a complete commercial
and residential landscape service so come by and discuss your
particular needs We are the only full line and complete florist,
garden center and nursery in the area."Flowers and Plants for all
oaccasions" Hours Mon.-Sun. 8-5.
HANDY HINT:
Emery doth and steel wool are excellent for cleaning and
poirthing the metal parts of your tools.

I

May 15. 1977
Adults 123
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Hill (mother
Karen), Rt. 8, Benton. Baby
Girt
Edwards
mother
Rosemary), 233 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Baby Boy Duke
(mother Natalie), 103 Shady
Oak-Ira Murray, Baby Girl
Ruzich mother Christine ),
601 College Ct. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jackie M. Jackson, 301
Pine,
Murray,
Miss
Kristalynn Krimm, Rt. 1,
Hardin. Bryan K. Warner, 807
Sunny Lane,, Murray, Miss
Amy J. McClure, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Diane M
Richerson and Baby Boy, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Marjorie I.
Gordon, Rt. 1, Box 170, Alm°,
Phillip Saxton, 203 So. 16th
Murray, Mrs. Velma I.
Maupin, Rt. 8, Box 517
Murray. Glenn E. West, Rt. 7,
Murray, Jeftrey 1.. Smith, 1202
Lone Oak, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Margie A. Winchester. 626
Broad Ext. -- Murray, Mrs.
Carol J. Fields, Fox Meadows
Tr. Ct. B-3, Murray, Mrs.
Hatton P. Lovins, No. 70 Hale
Tr. Ct. B-3 Murray, Mrs.
Hatton P. Lovins, No. 70 Hale
Tr. Ct. Murray, Mrs. Gustie C.
Knight, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.,
Ruth M. Davenport, Rt. 1. Bx.
252. Hardin, Mrs. Auberna
Halstead, RI. 2, Bx. 30
Murray, Mrs. Dona Holland,
Rt. I. Almo, Thomas C.
Marshall, Rt. 1, Murray,
Arthur Hanson, Rt. 2, Bx. 458E Big Sandy. Tn.
May 16, 1977
Adults 132
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORNS LISTED
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debbie L. Henson and
Baby Girl, Rt: 8, Bentan, Mrs.
Mildred E. Broach, 705
Sycamore, Murray, Amy E.
Robertson, Rt. 1, Bx. 142,
Puryear, Tn., Miss Gladys
Jaco, No. 12th, Murray, Mrs.
David A. Campbell, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs, Melinda J.
Stone, -Rt. I, Dexter, Mrs. Jan.
A. Cooper, 1000 Sharpe,
Murray, William E. Dodson,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Edna S.
Dublin, Bx. 152, Murray,
Harlin Black, Rt. 1 Farmington, Mrs. Francis F.
Spann, Rt. I, Sedalia, Broc A.
Walker, 1605
Catalina.
Murray, Mrs. Vester NI.
Bratton, 316 No. Porter Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Inaz Smith, 736 Nash
Dr. Murray, Mrs. Bradie
Vaughn, Rt. I, Almo, Mrs.
Patricia B. Johnson, 115
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Nonnie
I,. Gordon, Dexter, Mrs. Mary
E. Townley, Bx. 86 Farmington.

BOWLING
DISCOVER THE FUN
It's good for your health

Shop Friday
and Satiirday
9 a.m. fit 9:00 p.m.

sp

MITS

Shop Friday
and Saturday
9 a.m. til 9:00 p.m.

Old Fashioned Prices Are Here Again! SAVE! SAVE!
*Pants *Skirts *Tops
*Blazers *Jackets
*Vests *Shirts

All Shoes
Any Shoe 25.00 & Above!

Sportswear

R00
ito

OFF

(-)

Our Regular
11.00 to 48.00

FRIDAY
—
AND
SATURDAY ONLY!

1/3
1/2

00

"
F

OFF
Any Shoe 24.00 And Less!
4

00/811/./MAA-As•

444

Pantsuits

Our Regular 56.00 Pantsuits
at a savings of 10.10 These
are beautiful suits from our
regular stock Short sleeve.
8 to 18

3990

Summer Bowling Leagues
Will Start This Month

REMEMBER GET YOUR LEAGUES TOGETHER EARLY
ORDER THOSE SHIRTS EARLY!

NOW

•

Monday Night Men

,. Lind save'

qn07

May 30, 7:00 p.m.

7.00 p.m.
5,11

Thursday Night Couples
7-00 p.m.

Summer Hours
Mon.-Thurs.
12:00- 11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - 11 p.m.
sun.
1:00 - 11 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

Sunday Night Couples
May 29

OFF

/0

May 30, 7:00 p.m.

Monday Night Women

Friday Morning ladies
May 27

All Loungewear
1311

The following is a
list of the League Meetings
•

Our curT,,nt-season stock!

ind Prints'

Shift Gowns
Our }{0,'

2.0&1

14.00

799
Assori, styles & Colors'

Sunglasses

Our entire fabulous stock'

All Handbags
Our Regular 6.00 to 45.00

NOW

All R.

For any further
information contact

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
753-2202

,,at fashions by

Misty Harbor
Our Regular 55.00 to 90.00

NOW 1500 OFF

JEWELRY
, Lil.
itrlditr- 4 00t,,10100

20% Off

As.sorted styles & colors!

Knit Tops
Our Regular 9.00 to 11.00

299

A Special Selection .
i
Swimsuits
1 )tir fictiiir 16110 I, , js

Buy now at a savings!

- Umbrellas

Oh

500

59 0 799
Our Regular 6.01)to 8.00

399

Selected summer styles'

Our Entir-, I ., d1,,

Long Dresses ,
NOW 1/3 OFF
Our Regular 28.00 to 58 00

399
Unheard of pnces' Save up to 75'4,

Spring Coats
Our Regular 34.00 to 90.00

All Earn,,11.,
, SI''1Sf It St ', I.--

SU

nglasses

Our Regular 22.00 glasses

1500 to 2400

899
,
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Miss Donna Warren &
David Hall Engaged

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1977
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ill'etC
Not everything may run as
the stars say, read the forecast
anticipated, but you have the
given for your Birth Sign.
talent for prudent pushing and
also for waiting out results, so
ARIES
day should wind up satisfac) Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
torily.
Do not be upset by criticism. SAGITTARIUS
If constructive, it could actually (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
show you new ways to capitalize
A new contact could be exon your inventiveness and ceedingly important to your
skills.
career aims. Activity increases
in areas where i you have
TAURUS
...7? recently been styrilled.
tlre
21)
May
( Apr. 21 to
Careful deliberation will keep CAPRICORN
to Jan. 20) JW
you from making unwise (Dec. 72
Don't commit yourself to an
decisions, moves. Varied
program. Unforeseen
opinions on the same subject inflexible
will demand
indicate a need for more study, circumstances
alterations — which could be
investigation of facts.
better in the long run.
GEMINI
.11:Zr
AQUARIUS
May 22' to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Consolidate your financial
You find now that your
position: Expand where it is creative urges are demanding
warranted, retrench where some new form of expression.
necessary. Evaluate -others' Don't smother the feelings. Try
opinions carefull4 .
that new avenue.
PISCES
CANCER
20 to Mar. 20)
t June 22 to July 231 ISO (Feb.
A fine day for teamwork.
You will do well to follow your
useful ideas will result
own schedule and not become Many
an exchange of views with
involved in affairs which do not from
associates. Some good news
essentially concern you. This is
in the p.m.
no time to go off on tangents. indicated

eggs>

'
)(C-

LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Weighty matters will require
much thought now; also a great
deal of patience. Don't try to
rush things through. Neither
fear failure. Stress your innate
optimism.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A thoughtful review before
beginning day's program will
speed up its fine potentialities
Especially
success.
for
favored: teachers, students, all
scientific
in
engaged
professions and technology.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —4*
Correct errors or flaws in
your program as soon as you
note them. You are keen, so
they won't be hard to detect.
Don't be overly cautious and
lose advantages, however.

YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile, and expect
a great deal of yourself — even
more than others expect. You
are a perfectionist and, because
of this, often drive yourself to
the point of fatigue and
hypertension. Your tastes are
primarily,of a literary nature,
and you could succeed in any
branch of this art, but you would
also make a successful lawyer,
financier, musician or dramatic
entertainer. You are extremely
adventurous and love travel.
Monotony "drives you up the
wall" as the saying goes, but
you MUST learn to live with
routine when necessary. Birthdate of: Jay Gould, financier;
Amelia Bloomer, early advocate of women's rights;
Herman Wouk, Amer. author;
Isadore Duncan, world-famous
ballerina; Vincent Price, stage
and screen star.

Thank You
For

Your Support Of

Billy M.Erwin
Pd for by 1110y 001 Erwon

MEMORIAL DAY

driginaffy 7"to it"Embroidered•Handkerchief

it Circle Meet At Pins Home

East Elementary- PTC
Has Supper At School

is
Ins Casteel'r
Hostess For New
Providence Club

Make the most of the shortest
two weeks in the year.

ears

Everyday loans for
everyday living.

Tesseneer Is
Graduated At
Med School

Trim

388

SUMMER "T"SHIRTS
Originally 9°° Short Sleeve

WOVEN PLAID SHIRTS

488
788

Originally 16" to 17"

PRE WASHED JEANS

988-1088

Plus Hundred and Hundreds of
Knit Tops,1-Shirts, Woven Shirts
and Dress Pants

NOW 33 to 40% OFF
Originally 25°° to 33°°

NOW 988

JR. DRESSES

Open 10-4 Memorial Day
Reg. Hours 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-5

Marry Wally Young

Pittman.

SALE
SWIM SUITS

Mrs. Speight Is Guest Speaker

the
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Warren of Almo Route One announce
Donna, to
daughter,
youngest
their
of
marriage
ng
approachi
and
Miss Linda Davis and Wally Young have announced plans
David Hall, son of Mrs. Alice Manning of Centralia, IE.,
for their wedding on Saturday, May TS, at two p. m. at the
Gerald Hall of Roland, Okla.
Mr.
School.
High
County
United Campus Ministry, North Fifteenth Street, Murray.
Bessie
Calloway
the
with
meeting
The bride-elect attended
The Mary Leona Frost joint
Ark.,
Following the wedding ceremony a reception will be held at.,
.
December
in
Circle
Tucker
Hall graduated from North Side High School, Fort Smith,
Circle of the First United
Paris,
Company,
Electric
Holiday Inn, Murray. All friends are invited to attend.
the
were
Emerson
present
at
Members
and is now employed
Methodist Church Women met
Davis, daughter of Mrs. Ramona Davis of Fairfield,
Miss
Mesdames Mary Watson,
That the home of Mrs. Betty Pitts
e.
incomplet
the late John W. Davis, received her Masters degree
are
and
III;
wedding
Baker,
ng
Jane
approachi
Holland,
Edna
the
Plans for
on May tenth with Mrs.
pathology at Murray State University where she is
speech
in
Winter,
Norinne
Kathryn Walker, chairman, Nell Eaton,
Mae now employed as director of the Preschool Language Group.
Walker,
Kathryn
presiding.
Mr. Young, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young of.,Tucson,
Robinson,
Euldene
Mrs. Walker introduced the Thomas,
at
isp, Jean Smith, and Arizona, formerly of Freeport, Ill., is a marketing student
guest speaker, Mrs. Violet Marie CI
circles in the
golf
in
active
also
He
.
University
State
Murray
were
guests
Two
Pitts.
Speight, who began by reading Betty
Mrs. Pauline Wright and Mrs. area.
the scripture from I CorinSpeight.
thians 13:13. She gave a very
inspirational progra.RI. on
Love and Helpin Others
The East Elementary m. at East Elementary Less Fortunate." 1)e closed
one
School Parent-Teacher Club School. Admission will be
a pyiyer written by
fifty by reading
held the final meeting of the dollar for adults and
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Proceeds
school year on Thursday, May cents for students.
The devotion was led by
19, with a potluck supper being will go to benefit the athletic Mrs Marie Crisp who opened
programs at the school.
served at seven p. m.
'prayer and read a poem,
PTC
East's Summer Baseball 'Today." Reports were given
Miller,
)
Frosty
i
. Bob
president, expressed ap- Program will begin June 4 an by Mrs. Jean Smith for the
prec4tion to Joe Green, past will continue through the,fttst secretary, Mrs. Walker for the
FTC:president, Mrs. Mildred week in August.
treasuser, and. Mrs._ Ngll
Lassiter, retiring teacher, and
Eaton for the Sunshine Fund.
Mrs. Muriel Wright, retiring
Members voted to give a
cook, for their services to the
cash donation to the Ramp
school.
Fund of the church in memory
Members of the East PTC
of Mrs. Marge Kipp's father
also expressed appreciation to
who died recently. AnCounty Judge Robert 0.
Iris Casteel opened her nouncements were made and
Miller, County Magistrates home for the May tenth tea towels for the kitchen were
Gil Hopson and Ralph Bogard, meeting at one p. m. of the collected.
and to all the men who New
Providence
The group voted to have a
volunteered their time and Homemakers Club with the
equipment to haul dirt to fill vice-president, Sylvia
UNFOUNDED
away
out the school's football field. Puckett, presiding.
A CIT loan can make the difference between staying home or getting
a boat.
or
trailer
a
buy
to
money
extra
from
need
you
students
o
on
Maybe
Forty-tw
for a well-earned vocation.
The main lesson
'
you need
Phyical Education classes at "Discipline" was presented
Or some new canipinirequipment. We'll try to help you get the cash
budget. So that the shortest two weeks of the
your
fit
that
payments
East presented a special by Gail Herndon who said the
arrange
and
Some parents have the .unyear can also be the best two weeks of the year.
gymnastic demonstration.
main point was that a child founded fear that if they do
Announcement was made of learns by example.
not, worry about their chilthe Country Music Show to be
Reports were given by dren something will happen
held Friday, May.27, at 7:30 p. Wanda Osbron, foods chair- tn them. Psychiatrists point
out that this may unwittingly
man,Gail Herndon,issues and arouse guilt feelings in
concerns chairman, and Patsy children.
Pittman, secretary-treasurer. Some children have the
The devotion was given by f.bunded fear that they are
Mrs. Casteel who read a poem the cause when parents fight.
Southside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 753-6702
An 'Equal Opportuno Compano.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
in honor of Mothers Day en- It makes them feel anxious
Jewell Jones of Kirksey has titled "Go Ye Into All the and guilty. .
been dismissed from Lourdes World." Ten members anHospital, Paducah.
swered the roll call with "a
Mottier's Day gift I would
PADUCAH PATIENT
most like to receive."
Recently dismissed from
Wanda Osbron led the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, recreation with Beth Falwell
was Mrs. James Ammons of winning the prize. RefreshMurray.
ments were served buffet
style by the hostess.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Other members present
Mrs. Dale Nimmo of were Opal Shoemaker, Dorval
Murray has been dismissed Hendon, Iva Mae Allbritten,
from Lourdes Hospital, and Jane Curd. Children
Paducah.
Barbara
were
present
Casteel, Amy Bailey, and Jay
Paul Herndon.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday,June 7, at one p.
m. at the home of Patsy'

SPORTSWEAR

Originally 11°° to 1300 1 and 2Piece

heae ee,ae

Miss Linda Davis To

Olympic Plaza, Murray, Kentucky

Ralph Tesseneer, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer of
Covington, formerly of
Murray, graduated from the
University of Louisville
Medital School in the May
graduating class.
The new medical school
graduate and his wife,
Beverly, will leave soon for
Spartanburg, S.C., where he
will be for three years of
residence at the General
Hospital there.
Among those attending the
graduation exercises were his
parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Tesseneer, his brother, Herb,
a student at Northern Kentucky University, Covington,
his sister, Susan, who is with
CHEER, a religious. group
working with inner city
children in Cincinnati, Ohio,
his grandmother, Mrs. Bernice Fisher of Earlington, his
uncles and aunts,Dr. and Mrs.
Bob Spencer of Louisville and
Dr. and Mrs. Ed Fisher of
Atlanta, Ga., his cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Scott I3inkley of
Louisville, and his parents-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. -4'rank
Britnell of Washington,D.C.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

HI-EFFICIENCY COOLING
WITH POWER SAVER SWITCH

PORTABLE COOLING
YOU CAN AFFORD
• 4000 BTU/HR, Cooling.
• 115 Volts, 7 amps.
•Only 43 lbs....portable.
• Easy initaltation.
• Proven rotary compressbr.

25" Diagonal Color Console TV • Modular Chassis Design
• GE's In-Line Picture
Controlled" Color 'TV
Tube System

Close-Out on all
1977 Model GE TVS
Many Models to
Choose From
90 DAYS SAME
AS CASH
Insintadlolatts'oonninalniorromoal UP TO 24 MONTHS
TO PAY
air conditioners

FRI
Murray Appliance
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 EAST MAIN ST.

•

HO

COY and JOHN SIMMONS,OWNERS

PHONE 753-1286

,
s

Milierray Ledger Si Tithes
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

MURRAY NEWSPAPERS In

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor
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War

Of Handling The Mail
By M.C. Garrott
Joe D. and Janet Ward's three-yearold, Alison, has a great future with the
postal service.
A week before Mother's Day, Joe had
written checks for all his bills, and
Janet had bought and addressed
Mother's Day cards to all the mommas
and grannies. The envelopes were
sealed and stamped. They were ready
to mail.
As with any young mother, Janet had
a dozen things on her mind and even
more to do when she loaded Alison into
the car and headed for the Post Office.
It was a hot day, and Joe still hadn't
had the air conditioner in it fixed like he
had promised.
Whenever she riciesinther-ar.
always wants to hold something or to
have a part in the action, so Janet
handed her the letters. Into the back
seat Alison hopped.
++++++
Arriving at the Post Office, Janet
turned and asked for the letters. "I
dropped some, Mummy," Alison said
as she handed her mother two or three
envelopes. Janet looked into the back of
the car. No letters. Then she got out and
went around to the side and looked on
the ground.Still no letters.
"Where did you drop them, Alison?"
she asked, by now getting a bit upset. It
was hot and the air conditioner wasn't
working."Out the window." Alison said
sweetly. "While we were riding?" her
mother cried. Alison only nodded.
Parking the car, they walked around
the square and down Main Street as far
as Fred's. 'Still no letters. Hot
frustrated and angry, Janet went back
to the car, and they set out to retrace
their route to the Post Office from there
home at 1705 Magnolia.
++++++
In the street in front of Murray High
School she spotted something which
looked like some of them. It was — four
_ of the missing letters. They- were dirty
and bore tire marks where they had
been run over.
Having no idea which letters or

to
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Mother's Day cards were missing,
Janet took off, bought another supply of
Mother's Day greetings and mailed
them. In the meantime, Joe, who was
catching the devil all the while for not
getting the air conditioner fixed,
determined that only one envelope with
a check ur it was missing. He stopped
payment on the check and notifiedthe
creditor.
Several days later on Mother's Day,
the three of them went to Princeton to
visit Janet's grandmother,one of whose
first questions of them was,"Why did I
get two Mother's Day cards from you?"
She showed .them the envelopes. One
was- clean. The other was dirty, torn
and also bore tire marks.
Some kind sgiil had found and mailed
the missing one. The other was the one
Janet had hastily mailed. As yet, they
have never heard from the missing
envelope with the check in it.
The air conditioner has been fixed,
though!
++++++
Justmy luck!
Again, I've failed to win a trip to
Scotland in the Rusty Nail Hole-in-One
Sweepstakes. Any golfer lucky enough
to hit a hole-in-one during the calendar
year is eligible for the annual drawing,'
sponsored the folks who make
Drambuie 80 proof liqueur and other
spirits. The lucky winner gets to go to
Scotland to play golf at St. Andrews and
some of the other legendary courses
over there.
Last year, I was lucky enough to hit
two tee shots into the cup for holes-inone, So I had my name in the pot two
times. That didn't help, either.
An official-looking letter arrived the
other day from the sponsors informing
me that this year's winner was Burnis
E. Frady of the Asheville, N. C.,
municipal course. In addition to the trip
to Scotland, he also won $1,000 spending
money. His home pro, Lowell (Jack)
Pennell, also got $1,000, apparently for
taking care of Frady's clubs.
A few days later, a second letter
arrived. It said the same thing.

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

William Simon noted in his proposal to
The tax cut approved by Congress is
do away with all deductions and credits
more modest than that envisioned with
and tax all Americans a set rate on total
the advent of the Carter acludnistration
income.
-1
and the lure of the $50 rebate.
And it is less ambitious in scope than ) The taneup now is appropriate, but a
major overhaul seems inevitable in the
the 500-page "reform" package of 1976,
dim future.
which fell far short of its promised
0+0
simplification of the tax-preparation
the picture of the
see
you
Did
chore.
dcore world also fosters attititudes
Our toleration level.is so high now that
Congressman and his wife standing
But the $17 billion in tax relief for
pre-adolescent children are being
toward women that are cruel and
outside an Egyptian pyramid!
each of the next two years in the
sexually exploited in hardcore novels inhuman. If there is a single theme that
Obviously, it was an artifact-finding
legislation sent to President Carter for
runs through all kinds of hardcore
and magazines in order to excite those
mission.
a
of
enough
be
should
signature
his
are
who have been jaded to the usual sexual
pornography, it is this: Women
0+0
tuneup for an economy showing signs of
meat. A woman is to a man, in the
perversions.
Thirty years ago Robert Maynard
recovery. With the additional $4 billion
Surely one of the most harmful efhardcore world, as a dog is to its cruel
LjjIJ who died May 15 n Santa
for public service jobs authorized by
master. Women are there to be abused,
fects of • hardcore pornography- ts Its
Barbara, Calif., was chairman of the
the Presidebt's signature, the Carter
debased, and exploited. Naturally,
effect on children. When pornography
Commission on Freedom of the Press.
restrained
is
program
"stint/this"
of
degradation
those who enjoy the
prevades a culture, as it has in the
Its report, "A Free and Responsible
enough to Minimize the potential for a
women have good reason to support the
United States in the last few years, it
Press," remains as one of the man's
inflation.
of
spurt
new
pornography.
hardcore
of
legalization
more
becomes
easily available to
monuments.
The principal beneficiaries of the new
Hardcore pornography is also harchildren, despite the twenty-one year
Hutchins was brilliant, controversial,
tax bill will be the 46 million Americans
mful to the society at large. With a few
age limitation. I am not speaking
and combative. He was
provocative
their
on
deductions
itemize
not
do
who
as
exceptions, hardcore pornography,
merely of children viewing pictures of
earnest in his belief in
profoundly
also
tax returns. Their tax will be reduced
far back as we can trace it in American
sexual intercourse(though a number of
self-improvement and the idea of social
tax
be
will
There
$111.
of
average
an
by
been
has
history,
European
and
psychologists have concluded that even
progress.
breaks for most married couples and
restricted by law. The significant
that is psychologically unhealthy for
The commission's report defended
increases for a large number of single
question is, "Why have people in virpreadolescents).
freedom but it called for greater
press
provide
will
incentives
Tax
taxpayers.
a
had
tually every age, and country
I am speaking mainly of children
responsibility.
press
up to $100,000 a year in relief for
taboo concerning hardcore material?"
viewing what hardcore specializes in:
"The press must be accountable to
companies adding new workers.
sodomy and sexual violence. When this - We should not be too quick to conclude
for meeting the public need and
society
taxthe
that
The perennial pledge
that all societies (prior to our own
kind of material floods a culture and
for maintaining the rights of citizens
filing chore will be easier invites
"enlightened" age, of course) were
thus becomes readily available to the
and the almost forgotten rights of
skepticism. Taxpayers may be hopeful,
stupidly idealistic, wrong-headed, or
young, children are led to believe that
who have no press," the
speakers
but experience discourages optimism.
what have you. Wise men have always
the acts portrayed are innocent,
"It must know that its
said.
report
understandably
been
has
Congress
pornography
that
understood
perhaps even worthy of emulation.
have ceased to be the
errors
and
faults
wary of further expanding a budget
dehumanizes individuals, weakens
Often the lame adult who argues to
private vagaries and have become
about
at
projected
$65
already
deficit
undercuts
and
relationships,
social
keep violence off television because of
billion for fiscal 1976. Mr. Carter, too, -public dangers."
healthy ideals. If we believe that our
its harmful effect's on children will also
That sober warning must still be
had dropped his support of the rebate
forefathers had a measure of common
argue that there should be no restricheeded.
program.
in
trait)
rare
increasingly
(an
sense
tions on pornography; he will thus
The permanent changes in the
their attitudes and laws concerning
allow scenes of sexual violence to filter
standard deduction, which provide
hardcore pornography, then we should
down to his children.
most of the "relief" in the current bill,
be wary of making a sharp break with
Harcjcore pornography also distorts
and a 26-month extension of temporary
the past. History, tradition, and
sexuality. There are no consequences ip
tax beraks already in effect seem to
common sense are all on the side of
the hardcore world: no veneral disease,
strike a workable balance between the
those who want to place harsher
no unwanted children, no abortion, no
drive to create jobs and the need to
restrictions on pornography.
attachments, no divorce. One could call
control inflation.
Ideas have consequences. If it is true
pornography fairy tales believed by
The tax system still cries out for
that great and humane literature and
adults. And when hardcore material
ref9rm, as former Treasury Secretary
art enrich and deepen people's lives, it
spreads through a culture, it follows
The Murray University School
must also be true that hardcore porthat the "message" becomes the
yearbook for 1967 has been dedicated to
nography — which cheapens lives,
reality for many people. If recent
R. E. Goodgion, according to Kathy
distorts sexuality, is psychologically
statistics concerning illigitimate births,
Rayburn, yearbook editor.
unhealthy for children, and promotes
veneral disease, and abortions are any
Larry D. Wilson, senior at Calloway
heation, we are bringing up a
vicious attitudes toward women — has
County High School, and Mitzi Cook,
a corruptive effect; and we would be
ger.eration led to believe pornography's
senior at Murray High School, have
negligent not tO censor it. There is a
"message," that sexuality has no more
been awarded $200 scholarships to
line beyond which tolerance ceases to
consequences than eating a steak.
attend Murray State University by the
Basically a male industry, the harboa virtue.
Murray Lions Club.
Nancy Baker, senior at Murray High
School, and James Dale Gantt, senior
By GEORGE W.HACKETT
Her Niter', a physician, served in the
Gone too are the scrapbooks which
at University School, have been
Associated Press Writer
Spanish-American War, World War I, Charlotte put together during her years
awarded $150 President's scholarships
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Floods
and spent 15 years as a medical in the theater.
at Murray State University.
wash away more than property.
"I knew I was destined for the stage
missionary in Korea.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Esther
awa
stored
They destroy memories
"He had a number of priceless because I made a theatrical entrance
Branch Ellis, age 72.
pornographic, the trend has shifted in
mementos of his career," Charlotte into this world." She was born in an
have freedom of choice. Freedom of in a cedar chest: a lock of hair, ba0
Boy Scout Troop 45 earned a superior
the direction of conservatism.
said,"some were lost or damaged when elevator at a Harlan hospital on
choice and individual will is being shoes, a baptismal goA, a faded
rating at the Scout-O-Rama held at
Unfortunately this trend threatens the
the first flood struck in 1046." It Thanksgiving Day. "I was glad they
threatened tpday by amass society that. _diploma.
Brooks Stadium, Paducah. The troop
pftncipie-riflretdOM'Of the press. This
- "And they kill the fighting spirif"."F "happened again In 1963, Mt,and six -- didn't-name me Otis after thealettate.r.
too often prefers easy "solutions."
was one hundred per cent..stron4
Nolan
principle must be protected if'the
weeks ago when .water stood four feet company."
There is no easy answer to the the elderly," said Charlotte
attendance.
"Follow the obituary column and >nu
people are „ever again to have the opdeep in the house.
After graduation from high school,
question: "what should be censored?"
glen'
rate
death
the
that
always
see
portunity to read truly valuable artistic
will
"You cry a little when you pick up
I contend that we must reaffirm the
where she twicewon the state speech
works.
ancestral things and they fall to the
principle of freedom of the press as set up sharply among those who re 68
contest, Charlotte enrolled at Norfloor in muddy pieces."
Robert Min Jeffrey was named as
thwestern University and majored in
forth by John Milton in the seventeenth older. They've lost things which doril
Certainly no one is forced to buy
tags."
price
carry
basketball coach and teacher at
education.
imas
are
century. Milton's words
undesirable sexual publications. In a
Charlotte's mother was stricken a ith
Murray High School by the Murray
"I came back to teaching when I
Letter To The Editor
portant today as they were then. He
democracy, it is more dangerous to
heart attack in March 1963 — tht:
a
Board of Education at a special called
came back to Harlan," she said. I have
cenwhat
of
question
to
is
it
the
than
answers
freedorrig
limit our personal
meeting.
two brothers who are doctors in
sorship really is to a free society when night a- wall of water came roaring nut
allow them to be eroded in order to
of the hillside into Harlan.
Joseph G. Wofford, aviation
Louisville, but I like working with
he says that:
—preserve "decency." The real value of
"The rescue squad got us out and t, -.
storekeeper third class, USN, arrived
youngsters."
I. censorship insults the citizen's
living in a democracy is that we each
Dear Editor:
Mom to the hospital," Chariot!,
in Alameda, Calif., May 20 aboard the
As she spoke, several eighthgraders
intelligence;
We, the members of the Welcome were outside the house, knocking out
attack aircraft carrier USS Shangri-La.
2. censorship undermines our recalled. "But she lasted less than
Wagon Newcomers Club, want to ex- the flood-soaked walls. "The kids are
year. This is happen-mg to people a:l
Five of Murray State College's ten
national reputation for freedom;
Miirray Ledger & Times
press our thanks to the businesses for having a ball helping me."
entries in the Purchase Parish Jersey
3. censorship proposes a possible over our county since the last disaster
their contributions to our annual card
hit us."
After the 1969 flood, Charlotte had the
Cattle Show held at Ballard Memorial
system of inquisition;
The Murray Ledger & fines is published
party held on May 12 at the Community foundation raised eight and one-half
At the time of her mother's cleat:.
every afternoon escept Sundays, July 4. ChristHigh School placed first in five of the
censorship suppresses the
4.
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Room of the North Branch of the feet, "thinking I would be safe. Boy,
classes.
democratic right of free inquiry for Charlotte was touring the countr.
Murray Newspapers, Inc.. 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Peoples Bank. They are as follows:
playing "Mammy Yokum" in th
Ky.,41071. .
was I wrong. I've gone as high as can
Births reported include a girl, Cindy
truth.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
Perkins Pancake, Beauty Box, Dor go structurally."
Abner
national company of
we
Do
crossroad.
Lou, to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Caa.sel
the
at
is
America
42071.
Mae Fashions, Town & Country Shop,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Although the community is shaking
Garrison on May 11, and a girl, Joy
wish to accept censorship and with it a Reluctantly, she decided to give up
carriers, 02.50 per month, payable in advance.
an
Graham and Jackson, Buckingham- off the effects of high water; Charlotte
promising
as
career
actress
an
and
manipulated
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Carlton B.
mass
nightmarish,
HarBenton,
to
By mall in Calloway County and
Ray, Starks Hardware, Donna's believes it will happen again.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Buchanan on May 14.
consumer oriented society? Or, do we return to the house where her paren!
-year, Tenn.,$17.50 per
Parts. Buchanan and Pit
Needlepoint, Bamboo Gardens,
New officers of the Douglass High
"You can't leave what we in the
still want the society envisioned by had settled as bride and groom 70 yea
year. By mail to other deistinations, $12.50 per
Juanita's, Stanley Home Products, mountains call the 'home place' so you
year.
a society in which ago.
Jefferson,
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Thomas
Press
Kentucky
Press,
Member of Associated
Coldwater Blues, The Palace, Cherry's, grin, try to hold back the tears, and
"I wanted to preserve the fami
Mayre C. Hornbuckle, Luddie Tharpe,
the emphasis is on education and
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Dennison-Hunt, Fancy Plants, The make every effort to start over."
Association.
and Hanna Rutledge.
freedom of choice. The latter is my archives, the things we had collect,.
Green Door, DuJon's, Roses, Kroger,
over the years," she explained.
preference.
TV Service Center, McKee! Equipment
Company,
Big B Cleaners, Evelyn's Beauty
Let's Stay Well
Salon, P. N. Hirsch and Co., Marirnak,
The Hair House, Radio Shack,Shirley's
Exchang hit their lowest level in eight
By The Associated Press
Lawn & Garden Center, Littleton's,
years after a steep 17-month slide.
Scott Drug,Wallis Drug, Burger Queen,
is Thursday, May 26, the 146th
Today
Ten years ago. The Pentagon
College Shop,The Showcase, Harolde's,
day of 1977. There are 21,9 days left in
disclosed that an American navy plane
Bank,
Peoples
Dale & Stubblefield,
the year.'
had mistakenly crossed over Chinese
Family Shoe Store, The Youth Shop,
- By FJ.L Blasingame. MD
Today's highlight in history:
territory during a bombing mission
F.J.L Blasingame, M-D
Enix Interiors,
On this date in 1868, an attempt to
against targets in North Vietnam.
after it is cooked and hi
Pagliai's, Step Ladder, Big John's,
0. Mrs R.B.'s son, who is largely postural.
Lead Poisoning from Bird
impeach President Andrew Johnson
Five years ago: In Moscow,
eaten.
Southside
Crafts,
Little
of
House
Red
Your son should be disthree years old, has a proShot?
was defeated in the Senate by one vote.
Richard Nixon and Soviet
President
lead
A.
the
In
for
order
Restaurant, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
nounced turnirg inward of his couraged from sitting on he
this
On
date:
two arms agreements.
signed
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C.C. writes that she is dissolve, it has to he ••
Goodyear, The Shoe Tree, Sirloin
toes She wrints to know if his feet. Sueh positioning of the 0. Mrs
In 1790, Tennessee was organized as a
limiting the growth of U.S. and Soviet
.
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poisonlead
rounded
about
with
acid
an
coneerned
K,
Big
Giant,
Food
Stockade, Storey's
wearing corrective shoes will legs may increase the torsion
territory.
nuclear arsenals.
which does not exist in th,,,l ing in her family.
Holiday Inn, Brenda's Beauty Salon,
be helpful and perhaps avast in which is troubling rum.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte was
'I!
One year ago: The 24 countries of the
friends jacent tissue. The am
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talked
not
have
you
Restaurant,
being
If
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preventing hL
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for
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Organization
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from
which
pass
successful
would
are
problem over with a physician.
Treasure House, Sherwin-Williams,
toed" later in life.
In 1864, the Montana Territory was
Cooperation and Development, meeting
game killed with lead shots is pellet. is not significant and
want
a
may
making
He
so.
do
should
Lincisey's,
in
you
Lerman's,
hesitant
Kopperud
Realty,
feel
A. I
in Paris, agreed on a code of conduct
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II,
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World
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Much depends on
Murray Paint and Hobby, Captain D's,
In 1962, European extremists in
She notes that many of the pellets. Stomach acid will
House consultant William Magruder is
Some authorities believe that needed correction if the proband
Music.
Chuck's
are removed when the solve sufficient amounts of lead
Algiers bombed and burned out 18
54.
such trouble is related to a tor- lem is severe. Exercises and at- pellets
Sincerely,
is cleaned, -but some to be harmful if pellets are Ingame
elementary school buildings.
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Angel Pitching Untouchable,
Twins Unload To Sweep Bosox
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer.
California Angels Manager
Norm Sherry may come up
with a new twist on the old
Braves saying:
Boston
"Spahn -and Sam and pray for
rain."
"Other than Tanana and
Ryan,our pitching hasn't been
that good until lately," Sherry
said Wednesday night after
Frank Tanana spun a threehitter, giving California a 11-0
victory over the Detroit
Tigers.
Tuesday night, Nolan Ryan
hurled a three-hitter as
California edged Detroit 2-1.
"I'd hate to make a living
facing them every day,"
moaned Detroit .Manager
Ralph Houk. "They both lose
some games each year. You
just hope some of them are
against you."
Yankees 3-0, Rangers 2-1
Gaylord Perry limited New
York to just six singles as
Texas won the nightcap and
gained a split of its
doubleheader with New York.
Perry walked none in winning
his third straight game.
Dave May and Toby Harrah
opened the second inning of
the nightcap with singles and
moved up on a sacrifice. May
scored the game's lone run on
Jim Sundberg's sacrifice fly.
Yankees rookie Gil Patterson, picking up his first
major league victory in the
opener, was aided by three
doubles, a triple and Roy
White's fourth home run of the
season.

McRae launched two rallies
with doubles, giving him six
doubles and two home runs in
the last six games.
Indians 2, Mariners 1,
12 Innings
Jim Norris scampered
home on Bruce Bochte's single
in the 12th inning as Cleveland
edged Seattle, giving the
Indians their fourth straight
victory.
Dennis
Cleveland's
Eckersley, 4-3, gave up just
five. hits — all in the first 41-3
innings. Eckersley faced the
minimum 23 batters over the
final 7 2-3 innings.
Brewers 7, White Sox 4
Sixto Lezcano drove in three
runs with a two-run homer and
a double and Don Money
added a solo homer, powering

Mairay Ledger & Times

Milwaukee over the White
Sox. Jim Spencer homered for
Chicago.
Moose Haas, 4-2, allowed
just two hits over the final
eight innings, retiring 18 of the
last 19 White Sox' batters he
faced after having failed to
last two innings in his previous
start.
A's 6,Blue Jays 5, 10 innings
Manny Sanguillen doubled
home Rodney Scott with the
go-ahead run, then scored the
eventual winning run In the
10th inning as Oakland edged
Toronto.
Rich McKinney slammed a
pinch-hit home run and Tony
Armas had a two-run homer
for Oakland and reliever Dave
Giusti got his first victory of
the season.

Pitchers Outstanding
In Little League Games

The pitchers were ahead of the hitters in Little League action Wednesday night.
In the season openers for all four teams involved in the two
games, the Cards clipped the Twins 5-2 while in the nightcap
the A's took an 8-2 win over the Yanks.
David Denham went the distance on the hill for the Cards
and gave up just four hits to the Twins. Denham struck out„13
men in his six innings of work and walked four men. "
For the losing Twins,Stuart Alexander hurled five innings
and took the loss. He fanned seven batters.
The Twins took a 2-0 lead in the top of the first but in the
home half of the same inning, the Cards bounced back with
two runs to tie the game.
In the last of the third, it was still tied at two apiece and the
sacks were full with two men out and Brian Doyle at the
plate.
Doyle unloaded a line shot double into the gap in leftcenter
and three runs came around to score, snapping the tie and
Twins 13-9, Red Sox 5-4
making it 5-2 for the Cards. Neither team could score again in
Ron Carew rapped seven
the contest.
hits and Larry Hisle batted in
For the winning Cards, Wade Smith and Stefon Reed each
six runs as Minnesota
had a pair of hits while Doyle added his three-run double. For
unleashed a barrage of 35 hits
the Twins, Tim Brown had half of the offensive attack with a
— 24 in the first game — in
pair of base raps while Gary Galloway and David Snow also
sweeping a doubleheader
hit safely.
from Boston.
In the nightcap, it was the arm and bat of Kelly Calvin that
The sweep boosted the
the Athletics to their 8-2 win over the Yanks. '
boosted
Twins' AL West lead to three
Calvin worked the six innings on the hill for the A's and got
games.
win,scattering five hits while striking out 11 and walking the
Royals 4-2, Orioles 1-7
four.
Al Cowens chased home
The A's took a 2-0 lead in the first inning as Calvin slammed
three runs for Kansas City in a two-run homer.
the opener and Rick Dempsey
In the third, the A's used only one hit and got four more
batted in three for Baltimore
and then added a single run in the fourth to make it 7-0.
runs
in the nightcap as the teams
lost his shutout bid in the top of the fifth as the Yanks
Calvin
split their twinbill.
twice.
scored
Earl
Baltimore Manager
The A's completed the scoring with a single run in their
Weaver and shortstop Kiko
half of the fifth.
Garcia were ejected from the
The Yanks, though losing the game, outhit the A's 5-3. For
second game. At the start of
Orioles
the
Yanks, Nicky Santagado paced the attack with two hits
the
inning,
the fourth
staged a brief protest when while Mark Boggess, Kyle Evans and Bill Tolley all had one
they delayed coming out of the hit apiece.
For the A's, Harry Weatherly, Jimmy Kelly and Kelly
dugout.
In the first game,the Royals* Calvin each had one hit.
There are a pair of games scheduled for the Little League
smashed six doubles and a
triple among their 10 hits. Hal tonight.

Concentration Key For
Success At Indy 500
driving in the Indianapolis 500
By STEVE HERMAN
than on a normal highway —
AP Sports Writer
and it's getting safer all the
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — time.
Crashes in the Indianapolis
There have been 61 deaths
500 can be spectacular and at the Speedway since it was
deadly, but driving in the opened in 1909. Thirty-seven
world's richest auto race is drivers have died either in the
"just like going to work," says race, in practice or in tests at
Steve Krisiloff.
the Speedway; 13 Mechanics,
Krisiloff, a 30-year-old two track workers and nine
driver from Parsippany, N.J., spectators also have lost their
will start his seventh Indy lives.
race on Sunday after
But there have been no
qualifying at 184.691 miles an deaths; and very few serious
hour, the slowest in the 33-car injuries; since 1973.
field.
Following the 1973 race, in
He sweated out the final 90 which drivers Art Pollard and
minutes of last Sunday's Swede -Savage and crewman
qualifications while three Armando Teran were killed,
slower cars were bumped the U.S. Auto Club adopted a
from the field.
number of regulations that —
The danger is constant, for the time being — cut
Krisiloff acknowledged, but no speeds but also improved
driver can really afford to safety.
give it much of a thought. Not
Speeds, which were nearing
if he expects to win, or even
m.p.h. — Johnny
200
survive.
a record of
"Concentration is the most Rutherford set
cations in
during
qualifi
199.071
said,
he
important thing,"
10 miles
d
contending actual driving 1973 — droppe about
no
were
there
And
hour.
per
to
ns
reactio
quick
skills and
deaths.
more
adverse situations don't really
All drivers had their last
matter.
to practice today in the
chance
ing
someth
"By the time
to
happens on the track, it's too two-hour carburetion runs
race
e
under
mileag
fuel
test
said.
he
late to react,"
Statistics show it's safer conditions.

If your credit cards

turn on you,turn to us.
.
APR

It's so easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
Your credit cards have turned on you.

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%

Lending money inoter business.

$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

Anicusai
nnenced

lioaths
To Pay

agootrily
Payment

Total Of
hymen'.

$3,600 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%

Our only business. So you can turn to
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
us for a neat, dean credit card consoliKY-1
Annual Percentage Raw
•
dation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
pay altogether. So you can budget for it.
In Be! Air Center, Murray
Then you're controlling your finances,
Phone: 753-5573
instead of vice-versa.
s Marcussen, Mgr
Charle
us
ferocio
the
tamed
you've
And
credit card.
D
I
04P

Mere got your 101111
up to szsoa

in quantity!
Save with Pepsi-Cola's
6-Quart 6-Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.

iSII

The 6.Quart 6.Pa k . .
Pepsi-Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32.ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings. Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable

carton that give you the sav_jags only quantity buying can.
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enioy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak . . the quality taste of
Pepsi-Cola at quantity savings.

•

MIXING
PRICE?ys
The Dodge Bo
at Jim Fain Motors
ate talking
your language.

"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook!"

DODGE ASPEN WAGON.$3953.
Manufacturer's suggested retail price for
base six-cylinder Aspen wagon, excluding
destination charges, taxes, and title fees.
Wheel covers and white sidewall tires
$71 extra cost.

Dodge
••••.,
01M0111/10--

Jim Fain Motors
753-0632
810Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
•
•-

E,N.Y.
.
.KY UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo .INC PURCHAS
BOTTLED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO . PADUCAH
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Major League
Standings

.0%

.0%
4%ft
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By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
23 16 .590
Balt
N York
23 19 .548 1L-2
21 19 .525 2',2
Boston
22 22 .500 31,2
Milwkee
17 22 .436 6
Detroit
16 21 .432 6
Cleve
17 25 .405 742
Toronto
West
27 14 .659 —
Minn
72 16 .579 Pa
Chicago
20 17 .541 5
Texas
21 21 .503 6kt
Calif
20 21 .488 7
Oakland
19 21 .475 71,2
K.C.
16 30 .348 1342
Seattle
Wednesday's Results
Kansas City 4-2, Baltimore 17
New York 3-0, Texas 2-1
Minnesota 13-9, Boston 5-4
Oakland 6, Toronto 5, 10 innings
Cleveland 2, Seattle 1, 12 innings
Milwaukee 7, Chicago 4
• California, 4, Detroit 0
Thursday's Games
Chicago (Stone 4-3) at Milwaukee (Rodriguez 1-0)
.Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland, (n)
California at Toronto, (n)
Minnesota at Baltimore,
Kansas City at Boston, in)
Seattle at Detroit, (n)
Chicago at New York, in)
Texas at Milwaukee, (n)

11p0orts
Werray Ledger & Times

Sonics Get Silas, Wise And
Webster In Three-Team Deal
By TONY BAKER
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — The
Seattle SuperSonics went
shopping for consistency and
intimidation.
They think they found those
ingredients in Marvin Web,ster, Paul Silas and Willie
Wise.
Iris move to bolster a weak
front line, Seattle engineered
a major five-player National
Basketball Association trade
that sent center Tom
Burleson, guard Bobby
Wilkerson and a second-round
draft choice to Denver for
Webster, a secondyear center,
and veteran forwards Silas
and Wise in the three-team
trade Wednesday.

Shortly after the SeattleDenver trade was announced,
the Nuggets sent the 7-foot-2
1
Burleson, the Sonics'
draft choice from North
Carolina State three years
ago, to Kansas City for guard
Brian Taylor and the Kings'
first-round choice in next
month's college draft.
"We feel this is &major deal
that will help the SuperSonics
tremendously. It will give us a
front line that can play right
now," said Lenny Wilkens,
Seattle's new director of
player personnel.
"It definitely gives us a
front line that can be consistent and competitive and,
we think, intimidating. When
have the Sonics had a con-

National League
East
W L Pct. GB
26 12 .684 —
Pitts
24 14 .632 2
Chicago
23 17 .575 4
S Louis
20 18 .526 6
Phila
15 22 .405 10‘2
Montreal
New York 15 24 .385 11t-2
West
31 11 .738
Los Ang
18 21 .462 111,2
Cinci
Mel Purcell returned to action Wednesday as the Murray
17 23 .425 13
S Fran
High tennis team took a 6-3 win over Lone Oak.
19 26 .422 13,01
S Diego
Purcell, who recently became eligible after moving back
17 24 .415 131,2
Houston
15 28 .349 16'1 from California almost two months ago, warmed up for this
Atlanta
Wednesday's Results
weekend's Regional Tournament with an easy win as he
Chicago 7, Montreal 3
moved into the number one singles spot.
Philadelphia 1,—St. Louis 1
Purcell won 8-1 over Doug Stroud and in the number two
San Diego 6, Atlanta 5, 12 insingles, Brent Austin won an easy 8-3 match over Jeff Clark.
nings
San Francisco 6, Cincinnati 5
- At number three, Raymond Sims of the Tigers suffered his
Houston 7, Los Angeles 6
first defeat of the season as he lost 8-5 to David Wilkins.
Only games scheduled
Brad Boone fell 9-8 at four to Mark Schlapbach while at
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Lerch 5-21 at five, Kevin Ray handed Barry Tidwell of the Oakers his first
loss of the season,84.
St. Louis (Denny 6-0)
Montreal (Rogers 5-3) at ChiTidwell had a 21-0 record before losing to Ray.
'
cago (Krukow 3-2)
At the sixth spot, Steve Cooper of the Tigers won 8-3 over
Atlanta (Messersmith 3-11 at
Foster.
Philip
San Diego (D'Aquisto 0-1)
Murray picked up two wins in the doubles. Sims and Boone
Houston (Richard 3-4) at Los
Angeles (Hooton 4-11, (n)
lost 8-4 at one to Wilkins-Clark but at two, Austin and Mickey
Cincinnati (Nolan 3-0) at San
Cochran easily defeated Stroud and Ildwell 8-1.
(n)
Francisco ( Montefusco 2-7),
At three, Purcell and Ray made quick work as they won 8-0
Only games scheduled
Schlapbach and Foster.
over
Games
Friday's
Pittsburgh at Chicago
The Tigers close their season record at 10-2.
New York at Philadelphia,
Purcell and Austin will be entered in the singles at the
(n)
Regional Tournament while Boone and Sims will be the
Montreal at St. Louis, (n)
Tigers'doubles entry.
Houston at San Diego, in)
Action in singles begins at 9 a. m. Friday morning with
Atlanta at San Francisco, in)
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, some of the first round matches to be played at Murray High.
(n)
The rest of the Regional Tournament action will be held at
the Murray State Tennis Complex.
For the Tiger girls, Kathy Outland and Candy Jackson will
Coach Of Year
enter the Region in doubles while in the singles, the Tigers
ARKADELPHIA,Ark.(AP) will enter Jill Austin and Robyn Burke.
— Dr. Joe Vigil, head track
The pairings and seedings have not been made for the
coach at Adams State College Regional and are scheduled to be completed late tonight. But
in Colorado, was named the it's a cinch Purcell will be top-seeded in the boys' play.
1977 Track Coach of the Year
Also, in the girls' play, Jackson and Outland will be topby the Track Coaches seeded,in all likelihood.
Association of the National
Semifinal and championship round play will be held SaturAssociation of Intercollegiate day at the MSU Tennis Complex. The winners advance to the Athletics at a banquet Wed- State Tennis Tournament which will beheld June
_ 2 and 3 in _
nesday night.
Louisville.

Mel Purcell Returns,
Tigers Whip Lone Oak

It
Ivan.
is
he
art
of
igs.

sistent front line player who
got 10 to 13 rebounds a night?
You can't run without the
ball."
The 7-1 Webster was signed
by Denver two years ago when
the Nuggets were in the old
Basketball
American
Association in a bidding war
with the Atlanta Hawks of the
NBA.
Webster, 25, known as "The
Human Eraser" in college
because of his shot-blocking
and defensive work, missed
most of his rookie season walla kidney ailment. This past
season, he played in 80 games
and averaged 6.7 points.
Wise, 30, has averaged more
than 19 points per game over
eight professional seasons,
seven in the ABA. Last season,
he played in 75 games for
Denver,averaging 8.2 points.
Silas, who will be 34 in July,
has played in 13 NBA seasons
with four clubs. He averaged
7.2 points per game last
season in 81 games with the
Nuggets. He is a strong
rebounder.
Burleson, 25, played in 82
games last season, averaging
9.7 points. His best season was
in 1975-76 when le averaged
15.6 points and 9.2 rebounds.
• Wilkerson, 23, was Seattle's
No. I choice last year. The
former Indiana star averaged
6.7 points per game in 78
games. _

Reds 14:6 Over Giants,
In Hit Column That Is
Is) KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
A single, two doubles, a
walk and a home run. How's
that for a major league debut?
Pitching ... not hitting.
"I don't know if that's ever
happened to me before," said
a chagrined Tom Hume."If it
has, I can't remember it."
Cincinnati's rookie pitcher
was only able to get one out in
his first start Wednesday
night, and because of it, the
Reds eventually lost, a 6-5
decision- to the San. Francisco
Giants
"Everytx)dy• got hits against
me except the guy who should
have said Hume, whose only
success_ was with the
dangerous Willie. McCovey.
The Giants' first baseman,
batting :318, _hit a deep fly to

center in the first inning.
"He went 0-for-4, didn't
he?" said Hume. "I guess he
just had a bad game."
Hume's
Despite
inauspicious debut, the Reds
still had plenty of chances to
win. They slugged three home
runs and outhit the Giants 146.
"It'sr been the same old
thing all year," sighed Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson, "we just can't get
the big hits. We get all those
hits, and we still lose — same
old thing."
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs beat
the .Montreal Expos 7-3, the
Philadelphia Phillies edged
the St. Louis Cardinals 2-1, the
San Diego Padres nipped the
Atlanta Braves 6-5 in 12 in-

Creason Finishes Third
In State Golf Tourney
Robert ('reason of Mayfield
finished in a tie for second
place in the Kentucky State
High School Boys' Golf
Tournament in Fort Knot
Wednesday.
Creason, one of seven
golfers from the First Region
to make the cut after the first
18 holes sere played Tuesday,
lost on the first playoff hole to
Scott Beard of Louisville
Trinity.
('reason had fired a ,75
Tuesday-but came back with a
oneunder par 71 Wednesday
to finish with a 146. Also at 146
was Bud Peterson of Marion
County
Jim Vincent of Owensboro

coasted to the title as he fired
a 70 on Tuesday then came
back with a two-over par 74
Wednesday to finish with a 144
and a two-stroke victory.
Three Murray High golfers
and one Calloway County
golfer were also in the final
field of 49 golfers who had
made the cut from Tuesday.
Gary Sullivan of Murray
High led the Tigers with
rounds of 75-74 for a 149 total
while Lynn 5ullivan had 78-80
'for a 158 and Howard Boone
79-82 for a 161.
Kevin D'Angelo of Calloway
County had a 78-80 for a 158
total.

flings, and the Houston Astros
shaded the Los Angeles
Dodgers 7-6.
Hume, a right-hander, was
greeted by Derrel Thomas'
single. Bill Madlock and
Darrell Evans then smacked
doubles, Terry Whitfield drew
a walk and, after McCovey
flied out, Gary Thomasson
homered into the right field
stands.
Cincinnati's George Foster
hit two homers, a solo blast in
the second and a two-run shot
in the fourth, off Giants'
starter John Curtis. Charlie
Williams relieved Curtis after
four innings, gave up a basesempty homer to Pete Rose in
the seventh, and got the
victory, his first of the season.
Cubs 7, Expos 3
Jerry Morales slugged a
to
double
bases-loaded
highlight a four-run first inning and launch Chicago over
Montreal. Montreal starter
Dan Warthen was a victim of
his own wildness. He walked
all four batters he faced, and
exited after walking Bobby
Murcer to force in a run.
Phillies 2, Cardinals 1
Larry Bowa and and 011ie
Brown delivered sacrifice
flies in the fifth And sixth
innings, lifting Philadelphia
over St. Louis. Winner Steve
Carlton pitched 8 1-3 innings
before getting relief help from
Gene Garber and Tom
Underwood, who pitched out
of a bases-loaded situation.
Padres 6,Braves 5
Pinch-hitter Jerry Turner
drove in Mike Ivie from third
.."-With an infield single in the
12th inning, giving San Diego
its victory over Atlanta*
With one out in the 12th,
Dave Winfield tied the score 5-

5 with his ninth homer of the
season.
Astros 7, Dodgers 6
Art Howe slugged two home
runs, his second in the eighth
inning breaking a 5-5 tie, and
Cesar Gonzalez had four hits
and drove in the decisive run
as Houston defeated Los
Angeles.

To Test Leg
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. i API
John
star
Tennis
—
Newcombe plans to test his
mended leg in a_New Hampshire tournament before
deciding on a permanent
return to the professional
grind.
The three-time Wimbledon
champion signed Wednesday
for _ott, $125,000 international
tournament scheduled July 31Aug..7 at North Conway, N.H.
— the first top-ranked player
to commit himself, the
promoters said.
"About the time of that
tournament I'll be making up
my mind if I will be able to
play serious tennis again,"
Newcombe said
GOI.F
SANDWICH, England -Peter Oosterhuis of *Britain,
Severiano Ballesteros of Spain
and Andreis Oosthuizen of
South Africa 'shot opening
round 69's and shared the lead
in the $85,000 British PGA Golf
'Championship.
• AUTO RACING
CHARLOTTE, N.C.
David Pearson won the $11,500
pole prize for Sunday's World
600 stock car race with a speed
of 161.435 miles per hour at the
Charlotte Motor Speedway.

Corvette Sports Shop

Now Opening
Featuring Pro Line Golf & Bowling
Equipment - All At Discount Prices

•

BOWLING BALLS

GOLF BALLS
Moist
Pro Staff
Top Flight
Molitor
Mogan
Tourney
Royal
Omega
IllatFli
Club Special
Flying Lady

AMF
Brunswick
Colombia
Ebonite
Manhattan

CLUBS
Power-lilt
Wilson
Dunlop
MacGregor
Toney Penne
Lynx
Ram
Walter Magee

BOWLING BAGS

Hurry in now during
our once-a-year
"Wake Up to Value Days"
Biggest mattrcc- savings
event of ithe year! Exact
same Sealy with these quality
features sold daily at higher
prices. Hundreds of twice-tempered coils and exclusive torsion
bar foundation add firmness
Beautiful decorator cover luxury
quilted for lasting cqmfort. Great
buy at these redw lions!

AIF
Brunswick
Triangle

Sealy Supreme Guard'
... below our reg. prices!
Was $19.95

Reg 279.95 NOW $23995

GOLF BAGS, NEADCOVERS, GLOVES, GRIPS, SHOES, PUTTERS, UTILITY GOLF
CLUBS, TOWELS, UMBRELLAS, TEES AND MANY OTHER GOLF ACCESSORIES.
III

We're headrt,

CHECK SOME Of THESE PRICES:
TITLEIST, PRO STAFF & OTHER MAJOR BRAND GOLF BALLS

Featuring the -que- Back Support System in a complete c hnice
or,comfori, tirmg4.ss and modern size. Designed in c ()operation
with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support vi.ithotit
1
sacrificing coe- tr,

Lynx Master Irons
Power-Rift Citation. Persimmon. Woods (4)
Shatiespear Graphite Driver
Golf Gloves
[age Porn Pon Headcovers
Bulls Eye Putters
Foot-Joy Golf Shoes
Bowling Balls
Bowling Bags

$11.95
list* 342 00 ver sei IRKED $242.90
Le ter SINN $138.80
tn. ror $ss $82.00
$5.06 $5.215
U00
is
le S100
he sale% $zt $14.55
$15.110
$25.20
lie $13C5 se $4.95 $25.90,$31.95
Is suss h sms $10.00 $22.95

FREE DRILLING ON BOWLING BALLS PLUS A FREE GAME
TRY OUR LAY-A-WAY PLAN

At the Corvette Bowling Center
1415 W. Main St.
Phone 753-2202
NY

tor th;• to

ALSO GOLF APPEARAL AND MANY SETS OF USED CLUBS.

From '119" to '619'
I'd.

0,

K ny; I 0.

1'11,11 NI 1.11014

1 NIIII
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Davis-And Twardzik Key For
Trailblazers' Running Game

anybody."
Ramsay contends that
Portland did not play its game
in Sunday's series opener, won
by Philadelphia 107-101.
"They won on their ability to
run the fast break and our
inability to run ours," said
Ramsay just before putting
his club through a 90-minute
workout on Wednesday. "We
had poor player movement
and poor passing in the backshouldn't really fret because
By FRED ROTHENBERG
court. We don't have the onebaseball is ecologically
Writer
AP Sports
that
strength
on-one
interested in job concerned. The national
you're
If
Philadelphia has. We have to security, become a janitor or a pasttime believes in recycling
play our game our way."
shoe salesman. Don't become its managers.
The Blazers' way is running a major league manager.
Of the 26 current managers,
— Bill Walton or Maurice
league skippers seem to 15 of them have signed some
Big
Lucas sweeping the boards get pink slips about as often other team's lineup cards.
and firing the outlet pass to as they sign contracts. They Just because a manager
Davis or Twardzik, who push all seem to get fired one time wasn't good enough for one
it upcourt while Lionel Hollins or another, except Walter club doesn't mean he won't be
and Bob Gross fill the lanes on Alston. He left the Dodgers magic for another.
the break..
So if Frank Robinson gets
last year after 23 seasons. His
latenley. 1:111aee.
"Running, that's our style," neck_ was still intact.
Past Teo
A total of 88 couples will be
fired by. the Clevelahd
and
Donald
Mickey and Della Boggess,
said Davis, a 6-foot-1 rookie
entered in the Belles & Beaux Peggy
But the lineup bosses Indians, as the rumor goes,
Fee, Jim and Carita Lamb.
who developed steadily as the
woo Ti.
Scramblette Golf Tournament
chances are good that some
Danny and Saundra Edwards, Ike and
and
progressed
season
at the Oaks Country Club this Dot
other team will start paying
Arnold, David Gallagher and
-stepped into the starting
Marilyn Bobo
weekend.
his check. When Robinson
bard Ti.
playoff
the
lineup in
Golfers will play 18 holes Mr. and Mrs.
became baseball's first black
Charles Simpson,
semifinals after Twardzik
both Saturday and Sunday.
Charles and Sue Reynolds, Granville
manager in 1975, he expected
"We didn't
ankle.
an
sprained
A 1977 Chevette sponsored and Jane Woodard.
become the first one fired.
to
leer* Tee
One game was played in Tby Taylor Chevrolet, Peoples Billy Dan and Jennifer Crouse, Jerry do it Sunday, but we've got to
If Robinson's team wins,
Ginni Hopkins, Terry and Ann AnBall League competition he's a good manager. But
do it to win."
Bank and the Bank of Murray and
derson.
Davis will be in the starting Wednesday and the Pirates since the Indians are losing,
1..111 Tee
will be given for a hole-in-one
David and Brooke Bradford, Mike and
lineup again tonight, even came out as 34-17 winners over his credentials are being
on number six this weekend. Myra
Flood,Jack and Rae Warford.
Sada Ti.
though Twardzik is just about the Reds.
Here are the pairings for the
questioned.
Don and Jackie Wray,Bill and Ada Sue fully recovered. "We won five
For the Pirates, Amy
tourney:
It's that simple.
Roberts, Wendall and Millie Porter.
Sara.* Tee
games with Johnny in there, Lackey, Matthew Jardy, Scott
-My philosophy is that it's
Slaw*. IPS cm.
Huie and Pauline Green, C.C. and Bet- so I've got to be satisfied," Foster, Mickey Jones and
Reel Tao
not the manager or the coach
Richard and Inus Orr, Nicky Ryan and ty Lowry, Sam Spiceland and Elizabeth
said Ramsay.
Clint Rollins all had four hits that makes the players; it's
'Betty Stewart, Stanley and Karen Slusluneyer.
BIM Tee
Hargrove.
Alan Bazzell and the horses that make the
Jasper and
Forrest and Doris
While Twardzik is nearly-at while
Mel Ti.
and Nell Newton.
Sparky
Vowel).
Tommy Vance' had two manager," says Oakland A's
Betty
Charlie and Sue Costello, Bert and Sania's
Philadelph
speed,
full
Miele Ti.
dy Coleman, Huey and Dorthy Ftamage.
owner Charles 0. Finley, who
Bob and Robbie LaMastus, Max and injured guard, Lloyd Free, is apiece.
Mb Tee
Charles and Essie
Walker,
Murrelle
Scott Lyons had two hits for is baseball's leader in
Tom
Wells,
Susy
Greg Howard and
not.
Matthias and Eva Clots, Jim and Linda Caldwell.
Pirates as did John managerial firings.
Ibb
."I feel about 60 per cent," the
While.
n, Yancie Buie,
Mack and Mary Bain, Hal and Mary
Muehlema
foveae Ti.
Since Finley brought his A's
said Free, the Sixers' top
Ford and Kay Branch, C.W. and Helen Hunter,J.C. and Shirley Mitchell.
Allison and Kevin franchise to the Bay Area in
I.ance
too
after
reserve,
Brown.
Sue
t
backcour
Branch, PO Jerry Lee and
Bill and Polly Seale, Bob Berry and
Garland. Heath Ryan added 1968, the cantankerous owner
Ti.lu
Denise Selt- practicing with the team for
Dale and Vicki Nance, E.W. and Tara Debbie Warford, Steve and
one.
has had seven different
zer.
suffered
he
since
time
first
the
Deruuson.
120 Ti.
Jones and Lyons each had managers, including . Alvin
ION Tee
partically
and
rib
cracked
and
a
Bill
Blackburn,
Mickey
and
Billy
.and
Lae
Ed and Doe Bachman.
homeruns for the Pirates. Dark and Hank Bauer, who
Tapley.
deflated lung in the last game two
Loraine Hamilton, J.P. and Laura Carla Kohler,Gene and Pat
ink Ti.
the Reds, Stephen both were Finley's managers
For
Parker.
Houston.
at
Don and Pat Frizzell, Dolph and Bur- of the semifinals
Mb lee
Chris Hays, Justin once before in Kansas-City.
Lovett,
Diane
end
Harvey
"If he thinks he can play at
Howard -.and Freda Steely, Clayton neda Larimer,
Michael Fulton and
Crouse,
Hargrove and Sharon Kelso, A. R. Hat. Barrett.
Since 1968, the Chicago
Sixers
said
up,"
suit
he'll
all,
1416 Tee
cher and Sue Wells.
all had three White Sox have had seven
Blaustein
Frank
im tee
Rudell and Isabell Parks, Malcomb Coach Gene Shue. "It's a daywhile Stephen Downey, managers and California, San
Bill and Mary Bogard, Delmar and and Martha Jo Ray, Carter and Jeanie
to-day thing. But we won't hits
Burlene Brewer, Mike and Jeanie Brien.
Hogancamp, John Kind, Francisco and Philadelphia
Eric
Morgan
take any`chances."
Ti.l
•
Carson, Andy Marello each have had six. None of
TM Tao
Mickey
Gene and Shirley Haws, B.C. and
Whether Free- suits up or
.... Amos and Nell Tackett, Donnie and Thelma Edison, Richard and Georgia
Marello all had those clubs, however, was a
Charles
and
and
Lovett
won't
he
Purdom
likely
Donetta Cothran,
not, it's more
Davis
apiece.
hit
one
like
Mary A. Smith.
winner
leek Tee
consistent
play till the third game of the
I be lee
J.R. and Margaret Hutchinson, Sam
Lovett, Hogancamp and
Charles and Christine Walker, Stan and Eleanor Griffin, Jack and Sara Lon- series Sunday in Portland, if
Hays all had homeruns for the
and Sue Outland.
don.
then.
Iiu Ti.
II* Ti.
Don and Lorna Cathey. Norman and
The Sixers' big gqns in the Reds.
Berna and Jewell Morgan, Tom and
Both the Pirates and Reds
Carolyn Lane,Steve Hussung and Mable Martha Burgess, Jerry and Carolyn
playoff opener were Julius
Rogers.
Caldwell.
1-1 in league play.
are
Ilee Tee
Erving and Doug gains, who
Ilia Tee
Two games will be on tap for
Clyde Roberts and Ruby Herndon, Don
Basil and Catberyn Brooks, Rolland scored 33 and 30 points,
and Tammy Burton, Buford and Pat and Louise Dodson, Fred and Betty
tonight.
Winchester.
respectively.

Want Job With Short Career?
Become Major League Manager

Belles & Beaux Tourney
To Begin This Weekend

Pirates Get Win
In 1-Ball League

Shepard.

THE SMALL
MERC OUTBOARD
AL
BIG OIL DE
OFFER)

FOOLPROOF
You can't lose no matter which
Merc fishing model you choose.
All give you great economy with
quick -starting Thunderbolt solidstate capacitor discharge ignition
and long lasting Perma Gap
plugs. All give you quiet, smooth
operation- with Jet Prop exhaust
and Dyna Float aircraft-type suspension. All give you dependable
operation with Merc's famous
shock-absorbing propeller hub...
the one that absorbs underwater
. and doesn't need an
_impact
old fashioned shear pin.

PICK ANY
...rt.:ff.:Am MODEL

New Cars Discounted

Up To

INVEST NOW
A case of Mercury Quicksilver
Formula 50 is worth about $20.00
(suggested retail). Mixed at our
recommended 50:1 ratio, that's
enough for 120 gallons of gas.
And the way these Merc's
—Asqueeze hours out of every drop,
that's a lot of running on our
money.
This offer is limited to June 30.
Come in now, pick your Merc fish2-cycle
outboard
ing engine, and let us set you up
motor oil
in the best oil deal you've seen
Clip this ad from the
in a long time.
take
and
newspaper
P.S. No,law says you can't try to
it to one of the
participating dealers deal with us on these Merc outboards.
listed below.

Buchanan Resort
on Lake Kentucky
Paris TN 38242
19011642-8888

See Your Nearest Mercury Dealer

JACKS
MARINE CENTER

1920 Walnut St
Murphysboro IL 62966
(6181687-3121

22 W Main
Ridgway IL 62979
(6181272-7231

AL S BOAT es TRAILER
415 38th St
Cairo IL 62914

DAN'S RECREATION

1618) 734-4368

Memorial
Day Sale

GOING ATBARGAIN PRICES

and ycrur hands are free for
fishing with Merc's twist-grip
throttle and "troll set." Plus "gnde
angle" design and "shallow water drive" to let you get in where
the fish like to hide.

BUCHANAN MARINE

KINKAID
BOAT & MARINA

Spoits Deals

505 W Main St
West Frankfort IL 62896
1618)932-3535

MILLIKAN MARINE

With extended New Car Warranty
Ranging from 2,000 Miles to 7,000
Miles. Going at used car prices

11111-

1977 Bonneville Pontiac, 4 door
1977 Lemons Pontiac, 2 door
1977 Cadillac Sedan De 11ille, 4 door
1977 Cutlass Oldsmobile coupe, hatch roof, 2 door
1977 Pontiac Safari, station wagon, 4 door

Olds • Pontiac • Cadillac

HALL TRAILER
BOAT SALES

JONES
SPORTING GOODS

PIEDMONT PARK
MARINA

Eggers Ferry Bridge
Aurora, KY 42048
1502) 474-2284

WE HAVE 5 FINE 1977 DEMOS

Sikeston MO 63801
(314) 471-1256

90 Kitchen Ave
Dexter, MO 63841
1214(624-5704

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA
US 68 west end

WE NEED GOOD TRADE-INS*
*WE

SIKESTON MOTOR CO
103d5 Main

Hwy 91 North
Princeton KY 42445
502) 365-5270

Hwy 62 East
Paducah. KY 42001
(502)898-7720

friend Bill Vukovich, because
that car of his should take off
like a rocket at the start.
What's true of any other
start in racing is intensified in
this one — heavy traffic on a
narrow track. It's pretty darn
stupid to crash a car on the
first lap of an endurance race.
And I generally have been
pretty conservative. There
have been exceptions, but
generally, I want to know
exactly who's behind me and
where he is. If it looks like a
squirrel, he can go by and I'll'
fight with him later when I've
got lots of room and only one
car to worry about.
I think one of the biggest
the
with
problems
Indianapolis start is the mix of
speeds resulting from the
four-day qualifying. You don't
get a lineup where the cars in
front are faster. You get
jumps all over.
I'd hate to guess what the- pace might be in terms of
miles an hour. I qualified at
188 m.p.h. Nobody is going to
be able to run that all day.
One, your tires are going
away. Two, you've got to think
about your fuel consumption.
Three, you've got to think
about the effects on your car.
And of course traffic is always
a problem.If you give way to a
leader or someone who's going
to lap you, or if you have
trouble passing a car that is
marginally slower, all of that
is going to have an effect on
your average speed.
I have a friend up in
Connecticut who's just a little
bit psychic, and I was talking
to her just the other morning
and she said she had a dream.
She said she wasn't really all
that sure about its meaning,
but she thought the symbolism
might indicate I'd finish in the
top three. She said, "Boy,
wouldn't that be incredible?"
And I said,"Yeah,that'd be
incredible."
But seriously, I am going to
drive as hard and as fast as I
can, and I think it's very
reasonable to think in terms of
a top 10 finish.

All New 1977
Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles
Pontiacs

(LIMITED TIME

Buy one of these 4.5 through 20horsepower Merc fishing engines
(including our three electric start
models) before June 30 . . :and
we'll give you a case of the
world's finest two-cycle oil, Mercury Quicksilver Formula 50.
That's enough`for a year's fishing
for the average owner.

By JANET GUTHRIE
For The Associated Press
'INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — I
wouldn't be surprised to find
myself running last after a
couple of laps in the
Indianapolis 500Sunday.
I'm starting 260. When
you're starting nearer the
front, you can afford to be a
little more spirited, not all
that concerned about the
traffic around you. When
you're starting at the back of
Oakland.
the pack like this, there are
Finley, who is said to pull limitless possibilities for
the strings of his managers, foulups along the way. My
says he runs a finishing school policy is to avoid them and
in Oakland. "I sort of polish wait until the pack gets strung
my managers off for out.
somebody else," he says.
Actually, it's going to be
That was never truer than good starting behind my old
when Finley pulled one of the
shrewdest baseball deals of all
time, trading his 1976
manager, Chuck Tanner, to
By The Associated Press
Pittsburgh for catcher Manny
BASKETBALL
Sanguillen and $100,000.
National Basketball Association
DENVER NUGGETS —
One manager Finley didn't
fire was Dick Williams, who Traded Marvin Webster, cenand Willie Wise,
guided the A's to consecutive ter; Paul Silas
forwards; to the Seattle Super1973.
and
in
1972
World Series
sonics for Tommy Burleson,
Williams, tired of ownership center, and Bobby Wilkerson,
meddling, quit after the 1973 guard.
DETROIT PISTONS —
season. He was picked up by
Signed Herb Brown, head
California in the middle of coach, to a one-year contact;
1974, and the Angels went on a named Bob Kauffman general
manager.
lengthy losing streak.
KANSAS CITY .KINGS —
Last season, Williams was
Brian Taylor, guard,
fired by the Angels, a last- Traded
and a draft pick to the Denver
placed team in 1974 and 1975. Nuggets for Tom Burleson, cenThis year, Williams manages ter.
BASEBALL
the Montreal Expos, who just
American League
snapped an 11-game losing
OAKLAND A's — Signed
streak and are near the bot- Dennis Wysznski, pitcher.
tom of the National League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS —
Signed Randy Wiens, pitcher.
East standings.
FOOTBALL
Ostensibly, Williams is just
Football League
National
he
as
as good a manager now
NEW YORK JETS — Signed
:was .witti the A's and the Scott Dierking and Kevin Long,
Boston Red Sox hi 1967, the running backs; Perry Griggs,
year they won the American wide receiver; Dan Alexander,
defensive tackle and Ed
League pennant.
Thompson, linebacker.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS —
Signed John Yarno, center.
HOCKEY
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
MOSCOW — The Soviet — Signed George Hunt, placeUnion, which finished third in kicker, as a free agent.
COLLEGE
the European and World Ice
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE —
Hockey Championships,
David Rahn head basdropped Boris Kulagin as its Named coach.
ketball
and
senior hockey coach
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
replaced him with Viktor — Named Jerry Holmes assistant basketball coaeh. •
Tikhonov.

Milierray Ledger 8r Times

sparkplugs of the Portland
ALEX SACHARE
Trail Blazers' running game.
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (API — If the Blazers are going to beat
One year ago, Dave Twardzik Philadelphia tonight and even
their National Basketball
was playing pro ball
Virginia without knowing Association championship
whether his next paycheck series at one victory apiece,
would be any good, and Davis and Twardzik will have
Johnny Davis was playing to provide a bit more spark.
"For us to win, we have to
college ball in near obscurity
get our running game going —
at the University of Dayton.
Few fans knew their names, it's that simple," said Porand only' the most hard-cOrre' tland Coach Jack- Ramsay.
basketball addicts could "I'm not concerned with what
correctly identify them both. the other team does. If we play
Today they are the our game, we can beat

SIMPLE

Guthrie Expects To Get
Off To Slow Indy Start

PURDOM

Clearwater Lake
Piedmont, MO 63957
1314)223-7224

1111I1 c'iQi

LAKESIDE
BOAT MOTORS
1106 S 10th St
Mt Vernon IL 62864
i6181 242-2600
Ito

Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern'

1406 West Main • 7S3-531S
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- Shedd Academy Visits
Brandon Spring Group Camp
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GOLDEN POND, KY. — A
Dyslexia is disturbance with
20-year-old mechanic from the ability to read and write;
Redbud, Illinois, is paying his autism is absorption in fanown tuition, some $4,000 a tasy to escape from reality;
year, to attend the Shedd aphasia is impairment of the
Academy in Mayfield, Ken- ability to recognize words as
tucky. He gave up a job — one objects; and hyperkinesis is
at which he was extremely the hyperactivity displayed by
good — to go back to school so some children.
he could learn to read and
According to Mrs. Cole,
write. The mechanic has "Each student that comes to
dyslexia.
Shedd is diagnosed by _Dr.
One child is leashed, she has Frank Kocimin, Murray State
no fear of the water and could University psychologist.
easily wander off, 'injuring Then, once we have deterherself. She is autistic, non- mined the specific learning
verbal, 9 years old, and well problem, we set about trying
taken care of by her to correct it." Kodman also
periodically gives Karate
classmates.
Shawn is 18. He is severely demonstrations to teach
handicapped with dyslexia.. motor skill development to the
He became so frustrated that children:
in the third grade he pleaded
The privately financed
with his mother to get help school employs some 10
anywhere. She did, alai the leachers-counselors who have
result is the Shedd'Academy backgrounds and training in
for the disorders the con- psychology, physiology, of
ventional school system has guidance and counseling. The
trouble helping — dyslexia, students board with families
autism,
aphasia,
and in the Mayfield community.
"These
hyperkinesis.
families
are
One of the founders and carefully selected after a
originators of the Academy, thorough investigation by the
located in Mayfield, Ken- school," Mrs. Cole stressed.
tucky, some 45 minutes from At present the school has nine
Paducah, is Mrs. Kay Cole, boarding families.
The student's parents • are
who serves as a volunteer and
Director of the Board for the
48-pupil school.
While visiting Brandon
Spring Group Camp in TVA's
Land Between The lakes
recently, Mrs. Cole explained
the unique school, the only one
of its kind in the United States.
"At Shedd Academy we
WASHINGTON (AP) —Due
have some 48 studentslrom 16
states ranging from California mainly to the soaring prices of
to Virginia, and Florida to food imported to the United
Missouri,- Mrs. Cole ex- States,consumers are going to
plained. "These children have to spend more to feed
range in grades from 1 to 12 themselves this year, the
Agriculture Department says.
and ages 8 to 20."
The department's Outlook
The school originated when
Mrs. Cole and her husband and Situation Board said
Joe, Director of Medical Wednesday it's likely you'll
Services at the Mayfield pay up to 6 per cent more for
Hospital, attempted to find food this year than last, even
help for their son Shawn, now with good weather for farm
18 years of age and a student crops.
The board had some enat Paducah Community
couraging news, however. It
College.
said fresh vegetable prices
The search led them to Dr.
somewhat lower in May
Charles Shedd, a pioneer in were
prices were down
meat
and
the field of learning disorders.
slightly'through April. But it
Dr. Shedd re-examined their
cautioned that increases in
son, who had been diagnosed
meat prices are likely this
as having dyslexia, confirmed
summer,reflecting
the diagnosis, and explained spring and
cutbacks
seasonal
in
that if learning were to take
increase
place for Shawn it would take production and some
consumer demand.
patience, time, and a new in
The board's report atmethodology.
probable food
From the desire to help their tributed the
increase to everprice
son, there has stemmed the
imported
concept of a school to help increasing prices for
coffee,
cocoa
including
foods,
other children with similar
handicaps. The school started and fishery products.
"With continued upward
4 years ago. It's presently
housed in the Church of the price pressure from imported
Nazarene at Mayfield and foods, it now seems likely that
operates five days a week. The the annual increase in food
board is in the process of prices in 1977, even with good
securing a building for the weather, may average near
the upper end of the 4 to 6 per
school.
Mrs. Cole, an enthusiastic cent forecast range," the
woman for her cause, ex- report said.
The price of food is a key
plained the disorders the
component
of the Consumer
school seeks to work with.
Price Index, which has gone
up to 3.2 per cent in the first
Fast Film Servicn
four months of this year. Last
At Big Discount
year prices rose only 4.8 per
cent for the entire 12 months.
"If prices of imported foods
continue to rise or if weather
louPsy Only For
turns unfavorable, the rise in
lour Good Prints
food prices may quicken later
FILM, FLASH CUBES,
this year," the report conCAMERAS, FRAMES
tinued.
In that event, it said, 1977
Artcraft Studios
fist. 1215 753-0035
food prices could average 6 to
Free Perking At Rim Dew
7 per cent more than last year.

responsible to see the child's
expenses are paid. However,
Mrs. Cole did explain that the
states of West Virginia and
Louisiana do pay tuition,
transportation, and room and
board costs for their students.
On their recent trip to
Brandon Spring Group Camp,
overlooking Bards Lake in the
southern portion of Land
Between the Lakes — a trip
the students earned money for
through garage sales and
raffles — the school engaged
in outside activities all
students enjoy, boating,
fishing, and hiking.
In addition, training classes
were held. Training the child
with these disorders is quite a
challenge, according to Mrs.
Cole, "We train by the rote
method."
She explained, "The child.
goes through a letter-word
formation learning procedure.
For example, we teach them
the letter "a" and then the
letter "t." Then they have

"at." From there, it's just a
matter of adding more letters
to form more challenging
Words. The procedure is
followed time after time to
commit the learning to
memory."
The teaching methodology
is a product of Dr. Shedd's and
incorporates teaching principles from the McGuffey
Reader and the Blue Back
'Speller used years ago. In
addition to the special
teaching rnahodology, the
students also have to carefully
watch their carbohydrate
intake.
"We are all on a 60-120
grams Carbohydrate intake
daily," Mrs. Cole said. -When
these children get too much
sugar they become restless if
they are hyper; in the case of
dyslexik, they Jnay become
sluggish and sleepy. Many
times they act and react when
their sugar intake is too high
and never realize just what
they are doing."

The school has apparently
been successful in treating the
disorders. Last year seven
students graduated from
Shedd. Two students entered
the armed forces where they
have
received
already
promotions, and the other five
are attending college and
earning acceptable grades.
Mrs. Cole stressed, "It's not
that these children are not
- intelligent. The average IQ for
the students is 127.. It's just
that they have learning
disorders and need special
assistance." One youngster
who is 8 years old is reading at
the 11.3 grade level. "I might
add," Mrs. Cole said, grinning, "this youngster was
"lacked out of day school."
What will tomorrow bring?
"Well,' according to Mrs.
Cole, "a st9dent from
Venezuela. And with the help
of Mrs. Martha Thomas,
director of the school, and the
fine staff we have, we'll be
able to help him, too."

Imports To
Drive Up
Food Costs

DEVELOPING

I
t
oWOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER -HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

"4 DAYTONA BEAM

Bryan Cooke, 12, Charleston, WV; Paula ICaytor, 10, West Frankfort, IL, and Murray
State University intern Cathy Todd, Madisonville, KY, collects insects during the recent
visit of the Shedd Academy, Mayfield, KY, to Brandon Spring Group Camp at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes.

•

Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center,
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hail,
playground. Golf, tennis privilegesAn easy drive to all Floridtittrac.
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai.
Alai, Auto 'Dog Racing.
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ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
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Carroll Expected To Order
Creation Of Vocational Panel
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — creating the agency and would
Gov. Julian Carroll is ex- then ask the General
pected to sign an executive Assembly to ratify the action.
The new agency, and a state
order by the end of the week
of
Occupational
creating a state agency to Board
oversee
Kentucky's Education to set its policy,
vocational
education would - plan for Kentucky's
programs beyond the high training needs, would assume
.operation of all state
school level.
The Rev. Bob. -Brown of vocational schools, and would
Lexington, chairman of the approve requests for new
state Board of Education,said vocational
education
Wednesday that he was told facilities.
The board decided not to
that the governor had a draft
of the executive order and was approve a five-year state plan
for voactional education at its
preparing to sign it.
However, the governor's meeting Wednesday because
press secretary, John Nichols, of the expectation that the new
said that Carroll isn't yet department an board will be
ready to sign the final order, created soon and should
but will "respond as quickly review any such long-range
as possible to the recom- plan.
mendations of the 1202' The board had scheduled a
Commission."
That commission, which
first made the -proposal to
create a Department for
Vocational...EduCatiOV is a
federally required body that
4
studies Kentucky's vocational
training needs for postsecondary students.
Carroll has hinted that he
Paud for by Howard Koch,
would sign an executive order

Allied:

hearing Wednesday • on the
plan, which 1st° be submitted
to the U.S. Office of-Education
by July le The approved plan
would become effective on
Oct. 1.
-grown said the board would
act on the plan at its next
meeting in June, if it is clear
by then that the4gency and
board won't be functioning by
July 1.
In other action, the board
conducted a hearing on accreditation of schools.
The board asked all
secondary school superintendents who received a
rating of "basic" or below-to
appear at the next meeting to
explain how they expected to
improve that rating.

BURLEY MART

Thank You
For
Re-electing

Howard bonen
Your

City Councilman
I WAY 60 WEST
2HBLOCKS WEST OF
1-24 OVERPASS .. .

STARTS TOMORROW...1AVE 30%, 40% UP TO 50%0...THE VALUE OPPORTUNITY OF THE YEAR!

COME ONE, COME ALL . . . BUT COME EARLY! WHY? BECAUSE IT IS THE
VALUE OPPORTUNITY OF THE YEAR WITH BIG MARK DOWNS IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT! DOZENS OF STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM. NOW IS THE .TIME
TO BUY! DON'T WORRY ABOUT CASH. . . CREDIT TERMS ARE AVAILABLE.
/-

ro: DAILY 9 A.M. Til 1 P.M. CLOSED SUNDAY & MONDAY...
SAVE ON CHAIRS & RECLINERS',

ITEM DESCRIPTION
2 Pc. HERC.-PLAID SOFA s CHAIR
2 Pc. r...1 BLUE VELVET L.R. SUITE

FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House. •

Miss Ginger Swann, 9, Tallahassee, FL, shares her discovery with Mrs. Kay Cole,
Mayfield, director of the board, Shedd Academy, and Mrs. Martha Thomas. Mayfield,
director of the school The Shedd Academy recently visited Brandon Spring Group
Camp in TVA's Land Between The Lakes,

2 Pc. SOFA-LOVESEAT
2 Pc.

=Tx.

SOFA-BED SUITE

ALL
ITEMS
SOLD
"AS-IS"

ITEM DESCRIPTION
=4 VELVET CHAIR wIBOLSTERS
VELVET LOVESEAT zysZn.
SWIVEL ROCKER 1.7:
?V TUFTED RECLINER '7:
pr.?. RECLINER

HO TIM
%TOTH SAIO7

ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIALS—YOUR CHOICE
•5 Pc. PINE FIN. DINING SUITE
NOW 0111Y
• 7 Pc. BRONZE FIN. DINETTE
•5 Pc. ROUND TABLE-4 SWIVEL CHIARS

SAVE ON ODDS 8. ENDS'

ITEM DESCRIPTION
4 SHELF CURIO CABINET wiLIGHT
9 DRAWER BASE h Bassett
SLIDING GLASS DOOR BOOKCASES
TV & STEREO STANDS ASSORTED
BASSETT DINING TABLE
5 Pc.
DINING SUITE

Pf(All

Mint I LIArIS
?MI
4(Mail

wirs:. 4 LEG STACK STOOLS

'15• CASH •TIME PAYMENT (No Hold-No Lay-Away) BRING YOUR • CAR • TRUCK or Station WAGON! 7141EL NOW!
SAVE SOFA-SLEEPERS'
/
04
:
0 1 NOTICE: ALLIED'S CREDIT OFFICE REMAINS AT
FAMOUS MAKE.. BEDDING BUYS!
115 NORTH 2nd STREET (REGULAR LOCATION) WAS
1711111111111M1
NOW
ITEM DESCRIPTION
379's "Pullman" SOFA-SLEEPER
'269
279's st SOFA-SLEEPER
'188
s269
379" IV SOFA-SLEEPER
319"
SOFA-SLEEPER 4°`„111,1" 239
279's Zi SOFA-SLEEPER
999
ni"
CISAIKOAL
Si" liAn

NUTT GRUM VNIYI
VIM MA T71131

11111011011PUI0
f111100 SITU

111AINTIONAl
1.40501 All

OUVI YWITI
MIAOW MT

Allied c°•
INC
LOCATION: BIG BURLEY MART

_HIGHWAY 60 WEST

'We Corry Our Own Crechf
1.

NOW
13r Z."MATT. & BOX SPRINGS;07.,.::°,0« '109
1190
( MATT. & BOX SP. FIRM""'"`"( 513s
24r silit"MATT. & BOX SP. FIRM non
'199
299's =ENGLANDER MATT. & 2 BOX SP. '239
169
399'5 '7SPRING AIR ..miss.noK
Pt

UT

a IID4C
10, 91

1/11/4 0

7 DOI SPOOKS

•••1

,
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DOWNTOWN COURT
SQUARE
MURRAY,KY.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MAY 278 28
fa.

„Le
4
.

ZWZ

9:00 A.M. To 9:00 P.M.
Games,
5'

'Special Events,

Prizes--

Entertainment!
Live
'
'
55 Crafts
FUN - FUN FUN Something For All Ages

•
4

Free
Parking
Friday

Live Country
Music Concert
Friday 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Free
Parking
Friday

Saturday

Sponsored By 'fre
Kentucky Lake
Music Born

Saturday

••
••
•
••
.I

Sponsored By The
Golden Age Club

7:30 to 8:30
The Best
(Priie forDancerscaller)
DfeSSed
Rhinderson
- Bob Known
Hationally
caller from
Owensboro

Senior Citizens -

Ouilting
Around Court
10 AA
to 9Square
PA

Hula Hoop
Tricycle Races

1:30 Friday & Saturday

Sat. Night
Square
Dancing

Crafts - Crafts

For The Younger
Children
Sat.10:30 a.m.til ?

Horseshoe
Pitching
Contest

•
4
•

-Exhibits-

Sponsored By The Lions Club

Skateboard
& Bicycle Races

Sack Races

Saturday at 1:00

Saturday at 3:00

Sponsored By The
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees

Sponsored By The Boy Scouts

Various Age Groups

Mail to: Hodge & Son,205S.5th, Murray,Ky 42071

Entry Form
Friday 0t2:

Name
Address
Phone
Parents Signature (If under 18 yrs.)

City

Sponsorecl by
Ted
CellntY
'ttensintiIlowarcI,
Agent

Age

Fas

Event entered
Pie Bake-Off
Horse Shoe Contest

Hula-Hoop

Tricycle
Skateboard

—Not Responsible For Accidents—

Bicycle
Sack Race
Hog Calling

1•
iiPplP
4°

Pff
ie
Sponsoke.eo
for chi "
e

Sew red aY

arts
FridarZenS
at
/0:30)
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A Visit To The
Comprehensive
Care Center

eV

Leann McBurney takes time for exercise on the Day
Care Center's porch.

Mrs. Peggy Williams, children's teacher at the Day
Care Center enjoys a puppet show with Dawn Cober,
Becky Peebles and Leann McBurney.

Leann McBurney helps Dawn Cober dress for a
"pretend"shopping trip.
From The Charity Ball
Publicity Committee
The scenes before us when
we entered the Comprehensive Care Center were
of children and young adults
with smiles on their faces.
Some of the young. women
welcomed us with hugs and
warm hand shakes. Two little
girls were playing "dress-up,"
a young man was listening
with earphones to a record,
and two young ladies were
working on a sewing project.
The cheerfully decorated
room was buzzing with activities. Each student Was
very proud of his own personal
accomplishment. We were impressed by the
patience and soft voice of the
teacher and the dedicatiokof
the aids. Our Day Care Center
has come a long way from the
one room of the Presbyterian
Church and five pupils.
Calloway countians should
be proud of the services that
are offered to the Adult Day
Care group at the Center.
Training in basic skills in
social, self-help, household
tasks, woodworking, gardening and other areas are
provided for adults age
eighteen or over with mental
and or other physical handicaps.
Be a supporter of the
Comprehensive Care Center
by purchasing a ticket to the
Charity Ball, which will be
held Saturday, June 4, 1977.
For tickets contact Mrs.
Be Sure
Dwain Taylor, phone 753-8489
Visit The
or Mrs. Bill Hopson, phone
Shoe Bizz in Dixieland Center
753-9250. Cash donations are
also accepted and should be
directed to Mrs. Howard
Titswortk Olive Blvd.
753-5828.
Photos by Wilson Woolley.

sum mew
.• of
values

Mark McFarland provides entertainment for his friends.

Friday and Saturday
During Downtown
Summer Festival

The Old Fashion

ill

Maternity
Wear
ni
Scarves
and

Jewelry

10% OFF
(Except Merchandise
Already On Sale!)
Shop...

eat

Settle-Workman
306 Mein St.
For the entire family where you will find
qualify merchandise at a reasonable
price.

OFF

Selected

ITniforms

17'

Selected

Plus
Size

T.

Graham & Jackson

Rev. Carlos Owens
Guest Speaker For

SUMMER FESTIVAL
SPECIAL

Supper & Services

Register For Free
C.B. Radio
No Purchase Necessary

SHOP DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Open Late Fri. & Sat. Night

Qraham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray

753-3234

We appreciate your business 1^.,

Jamie Williams takes time out from puppet play to hug
Ondy Black center aide and bus driver.

ffik4e9r7

14

OFF
20%
STOREWIDE
Friday & Saturday

• ..

All
Merchandise

al •
IIMMIMINP•••=w-

-

SALE

Friday & Saturday
May 21& 28
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

The Rev. Carlos Owens,
missionary to Africa, will
show slides, currios, and talk
of his work on the mission field
at the Salem Baptist Church at
Lynn Grove on Saturday. May
28, following a fellowship
supper at the church at six p.
m. .
The missionary will be the
speaker at the eleven a. m."4
services on Sunday, May 29.
Rev. Owens is a field
missionary, a native of Henry
County,Tn., and was pastor of
First Bapt(st Church, Dover.
Tn., before going to the
mission field. His wife is a
missionary nurse.
The pastor, the Rev. Virgil
Blankenship, invites the
public to attend both services

Sneakers
Converse
Keds
$5 to $7
Rag. ill

Roble,
florskeis
Mite Peril

Shoes

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Ms
36,1977
KentuCky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. SPA Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady -1.00 higher
US 7-2 300-230 lbs. . . 142.5042.75 few 43 00
14225-4230
US 1-3200-240 lbs.
US 24 240-X0 lbs.
141.73-4235
US 3-4 NO-2101bs
$40 75-41 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
P4 00-35 to
US 1-3300.450 lbs
235 00-3600
US 14450450 lbs 136 00-36.50 few 77 00
US 2-3300-5001ln
$33 00-34 00
Boars 24.00-27.00

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.2.
Below dam 302.4;—up 0.2
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.2.
Below dam 305.0.
Sunset 8:06 p.m. Sunrise
5:41 a.m.

30% on
Free Balloons & Comic Books For Kids

Life
Stride
Espadrilles_

eve

4,
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Master Of Steamboat 'Natchez'
Started On River At Age 16

CANCER .

4rillyftyrfhne

of Louisville.
NEW ORLEANS- (AP) — is on the Mississippi, too; no
In 1975 a New York adWon't you come along with me one feels more fondly about miralty lawyer,
Wilbur E.
romance
of
river
and
lore
take
the
we'll
to the Mississippi,
Jr.,
whose
family
had
Dow
41the boat to the land of dreams, steamboating than the
been in the steamboat
of
sterthe
captain
teacher
year-old
kindergarten
...
river
A
steam down the
business since 1817, took it in
writes.. "A boy in my class
"Welcome aboard the nwheeler Natchez.
,
!Anne/ writes: — My has been treated for cancer, Natchez," Capt. Clarke
He's a slight man,about five mind to build the Natchez, the
o tier. a lifelong 'cigarette and now the mother of a Hawley said, both his hands nine, with a tanned face and ninth steamer to bear that
,,ker, died last year of lung classinase wants to transfer outthrust. "It's a good night lively brown eyes. On the proud name. He sacrificed
JIlit now his I 2-yearher son to another school. for a steamboat ride."
subject of steamboats his nothing to authenticity,'down
. ,on is smoking! I can 'She is afraid he will catch
speech quickens to all-ahead- to the last filigreed railing and
Any night is. This night, the
crystal chandelier.
odic my nephew. but
cancer. Is there any posfull.
lights from the French
"I was offered the job of
t 161 the time has come sibility of that?"
Clarke Hawley, the master captain," Clarke Hawley said.
Quarter lit a chilly sky and
s.n the public has to speak ANSWE Rline:
Absolutely
the cigarette not! Cancer is not a conta- somewhere a trombone of this 265-foot beauty, has -Even before she was
demand gious disease. This woman's
and
moaned. At the Toulouse been a slave of steamboats finished, I took one look and
,
mistaken ittitude can hurt 'Street Wharf that lovely river since he got his first job on the said yes."
•:SWE Rime .Ar-1 one who the child with cancer and posmistress, the Natchez, last excursion boat Avalon at age
Clarke Hawley knew his
!",,laitiak out will sibly deprive her own son of
descendant of a noble and 16 on the Kanawha River in steamboating. He knew that in
.! .tunce in the spring of chance to have a valuahlt. gaudy steamboat family, Charleston, W.Va., his home 1870 an earlier Natchez had
American friend. Please try to persuade strained at thick mooring town.
t1.1,:.
challenged the Robert E. Lee
will hold her to speak with her son's lines, her great stern pad!!.ci Socket
The Hawleys had a parlor to a storied race,and had lost.
• !ilia: t'ruins in eight cities pediatrisian, or her family
dlewheel idling in the dark organ. Clarke could play it.
Hardly had his new Natchez
',Hitch a panel ot experts physiA:ian, or people at your
water, a tethered filly begging became the Avalon's call
touched water when the most
!, i0..11 testimony from the local
Cancer to prance.
American
player.
formidable steamboat then
Linic,leaders. parents, Stu,let)! Unit far_ added
white
"It was the last of the afloat arrived in New Orleans,
gleaming
The
etiricators. physi'..11115tti,
assurance that cancer is most
steamboat, trimmed in lip- tramping steamboats, bar- the Delta Queen, Captained by
s ans er patients. and definitely not "catching."
! sutlers of their families will
stick red, slid into the wide nstorming from one town to his former skipper aboard the
svelcome to "speak out."
current like a jeweled swan, another on all the inland Avalon, Ernest Wagner.
-Captain," Hawley said to
rarisery of tortm'witt :1 railroad ernhloyer.; exptaiir
passengers- -waving, band rivers: I was also the-popcorn
• aired, including cigarette
"I have read that there is a playing, pennants snapping, popper, deck hand, wat- Wagner,"let's have a race."
"Captain," Wagner said to
!!es to minors, Federal simple new test for bowel sternwheel frothing. From chman, mate. Finally, in 1960,
. ,;'port for ty anti-smoking cancer. What is it?"
Hawley, "it will be the upstart
atop the jaunty pilot house the I got my master's license."
and
an
.iiiitinercials"
When the Avalon's captain, against the old lady."
ANSWERline: The test is brass farewell.
..i•ipeloyee's right to a smoke- called a do-it-yourself guaiac
It was a glorious moment
"That's music," Capt. Ernest E. Wagner, left to
vsorkplace, " Ask your test, and it involves the Hawley said. Mark Twain command the Delta Queen, in and a glorious race and the
Cancer placing of three consecutive
American
couldn't have said it more Cincinnati, Clarke Hawley upstart won. They raced again
!,,!tet,, Unit where the stool samples, on speciallyaccurately or believed it more took over as captain of the last year and again the Nat,-suonal torum nearest your treated paper slides. When
Avalon and later of the chez steamed in first, whistle
inlet itwn will take place. the Aides are returned to, profoundly.
Clarke Hawley's whole life Avalon's successor, the Belle blaring.
1,Ivance registration is neces- your physician or clinic, they
sary 11 yto wish to address arc,tested for traces of hidden
the panel. When all eight blood, which might indicate
4urns have been completed, the presence of unsuspected
panel will summarize and cancer. This is very- imporpublic mandate for tant because bowel cancer is
ice
highly curable' when diagnosed and treated early. The
do-it-yourself guaiac test is an
important aid to early detecMISS YOUR PAPER?
tipn, particularly when it is
Subscritiors wife have net
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — couldn't get a full breath. Next -The Fire§ of Hell."
used in combination with a
received Stair hoses-delivered
The first entails covering a
high school students time, I'll try it inside a large
Most
a
and
examination
physical
copy of The Murray ledger &
"procto" which is an exami- might be expected to go in for wooden box. That will give me young assistant, who then
rinses by 5:30 p.m. Mondaynation of the bowel with a sports, music, hot cars or the more air and, besides, I'll appears to rise irito the air and
or by 3:30 p.m. on SatyrThffe junior prom. But not Xavier have the cuffs off before they abruptly vanish.
slim lighted - tube.
In the second, a person
days are urged to call 753-Isle
-three- steps --- guaiac • test, Clancy. Chains, padlocks, ca4 nail the top of the box on.
physical checkup and a burning boxes and water Illusionist and escape artist climbs into a coffin-like box,
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
procto . are important for hazards are more his style.• " Doug Henning is considered which is set ablaze with
Monday•Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
people over 40, those most
Clancy, 17, a junior at by many to be Houdini's torches. The lid is then
end 4 p.m. Saturdays, to aware
bowel
develop
to
likely
Lafayette
High School here, is modern era successor, but removed and the sides of the
delivery of tiro newspaper. Calk
cancer. -- Ask your physician an avid Houdini fan and Clancy said he doesn't like box are dropped to reveal a
must be placed by 6 p.m. weak.
or your local American serious student of illusions and Henning's style.
skeleton.
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
Cancer Society Unit about escape stunts.
"What I do is in the old style,
guarantee delivery.
Clancy estimated that each
the availability of this new
"I've got about $15,000 not what Henning does," he act costs about $3,000.
test.
worth of magic stuff," the self- said. "Henning does a lot of
Audience participation is
of dancing in his show — the real always fun and also serves
"Monarch
styled
Monacles' said Wednesday in heavy rock music and stuff. I two purposes, he said.
a telephoneinterview."That's wear a tux whenever I work.
Having a member of the
not blue jeans like he does."
9 taken over a course of four
audience bind the star in
Clancy said the overhead is
9
years to get together.
chains or handcuffs lends an
9
0 ,"What'I have is about a two- high at times, but he hopes his , air of authenticity to the act.
9
hour stage show," he con- hobby eventually will put his "They can see there are no
9
Old Fashion Summer Festival
9 tinued. "I used five assistants name in lights and money in
gimmicks," Clancy said.
in the last two-hour show the bank.
It also helps the performer,
about May 5. We did it at an "I'm not in it only to get
because
the average spectator
to
famous,
but
make
money,
here
town.
in
auditorium
Women's White 8. Bone Dress Shoes, Women's
is not well versed in binding
"I do parties and perform at too," he said.
Dress Sandals, Women's White & Bone Purses,
malls and stuff. Sometimes I It takes a quality act to keep chains.
"Sometimes you have to
Children's White Patent Dress Shoes
rent a theater and pay for it the audience entertained, and
out of my pocket. We usually such acts cost money. Clancy hold onto the chains to keep
make a very substantial said his most expensive acts them from slipping off," he
DISCOUNT
All
amount and have something are "The Floating Lady" and said.
left over after paying the
rent," he said.
One Group
-Clancy said he'beganincorporating escapes into his
Men, Women S. Childrens Shoes
act after reading about the
master.
PRICE
"Escapes I've been doing
for about a year," he said.
-Mainly, what gets everyone
One Group
interested in escapes is
reading about Houdini."
Men, Women & Children Sandals
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — peach growers around the
It isn't all fun and games, Kentucky's apple crop sur- state, Koepper said his agency
however. Clancy admitted vived the severe winter is predicting that the crop will
DISCOUNT
there is always an element of without major problems, but be five per cent as large as
danger in the best escapes.
the states peach crop is a normal. "The bulk of the
Lifeguards had to pull him "complete failUre," state and farmers report zero, some
from a swimming pool three federal agriculture officials report 10 to 20 per cent,"
times on Tuesday when he say.
Koepper said.
plunged into 11 feet of water
"Peaches can stand a short
spokesman
for
A
and was unable to shuck Agriculture
Commissioner period of cold, but they can't
assorted handcuffs, leg irons, Thomas 0. Harris said stand the extended cold we
DISCOUNT
a concrete block and about 40 Wednesday that "apples are had this winter," he said.
pounds of chains.
The peach crop is "very
better able to withstand the
Murray, Ky.
510 Main
"They wrapped the chains cold and, while we'll have minor overall" in Kentucky,
too tight," Clancy said. "I some losses, they will be Koepper said, especially in
comparison to the huge burley
almost negligible."
Jame& M. Koepper, chief tobacco and grain crops. But
Agriculture
state
statist-reran for the U.S. the
Agriculture Department's Department spokesman said
Kentucky Crop and Livestock the loss means"a hell of a lot"
Reporting Service here. to the handful of commercial
described the state's apple peach growers — located
crop as "a little more im- mainly around the Paducah,
portant than the peach crop," Henderson, Somerset and
All The
with an average value of $2 Bedford areas.
Out of a total Weathermillion in recent years.
co/e slow, white beans, french fries, hushpuppies
Ke,opper said he expects an related farm loss of $150
"all-time low" in peach million, the peach crop loss
you can eat plus free homemade ice cream. _
production this year, the should run around $2 million,
result of the peach trees' day- said the spokesman, who
to-day exposure to sub declined to be identified.
He also said the estimate
freezing, and occasionally
This price good Friday, May 27th front 10:30 a.m. til closing and Sat.,
sub-zero, temperatures in doesn't include ttrees whose
May 28th from 10:30 sm.fit 2 p.m.
December and January.
fruit-bearing Capacity was
Since the reporting service destroyed by the cold.
He said the reporting serbegan keeping records in 1949,
Due to previous arrangements we must close at 2 p.m.,
smallest peach crop -- vice hasn't estimated the size
the
Sat., May 28th for repairs.
15,000 bushels or 720,000 of the crop yet, but "the apples
pounds — occurred in 1963, came through in good shape."
Koepper said.
The reporting service also
The Kentucky peach crop reports that strawberries are
has had an m;erage value over in abundance this spring, but
the last seven years of $1.09 Keopper said it doesn't conmillion, Koepper said in --a sider the berry crop important
753-1632
enough to warrant harvest
conversation.
telephone
Court Segue
Based on reports from estimates.
gala' lçJture. prepars d
!lic American Cancer
. to help save your
0111 cancer.

action on the smoking and
health issue.

This High School Student
Goes In For Locks, Chains
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SHOE STORE
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V41116
of 20%.50%
On Selected Syles of

-Current Season
Merchandise

zSomething for all Occasions
l

Shoe Store

flan"
Love Seat & Offoman

$12900
Wooden Rocker
1900
Hide-A-Beds
$1169°°

Uso4freff

Downtown

Swivel Rockers
1900
Sofa & Chairs
,,,,rm 99900

Now

a

Roper..95

(6 to Choose from)

We Will Not Be
Undersold On Sloppy Joes

New Shipment

Coffee Tables &
1 End Tables !2995

Dining Room
Suites

MURRAY FURNITURE MART
Court Square

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

7534676

r

1/3

1

1
4

/2

1

Apple Crop Survives

Winter, Peaches Hurt

For The Boys

20%

EXTRA BONUS
All Shoes
NOT On Sale

Leisure Shirts

10%

20%

COME TO THE SUMMER FESTIVAL
AND ENJOY THIS SPECIAL

OFF

$395

One Group

Tennis
Shirts &
Shorts

1

CATFISH

Values to $ /6 00

Jeans
Buy One and
Get 2nd-pair
of Equal Value
or Less

FREE

For the Men

v Suits
v Sportscoats 200/
0OFF
v Trousers
One Group Pre-Washed

Jeans

Buy one at regular price, get 2nd of equal value

CORN-AUSTIN

Rudys Restaurant

Court Square
Open Late Friday and Saturday

14

FREE
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Nixon's Answers To Questions
Are Finally On The Record

Sales Proposed To FDA
Regffiation Of Cigarette

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Except for an encore to be
culled from the cutting room
floor sometime this fall,
Richard Nixon's answers to
the Six Hundred Thousand
Dollar Questions are finally on
the record.
In his fourth television interview Wednesday night,
Nixon talked about how he felt
after resigning — "No one in
the world, no one in our
history could know how I felt."
He talked about the
resignation of his vice
president — "...It was a nowin proposition.3
And he spoke of the news
media that recorded the fall of
his presidency — "I respect
some, but for those who write
history as fiction, on thirdhand knowledge, I have
,nothing but utter contempt.
And, I will never forgive them,
never."
While he was enriched by a
$000,000 fee for the interview
series, and a share .of the
profits that probably will
increase his share to more
than $1 million, the nation's
. knowledge of his role as the
"unindicted coconspirator" of
Watergate scandal
the
reached no new heights.
The real value to the four 90minute programs probably
must be determined, as Nixon
suggested from the beginning,
by the individual viewers. "I'll
express my own opinion," he
promised. "They may have a
different opin, "
ent Nixon's
But it was a
opinions of Wi..,:rgate and his
role in the scandal hadn't
much changed after nearly
three years — Richard Nixon
still holds himself innocent of
any impeachable offense.
The shows did have their
emotional moments. There
was Nixon on Wednesday
night, saying he vuld have
preferred -"the agOny ,of a

separate sections for smokers
WASHINGTON (AP) —
on airplanes, trains and buses.
ions
number of organizat
But a spokesman for the
opposed to cigarette smoking FDA 'aid "it is our clear
Food
the
force
are trying to
understanding that Congress
and Drug Administration to never intended for us or any
regulate the sale of cigarettes other federal agency to
as Strictly as the agency plans regulate the use of cigaretto regulate saccharin.
tes."
The anti-cigarette Action on
Banzhaf's group was joined
Smoking and Health, along
10 other organizations and
by
with other groups and in- by two former U.S. surgeons
dividuals, prepared today to general: Dr. Jesse Steinfeld
file with an FDA hearing and Dr. Luther Terry.
officer a petition that asks the
The FDA plans to ban the
agency to prohibit the sale of
Debbie Colyott, Director of Title VI B project identification, shows illustrations to
of the artificial sweetener
use
cigarettes containing nicotine, saccharin as a food additive,
children. On the right is Martha Tharpe, project aide.
except by pharmacies.
but permit its sale over the
The' FDA has maintained counter. It recently held
that it does not have public hearings on the ban,
jurisdiction over the sale and now scheduled to begin in
use of cigarettes, but the July.
The saccharin ban is based
petition by the anti-smoking
groups challenges this on legal on tests in which rats were
subjected to massive doses of
grounds.
the artificial sweetener.
The Murray Independent rhymes or T. V. jingles by age derstand the -meaning of the
"This is one of those funny
The anti-cigarette groups'
System is participating 3; is not talking in short words "today," "tomorrow,"
School
•
will
petitions that nobody says
petition said the FDA had
4; is not "yesterday" By age 5.
work," said John F. Banzhaf based its saccharin ban on in a Title VI B project sentences by age
outside .HEARING — Does not turn
people
by
understood
ion."
Identificat
"Project
George
at
III, a law professor
"unproven assumptions." The
to face the source of strange
5.
age
by
family
the
Washington University and petition noted the FDA "has
The purpose of this project
sounds or voices by six months
play
not
Does
—
PLAYING
the executive director and suggested that the exposure of is to identify at an early age
of age; has frequent ear aches
,
peek-a-boo
as
such
games
general counsel of ASH, the 200 million Americans to a those children who are high
or running ears; talks in a
by
bye-bye
waving
cake,
patty
smoking and health group. "I reasonable amount of sac- risk for learning disabilities.
not imitate very loud voice or a very soft
think it will work. Nobody has charin could result over a Identifying potential learning age 1; does
'routing voice; does not respond when
doing
parents
proved to me that it won't."
lifetime in 12,000 cases of problems as early as possible household chores by age 3; you call from another room;
will ensure better planning for
does not enjoy playing alone turns the same ear toward a
He recalled in an interview cancer."
the petition says, the exceptional child in the with toys, pots and pans, or sound he-she wishes to hear.
But,
his
campaigns
past
in
that
"needlessly kill public schools and make it
MOVING — Is unable to sit
sand by age 3; does not play
organization won the right to cigarettes
Americans each possible to alleviate some of
300,000
over
games such as hide- up without support by age 1;
group
free air time to reply to
cause more cancers these learning problems
and-seek, or tag-ball with cannot walk without help by
cigarette commercials, won year and
than saccharin has before the child enters school,
year
each
children by age 4; does age 2; does not walk up -and
other
an eventual ban on cigarette
Following are early warning
suggested to kill over a
been
got
and
air
the
and take turns by down steps by age 3; is unable
share
on
advertising
signs of children with special not
lifetime."
to balance on one foot for a
„
1.
age
The petition also said the needs. If for any reason you
— Does not short time by age 4; cannot
THINKING
evidence of cigarettes as a suspect that your child may react to his-her own named throw a ball overhand and
cancercausing agent is have special needs, call when called by age 1; is catch a large ball bounced to
"overwhelming," adding that Carter School 753-5512, unable to identify hair, eyes, him-her by age 5. .
cigarette evidence Robertson School 753-5022, or
the
The earlier you recognize
ears, nose and mouth by
"consists of hundreds of Murray Board of Education pointing to them by age 2; your child's special needs and
studies on human beings (not 753-4363 to arrange an ap- does not understand simple seek professional help, the
rats) at conventional pointment to have your child
just
#
stories told or read by age 3; greater possibility that your
(rather than massive) dose tested.
*:
does not give reasonable child can be helped to overSEEING — Is often unable
rates."
answers to such questions as come a problem, a spokesman
'
It suggested cigarettes to locate and pick up small "What do you do when you are said.
-`111k.
a objects
reach;
within
declared
be
could
sleepy?" or "What do you do
0
prescription drag because of frequently rubs eyes or when you are hungry" by age
other
has
hurt;
eyes
or
that
complains
their "toxicity
4; does not seem to unpotentially harmful effect." reddened, watering or en—
ar•
Adv•rtis•rs
Or, the petition said, at the crusted eyelids; holds head in
requested to check th•
least, cigarettes could be a strained or awkward
first inserrtion of ads for
taken out of vending machines position (tilts head to either
This
corr•ction
and their sale restricted to side - thrusts head forward or
be
will
n•wspop•r
backward I when trying to look
counters.
drug
only
responsible for
of at a particular person or
sales
"Although
one incorrect ,nser Iron_
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
cigarettes to minors are object; sometimes or always
REPORTED IMMEDIATE•
prohibited in virtually all crosses one or both eyes.
CY SO, PLEASE CHECK
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
children apparently TALKING — Cannot say
states,
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
— A former Northern
obtaining
(AP)
by
age
of
"DADA"
in
"Mama"
trouble
little
have
AND NOTIFY US PROM.
University
y
Kentuck
machines
a
of
say
the
names
1;
cannot
vending
from
them
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
Sherwin-Williams Longest Lasting Latex
professor says he will sue the
unregulated few toys and people by age 2;
other
and
ERROR
House Paint. A IOW" Covers in one coat
school in an attempt to regain
cannot repeat common
outlets..., the petition said.
Lasts through any weather for a long, long
his teaching post.
bme Plat or gloss
Professor Alfonz Lengyel
said he will file a $500,000 suit
against the university and
individual $100,000 suits
against the nine members of
het* Om'
the board of regents who voted
ktes hoes,Nail.
flet
unanimously not to reinstateroc ,istrng
the art history teacher.
SAl E PRI( E
The regents vote came after
a report was submitted by
2 — Sx7's
nine other professors that
ago!
.
alleged that Lengyel devoted
reg $8 99 a gal
8 — Billfolds
much of his classroom time to
matters not related to his
course, that he subjected his
fellow professors to abuse,
Sok if:Act-left wall'Witt
that he did not participate
Washable easy to apply, easy to dean up
academic
y
on
adequatel
Flat finish or Satin Enamel
committees and misrdpreSALE PRICE
scholarly
his
sented
9/31 93
,
regl!.190
93_ ::1::2„,e
1#
achievements.
Accent colors priced higher
Creative Photography by
Lengyel, a native of
a gal
Hungary, denied the charges,
and said he would probably
file the suits next week.

'Project Identification'
Is Set By City Schools

Check
Your
----•
Ad 0

1

Former NKU
Professor To
Sue For Job

trial" to accepting a pardon
Wednesday's show also had
that connoted guilt; that his Nixon saying he knew Spiro
resignation meant "life Agnew would never survive
without purpose as far as I the investigation into his
financial dealings, yet his vice
was concerned.
-No one in the world,and no president was -an honest man
one in our history could know ... a courageous man" who
how I felt.... Is that punish- was persecuted because he
ment enough? No, probably was a conservative.
Nixon said he tried to block
not," he said.
But We have to live with the election of Salvador
not only the past, but for the Allende as president of Chile
future ... whatever it brings, because he,' ftirrett"-a—ttnimunist revolution would
I'll still be fighting.;
Strong feelings also were sweep Latin America.
And Nixon said he never
drawn out in a discussion,
without naming them, of considered pardoning himself,
Watergate ceporters Bob that he was afraid pardoning
Woodward and Carl Bernstein his top aides would look like
and their book "The Final "the ultimate coverup" and
• that he never discussed 'his
Days."
Nixon called both the men own pardon with Gerald R.
and their book "trash," and Ford, who replaced him in the
said "Mrs. Nixon read it and White House,
Over-all, the television
her stroke came three day
series seemed - as did- the
later
"The doctors don't know famed White House tapes — to
what caused the stroke," he bring out something of the
hastened to add, but "it Ithe inner Nixon.
He wa's a thatneleon, strong
book)sure didn't help."
In the book, the authors said and smooth'and confident on
the Nixons had not had sexual world affairs; yet halting,
relations for 14 years and that uncomfortable, alternately
bitter;
then
Mrs. Nixon sought liquor from contrite,
the servants quarters in the apologetic, then defensive
final days in the White House. about the issues that brought,"I certainly hope that we did him down.
He admitted to poor
not cause her stroke,"
Woodward said Wednesday judgment on "the little
Nixon's things," yet insisted he
hearing
after
legal
no
remarks. "I doubt very much -committed
that we did, from what I know wrongdoing. He admitted to
lying, but not to covering up.
about medicine."
Woodward noted that And he spoke of his "paranoia
despite Nixon's bitterness, the Ter peace" as juStificati8n for
former president himself acts beyond the normal letter
confirmed some of the major of the
Already the teasers are out
incidents related in the book,
including a scene in which on the fifth program, to be
Nixon cried and prayed with aired several montha. away,
his secretary of state, Henry purportedly based on- ..the
mysterious 18L2-minute gap in
A. Kissinger.
a -crucial White House tape
Nixon said he later phoned arid the question of why Nixon
pst:th"Why. didn't simply destroy the
w tjust
osukgege:
Kissinger
don't
evidence that eventually
toppled him.
rident to ourselves."
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Special!
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WILSON
WOOLLEY

304 Main 753-7360

Handcrafted Quality Work Reasonable Prices

Grass should be kept at a level of two inches or higher, says
the Colorado State University
Extension Service, which recommends that a lawn be cut
fairly often so that no more
than one-third of the grass
blade is cut off. Otherwise, the
grass blades suffer excessive
shock and turn yellow.
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Save 15(019 on
Aluminum Ladders
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11599
reg 121 99
Folds flat, pocks easily
Hardwoord frame in natural
finish, black or white Canuns seat and
bock in your choice of eight colors

ge.

Sale ends
May 31.

Specials Good Thurs., May 26 Only

CRISPY FRIED CHICKEN

LASAGNE

Choice of 2 vegs., hot rolls,
butter,and coffee or ice tea.

With Tossed Salad

o .41,extended
Fire decorethol service. Use leakknericerd,Mister Chart',rets-liool
eam.

pelat-wellpeper-cerf
WIstores Met ere 4 stores la oaf:

Murray
Southside Manor Shopping Center
753-3321

69
Served 5 PM.to 8 PM

Served 11 AM to 3 PM

credit terms.

We Also Serve Homemade Desserts
=Nsi.sommieL
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Wants To Kick
Older-Man Habit

1%11.19
1111
CNINALT
Ircococ11.IVIENoxemiciet•
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

By Abigail Van Buren

Syno3 Inc
1977 by The Chicago TributlieN V Negri'

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Hyde Park Sliced American
Peter Pan

PEANUT BUTTER

18 oz.

89`

Stokely Tomato

CHEESE

1.29 CATSUP

16 oz

with a high
DEAR ABBY: lam a 20-year-old college girl
men. I relate
I.Q., but I have a big problem concerning so immature
very well to older men, but college men seem any of them.'"
that ji can't work up any romantic interest in
-BaTieue-tne. I've tried.
I never
This year I've had two affairs with Older men.hurt my
thought I'd be "that kind of girl." It would really
about it.
parents if they knew, so I'm very discreet somewhere,
These men weren't just men I'd picked up
but people I'd known a long time.
but I don't
Abby. I want so much to be held and loved, gives me
man
a
When
only.
end
ng
want to be on the receivi
as I get.
his love I do everything possible to give as much
is 47. I'm
Right now I'm flirting with a married man who seem to
can't
sure nothing lasting can ever come of it, but I
help myself.
s and
Lately I've been having recurring suicidal thought
'Nip me.
that scares the daylights out of me. Please BE LOVED
WANTS TO

ELBO MACARONI

39`

16 oz

FRIES

CHARCOAL
Kroft
GRAPE JELLY

10 lb bag

1.19
59c

18 oz

g,"
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Weddin
Hills,
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren,132 Lasky Dr.,Beverly
d
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stampe
e.
12441 envelop

Dear Consumer

PLATES

30 ct

'
59

33'' JUICE

32 oz

Heinz Apple Cider
5 lb

39' VINEGAR

1 gal $1.59

kratt Pdrk.i‘

Oleo

494
Lipton

TEA BAGS
OIL

1.89

38 oz

'1.39

CORN

•

Emge
Sweet Smoked

HAMS

MAYONNAISE

32 oz

Dream Whip Dessert

TOPPING

3 oz

1201

3/$1.00

89'

14%2 oz. pkg

87'

Keeblers C. C. Biggs Chocolate Chip

Real

LEMON JUICE

24 oz

' COOKIES
69

The Best Meats In Town
Chicken
n
aco
easts 9'

Purnell's Pride

Bryns

lb'

49CLb

Field's
All
Meat

With $12.50 Purchase or More
Limit 2

Without Purchase

59c Lb

mama49`

FiOgiOts

lb

29'

Size
doz

69'

)14S
0
1 Lb Bag

79'

CARROIS

2/39'

Leon
Pork

Steak

•

89'

Lb

Pure

Ground Beef
lb.

Crisp Head

200
Sun Kist

1 lb

19'

Staati6
Fresh &

Wieners

4 to 5 lb Pk

Golden Ripe

49'

1 lb

CRACKERS

Lb

Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health. Education and Welfare

'
99

Keeblers Town House

Nsblets Whole Kernel

MEMORIAL
DAY
PICNIC

100 ct

We

OPENED
ALL DAY

Stay Warm And
Conserve Energy
- According to the groundhog's prediction, "spring
isn't right around the corner," and consumers can
expect several more weeks of cold weather, which
means an increase in the use of our limited gas and
oil supply. However, even if the groundhog's prediction is wrong, our limited supply of these resources will not increase overnight and we are likely
to -find ourselves in the same predicament next
winter.
So that we can all do our part in continuing to
help ease thg natural gas shortage, here's an opportunity to refresh your memory in case you've thrown
away all those energy saving tips we offered during
the energy crisis in 1974.
• Turn your therrno- points. Leaks can be restat back. You can save paired by covering holes or
from two to five percent on cracks with a cloth adhisive
your energy costs for every tape.
• If you have a steam
degree you lower your heat
over a 24 hour period, de- or hot water heating .,syspending on where you live. tem with free-standing radi• Consider using a hu- ators—one way to increase
midifier, or-Putting a pan of heating efficiency is to place
water on or behind the- radi- sheets of aluminum foil on
ator if you find the 65 de- the walls behind the radigree temperature uncom-- ators. This will reflect heat
fortable. Humidified air is into the room that otherwise
more comfortable at lower would be lost 'through the
temperatures than dry air, wall.
• If you live in an elecand healthier, too.
• Turn off the radiators trically heated home that
or close the hot air ducts has resistance type equipin the rooms you don't use ment, consider replacing it
and keep the doors to those with an energy saving heat
pump. You may be able to
rooms closed.
• Check access doors to cut your heating costs by as
make sure they're well in- much as 60 percent.
• Don't use your firesulated a qd weatherstripped. This will prevent place for supplemental heat-log. More room heat probcold air from seeping in.
• If you have a forced ably will be lost up the flue
air heating system, prevent than you get from the fire.
heat loss by checking the Remember to keep the
ducts for air leaks regularly damper closed when the
especially at connection fireplace is not in use.
For more information on conserving energy,
, Consend for a free copy of Tips for Energy Savers
81009.
do
Colora
,
Pueblo
,
Center
ation
Inform
sumer

8 oz

SALT

one-half
DEAR BET: One shot of whiskey (one and a pint of
and
ounces)
(five
wine
table
of
glass
ounces), a
y the same
beer (16 ounces) all contain approximatel
amount of ethyl alcohol.

DEAR VEGAS: It's him.

49

die
Hyde Park Ice Cream

25 years
DEAR Al3f3Y Over drinks, my friend of contained
g
informed me that the cocktail I was drinkin drinking.
was
more alcohol than the bottle of beer he alcohol in his
I told him I thought there was as much
An argument
bottle of beer as there was in my cocktail. I'm right, but
sure
I'm
on.
bet
a
have
we
followed, and now
I can't prove it. Can you help me?
A BET AT REILLY'S

•

3/1.00

Tropicana Orange

DILL RELISH

wants to
DEAR WANTS:You're normal. EVERYBODYemotional
ated
deep-se
some
have
may
be loved, but you
problems that need to be resolved.
town, call
If there's a Suicide Prevention Clinic in your
mental
them. They offer excellent counseling. Or call your has a
college
your
If
ment.
appoint
an
for
health clinic
counseling service, take advantage of it.
of these
Please write again and tell me which know how
recommendations you've pursued, and let me
you're doing. I care.

age, but
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are the same
me.
married
he
why
know
don't
I
women.
older
he prefers
out
found
I
,
married
were
we
after
Soon
to.
He didn't have
was
be
since
forties
her
in
woman
a
he had been living with
seeing her, but
18.(He was then 23). He wanted to keep onneighbo
r's wife.
I put a stop to it. Then he started seeing a
away from
She was in her early fifties. We had to move
there before she broke up our marriage.
old woman
When our first child was born, I hired an ugly husband
my
in her sixties to help me. I thought surely
could be trusted with her, but I was wrong. He was with
her every chance he got.
there
Everybody tells me I am nice looking. Is
him?
it
is
Or
me?
with
wrong
something
VEGAS

2 lb

Hyde Park
Chef-kers

t4 oz

Bondware Paper

West Pack Frozen French
Red Cross

sjoittiss;.,Nogi:Tstriss:.

We Reserve The Ri9ht To Limit Oesdities

Specials Good May 16 1hru June 1

69

Extra

Lean

GROUND CHUCK
lb

99'

Deli Meat Specials
Deli Oven Baked Ham
Deli Roast Beef

lb $298

lb $98

Cwen's Famous 7-9 lb
Pit Borbeque

Pork Shoulders

lb

5198

•
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COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
•
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

If You
Need Them:
Fee
. 753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
. 753-6952
Ambglence
. 153-9331
Nosoilal
Emerqeray
153-5131
Nome Society
153-3991
Comprehensive
Care
1534611
Poison Control
1534518
Senior Citizens . . 153-0919
Neal*
7534110
teen To Reel . 153-22K3

- channel
4 Ben debt
7 Repulse
1-2 Be mistaken
13 Enemy
14 Raise the
spirit of
15 Beverage
16 Excusing
18 Identical
20 Expire
21 Periods of
time
22 Gifts
25 Anguish
27 Spanish for
-flyer
28 Policeman
(slang)
31 Roman
emperor
33 Conianction
35 Title of
respect
labbr
36 Offspring
38 Weary
39 Lets go
41 Turkish
regiment
44 Organ of
hearing
45 Let it stand
48 Struggled to
in
s:per
52 Carried
53 Greek letter
54 Cravat
55 Collect
56 Crimson
57 Sweet
Potato
DOWN
I
pion
2 Region
3 Stamps on

51 VA

Away

5 Forest
6 Weirder

nmstalguisheci

Conduct
Medal
labbr
26 Paddle
28 Continence
29 Above
(poet
30 Lift with
lever
32 Parts in way

40 Rugged
mountain
crest

34 Golf
1

2

46 Silkworm

Abound
49 Worm
50 Parent

47

41 0111c,a1
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FREE LESSONS. Learn
crewel
needlepoint,
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters,
$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's. Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Arnericard.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
- fast food service.
Immediate opening in
Murray. Good future.
Starting salary with
opportunity for advancement. Applicant
must be married and
have experience in food
service. Send
full
resume and picture to:
Kay Barker, P. 0. Box
1242,
Muskogee,
Oklahoma, 74401.

Infant Weir
Free Gift Wrapptngi

6"

A
..."

il

COUPLES OR MATURE
single people interested
in 2nd or 3rd income.
Income
good
and
negotiable. For appointment, 1-502-8865547.

504 Main
New Shipment of

50 a 51

*k"
ilummi

6. Help Wanted

The Youth
Shop

....:,;-, ar,

RUR

FOUND
APPROXIMATELY three
year old black male
Poodle. Was hit by a car
in front of Town and
Country Yamaha on
East 94. Has been
treated by a vet. Call
753-3994.

BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

ki
a
'
3 0111 34•a.

4

5 Lost And Found

teesTal Wit« 703-6866

Answer to Wednesday Puzzle
01210 0000 000
WU0 WW0U 00M0
000000 000 00
0100 ORM 000
mmn RIWO
000 [1010 MO0
00 41000OU1 00
MAW 000 000
0000 1.4130 0003
0010 (901400MW
WM csou clemusau
MAW 0000 ORO
00121 130013 000
mounds
12 Weaving
37 Tither
machine
39 Ceremonies 43 Pilaster

9 Couple
10 Sicilian
volcano
1 Limbs
17 Fairy
19 God of love
23 Wipe out
24 Labors

Presents
Big
Memorial Weekend
Show. Special guests,
Nashville recording
artist,
WAYNE MANSNALL
Saturday, 8 p. m.
General Admission Adults, $2.50 and
children 6-12, $1.50.
For information call
502-436-8806.

PI Service
Center

AN.to 11 P.M.
Mon. Him Sat.
12 Noon to 6 P.M.
Sundae

7 Unit of
Portuguese
currency
a Fairies

NVII Concord, Ky.

All Al

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

KY. LAKE
MUSIC
BARN

WHOLESALE
PRICES

has
New Noon

Sale Items 1/5 off

:.?:
:
::
:
all

Distr. br 1../mted Feature Snub.te. mv.

6 Help Wanted

YOUR, NEED is our
concern. NEEDIINE,
753-6333.

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas

Main Street
Texaco

r

1 Ship

JESUS STATES
in
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto'
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further
information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.

NOTICE

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 8.
Times

2 Notice

2 Notice

2 Notice

2 Notice

2

$200.11WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127.
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

MUST BE A VERY.
)
iNTERESTING)

BALL
7 PARK

tie
war

YOLPIZE

Cic.i.E5N
AN`r'DNE TELL
irnE THE5E

THERE? YOU
WERE 5JPPC5E

-

To DE HERE
AN NCOR AC

oe44 AN:"

'
op
r
po'

RE

--D

Its.JPPcE:
.
-.,
s

)-1

444

L_I

5 26
rVVE WILL POELOR K IL L.,.
IF `ADU HAVE
NO MONEY. THE
STRANSER WILL NOT
RETURN,,, NO MORE
WHITE POWDE

WHAT 6, THE

1101
ilkgg•

BUT WE-MUST- - HAVE -- > POWER OF
THE --WHITE-- POWDER! THIS TERRIBLE

(A LIVING)
DEATH,
-CHIEFS

WHITE PC,w0E17
_

JuNGLE!_,

OF THE

f;•00..

c
:
1
1-104.
, /ABOUT
THAT)

Pet',' inmE CE17TA4Ni...s
791
,r)

,,ter7

!
ct,

A

EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS needed Call
753-9382 after 5 p ni
JO -JACKS
HAMBURGER Island, Highway 68, Aurora. Wants
geheral kitchen -11elp
including grill cooks.
BABYSITTER TO care
for toddler and infant in
my home in Murray 8 a.
m.-5 p. m. Monday and
Wednesday. Expected to
do some housekeeping,
preference for person
who could continue all
year: Salary negotiable.
Excellent references
required. Call 753-0220.

9 Situations Wanted
WILL DO housework and
yard work Also have
secretarial skills. Call
Sherry 753-9996 between
1:00-5:00.

Opportunity To
Learn and Earn
Male or Female, aa
concern

--e -;(
,INIAlf,'1,

/

---- 9 ?-•
-'

t:.-•

‘
41

ctit

-TH
'
\NAY A

WOLF

inNces00]
5I-4EEP

•4

111

Pliotegrepher.
Travel the Mood pet pail soy
dollar pion travel. allarences.
Pio experience necessary.
Pea trailing to rioarefies1 applicants. Dont inns this opportimity to bocont• •
prefessienal in • grew*
field.
ChreAficatrons
Messed,
neat, slopendeble teen.
spertatan en• s reel drive to
pet ahead. No lavossaaserf.
Seed •letter of intereet and
perticelers to: EASTERN
PNOTOGRAINIC LAINEATORIE•
S INC. 176 Waterfowl. Read,
Theesartm Coon. Aths: Dimetoe if personnel. Plasm heeled. complete tolipplam•
nualba. Interviews wall be
held in Nashville, Tema. la the
near favre That, ray for
year iaterest
PrOf4S1i0.101

SOON) AS
YSti<U6A
MOON"
'
iiy -1H''MOON GAL.-RISES/TOOc.... AKe POUNCES ON MALE_2 -(__ YOKUMS - Y ------(,:-

AMF.
Riding
Lawn
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs de
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.

TIMO to think

about tobacco
-crag hail
insurance.

22,000 BTU Whirlpool air
conditioner.
Good
condition. Also 2 speed
window fan, 21". Call
492-8287.

Joe Sledd
Agency
505 Main St.
753-5842

STORE EQUIPMENT, 1
set Stirnson computing
scales, like new, $95.
One
set
portable
package counter scales,
$55. One 11' self serve
meat case, complete,
$200. Large shopping
carts half price, $10.
Double 16' pants rack,
$20. Clothes rack on
rollers, $6.00. Commodes, $20. Lavatories
$3130 t0$8. 15 h. p: 3
phase electric motor,
$75. Plate glass any size,
we have 50 cents square
foot. Window glass, 125
cents each. Dinette
tables, $16 down to $6.
Electric lawn mower,
$17.50. We have used
windows, doors,
screens, storm windows
low price. Cigarette
machine, $15.00. We are
open mornings only.
Phone 753-3810 King
Sales, Hazel, Ky.

14. Want To But

growing

art

USED TIRES, $3.00 and
up. Call 753-0595.

Think

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes'. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 216'79%,,,.
DENVER, CO. 80221.

10. Business Opportunity

T-MAT CALENDAR
( I S FOR 1935',

REPOSSESSED ZENITH
console stereo. Take
over payments. $15.00
month. Call 753-0595.

EARN EXTRA vacation
money. Take orders for
I.isa Jewelry. Call for
CATALOG
FREE
SALES KIT on toll Free
800-631-1258.

WILL DO housecleaning
or yiTA t ,rk Call Judy,
753-8595

/et
SP WOULD YOU CARE TO
BUY A CALENDAR"
,

G. E. BLACK and white
19" portable. $12.00
month. Call 753-0595.

MAID NEEDED at
I.akeland Motel in
Aurora. Apply in person
or call 474-2292.

IMO.* to POO 00 per month.
starting salary for two full
time representatives. To
represent large corporation in
Murray. Persons we are
seeking must be high school
graduates or equivalents,over
21 and in good health. No experience necessary, DO OM'
night travel, extensive
training program, usual
fringe benefits including
vacation, retirement plat and
medical coverage. Contact
Mr. Smiley at the Regal II Inn
Wednesday, May 25th from
1 00P.M to:, 00 PM.

ANycs.E

REPOSSESSED 12 Cu. ft.
upright G. E. freezer.
$16.00 month. Call 7530595.

WANTED' A SALES
person tb sell Jim
. Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make.good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,

HELP
WANTED
GENERAL
MALFTRACK
HERE

G. E. PORTABLE color
T. V., $19.00 month. Call
753-0595.

EXPERIENCED
mechanic. Call 753-2617

TOOL AND CUTTER
grinders.
Experience
desired. Come to Drake
Atwood, Paris, Tenn. or
call 901-642-7847.

GAME

USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.

WANTED CUSTODI A N
for all types of work at
Taylor Motors. Apply in
person to Bob Bazzell,
303 South 4th, Murray.

SALES GIRL for afternoons. Apply Dixie
Cream Donuts, 1006
Chestnut Street. No
phone calls
if)

15 Articles For Sale

12 Insurance

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
EAR CORN, D.
Grubbs, 436-5526.

B.

WANTED - One to 3 acres
of land East to Southeast
of'Murray. 9111 753-6939
after 5 p.m.
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
WANT TO buy some dark
fired tobacco plants.
Call 753-7960 after 5 p.
m.
WANTED USED piano.
Call 753-1700.

SPRING SPECIAL Paint
Sale. Hanna first quality
I.atex Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
per gallon. Hanna semigloss enamel regular,
$10, sale, $8.00 per
gallon. Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 7539232.
15 Articles For Sale
REBUILT
LAWN
mowers $25 and up K
and H Repair, 94 East
AIR
CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position thermasta1--and - variable-speed fans 5 year
guarantee on units.
Faetory authorized local
service. 6000 BTU,
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
$399.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
guaranteed.
quality
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
. Hardware, Paris.
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware.
------FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned. with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer.. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer.

Western

of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

MOVING MUST sell,
15,000 BTU Frigidaire
air conditioner, $65. Call
7624258 or 753-0268.
FOR SALE - Shingles
-$13.50- •sq -Roll -roofing
$6.50 ea., 15 lb. felt $5.00.
4 x 8 Particle board at $1.40, as" at $2.00,'2"
at $2.50, 5-s" at $2.85.
Plywood 34" at 59.00. 2 x
4's at $.80 ea. Paneling 4
x 8 sheets over 8C
selections starting at
$2.75 ea. Wood Spindles
at 105 per inch. 'Paint.
Styofoam insulation and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and Wall board. Tomato
stakes at $.06 per ft. New
shipment of safes from
$25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at $.15
lb. Closet cedar 4 x 8
sheets $3.75 to $6.00.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc., P. 0. Box 88,
Martin, Tn. 38237,
Phone: 901-587-2420,
Open on Sat. until 3:00
ELECTRIC STOVE, good
condition, maple baby
bed and mattress.
Antique oak dresser
with ball and claw feet.
Oak washstand. Call 7530537 after 5 p. m.
•
GRASS -HOG cuts grass
and weeds with fish line.
Power by gasoline
engine. Only 8149.95.
Wallin

16

Hardware, Paris.

Home

Furnishings

Auto, home

REPOSSESSED
WASHER and dryer.,
apartment size. Take
over payments. $21.00
month. Call 753-0495.

FRIGIDAIRE
washer,
$50 Call 753-3924

303:1:0
16 Home Furnishings
SELF DEFROSTING
refrigerator. 17 ft. chest
freezer. Electric stove,
Call 753-7276.
LEATHER LOOK black
couch with matching
chair, end table, coffee
table. 5 h. p. Outboard.
whiskey barrel. Call 7539672.
TWO SETS of twin size
inner spring mattress
and 'box springs. Excellent condition. Call
753-7745.
STOVE, AIR conditioner.
refrigerator,
vacuum
cleaner, and rug. Call
753-0764 after 5 p.m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY' VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00: We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
CONTACT WEST KY.Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
-Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

151,2 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
15' ALUMINUM
V.
bottom boat. Call 7539400, 1608 Catalina
Drive.
18' MARLAN speed boat,
Blue metal flake) 135h.
p. motor and trailer.
Call 753-6571 after 4:30.

CHERRY DROP leaf
tableand stx ihairs. Call
75'3-5813

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris.
Tennessee.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball arol
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Lamest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Ky.
24

Miscellaneous

FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes
$88.88. Wallin Hard .ware, Paris.
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford
tractor and loader. 1973
Chevelle wagon. White
rock, decorated rock,
rich dirt. Clifford
Garrison. 753-4429 after
4 p. in.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses.
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
TWO SPEAKERS, $70.
Pioneer CS.13A, 8 ohms,
35 watts, Tuner-amp,
$60. Sansui, 350A. Call
753-6805.
25" COLOR console
Magnavox TV. Like
new. For balance due orlow monthly payment.
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
ENJOY
THIS
BEAUTIFUL stereo
console in your home for
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575_
27 Mobile home Sales
1966 10 FT. WIDE,
bedroom

1976 18' SOMERSET
runabout. 165 h. p. inboard -out. Fully
equipped. Super nice.
Call 489-2318.
15' GLASPAR with 65-h.
p. Mercury motor and
extras. Call 753-2590.
1973 ELDOCRAFT bass
boat, 15' 60
horse
Johnson motor. Foot
control trolling motor.
live well. $1700. Call
753-9488 or 753-3144.
J. N. SCOTT 12 gauge
double barrel with
hammers. Call 753-3229
after 5 p. in.
BOAT, MOTOR, and air
conditioner. Call 7537836.
11'
LONESTAR
runabout. Late model
Johnson 60 h. p. Trolling
motor, depth finder, 150
amp battery. Water
skis, tow rope, complete
outfit. Call 753-7432 after
5 p. rn.

HOUSEBOAT ,32 Foot
River Queen, 75 Mercury 50 h.p. outboard,
used 2 months. sleeps 6.

Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must sell. Kenlake
Marina Slip 72. Call 7538056.
22 Musical

Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762

1975 MOBILE HOME. 12
x 70. Three bedroom,
-bath • aact ball,
carpeted, unfurnished.
Buy or take over
payments. Call 753-6422
MOBILE HOME 12 s 65
'
one
year
old.
2
bedrooms, 2 full baths.

and air
vie( trii
stove and refrigerator
Carpeting Phone 753electric

heat

conditioning,

6682
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Excellent

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat arid central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4- deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful 'location
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457. Puryear, Tenn.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
Mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts
Call 753-3280
31 Want To Rent

CABLE

studio upright piano
condition,
by,

music

for
grand.
Phone 1-527-9725. No
dealers.

selling:

2

con-

i'(lnIt:tli

SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E 4th,
Benton, Ky.

owned

air

ditioner.

Style-Mar.

teacher.

TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.

BALDWIN 9 FT. concert
grand piano used...
Have other new and
used Grand Pianos
Baldwin. Pianos and
Organs. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office. Paris, Tenn

20 Sports Equipment

ORIGINAL
42" ROUND MAPLE
, table, 1one leaf and 4
chairs. $90. Call 753-9265

1111=111

Reason

buying

TWO
TO
THREE
bedroom older house
within 10 miles of
Murray in the country.
Will be kept in excellent
condition. Can supply
references. Call 753-4557
after 5 p. m.
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WANTED TWO
bedroom house or
cottage for summer,
husband and wife, both
graduate students.
tinder $185 per month.
Call collect 1-314-2878893 after 5 p. m.
31 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX,CARPORT, all
built-ins. patio,
bas
and
priv,
prep? 1405
StAium iew r. Call
753-4981. Available June
1.
APARTMENT NEAR
downtown Murray. fall
753-4109
DUPLEX APARTMENT
miles east of Murray
on private road. Total
electric, partially
furnished. oity water
furnished. $130.00 per
month. Deposit
required. Call 753-8848
before 9 p.m. Available
May 17.

34 Houses For Rent

32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED and
unfurnished 1 bedroom
apartments. Water
furnished. 1414 Vine.
Murray.
ONE BEDROOM furnished upstairs apartment. Deposit required.
Call 753-7243.

38 Pets Strophes

UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom house. Located
at 314 N. 12th. Call 7536200 or 7534500.

1604 OLIVE STREET
Duplex for rent. $150.
Carpeted, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished. Close to
campus. For more information, call 7534451.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. .rnquire_ at
Kellys Pest Control, 100
South 13th.
FURNISHED FOUR
bedroom apartment for
rent; also apartigents
for 1 and 2. -Near
University. Available
immediately. Call 7537575 or 0669.

Household Auction
Saturday, May 28
10 a.m. rain or siting
417 South 9th, Murray, Ky.
Rupert Cohoon sold home. Selling cleanest and
bast variety of furniture. Like new Westinghouse
washer and dryer, 17' Frigidaire freezer, older
stove and refrigerator, Electrolux vacuum
cleaner, electric Singer sewing machine cabinet
type, Kroehler living room suite, 6 chair dining
set, seven drawer desk with chair, glass door
bookcase, drop leaf and other tables, matching
rockers and other nice chairs, library table,
chests, half bed complete, clock, pictures and
frames, depression and other footed and
designed glassware, Tureen, set and old china,
electric allebil lamps, linens, towels, Cedar
jewelry box, mugs, miscellaneous pieces, lot of
canned fruit, hand tools, windows and frames,
storm window, lumber, brick, concrete blocks,'
bird bath, variety of good things in garage. Best
small antique buffet, marble top dresser,
beautiful handmade pieces, outstanding quilt
box with many nice quilts and tops, pie safe with
tin doors, much more. We think this is one of the
best sales. Eats and drinks. Not responsible for
accidents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Garland in
charge of sale.
For information dial 753-3375 Daigle:SIseensaker

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.

YARD SALE, all day
Saturday 1617 Catalina
Drive.
BIG
YARD
SALE,
Saturday 28, 8-? Take
641 North to Poor Farm
Road. Turn left and
follow signs.

40 Pioduce
43 Real Estate

36 For Rent Or lease
TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, with
living room, kitchen.
bath and garage. $150
month plus utilities. Call
753-8175.

REGISTERED FEMALE
Irish Setter, 16 months.
$50. Call 753-8056.
39 Poultry

TWO BEDROOM brick
near University. Fully
carpeted. Available
now. $175. No pets. Call
753-3942.

4
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43 Real Estate
Public Sales
43 Real Estate

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833. FOR LEASE - tour
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
garage,
nicely
decorated in Farmington. Lease purchase
option
available. Call 345-2745.
37 Livestock

BLUEBERRIES, .$1.20
quart. Call 753-4110.
41 Public Sales
MOVING SALE: rugs,
lawn mower, bike tires,
books, plants, clothes
and lots more. Friday
and Saturday, 8-4. 900
No. 18th.
GARAGE
SALE,
Thursday
through
Saturday,8:30 to 5:30.12
mile North of Lynn
Grove Skating_Etink.

Supplies

THREE PARTY Yard
Sale at 510 South 16th
Street. Saturday, 8-6 p.
m. Sunday 1-6 p. m.
38 Pets Supplies
Monday 9-6 p. m. This is
THREE MONTH old
one of the best yard
Beagle puppies, from
sales ever. 30" avacado
good hunting stock. Call
stove, lots of small
498-8704 after 5 p.m.
clothes, size 16 dresses,
dishes of all kinds, pink
AKC REGISTERED
and green depression
Doberman Pinscher' glass, old lamps, old
breeding for $100 and
picture frames, tables
pick of litter. Call 474and chairs, and many
2379.
other items. New items
every day.
IRISH SETTER, male, 2
years old. Phone after YARD SALE. 9 to 5,
5:30, 753-4802.
Saturday at Stella on
Highway 121. Next to
West Fork Church.
FOX TERRIER puppies,
Clothing for the whole
excellent family pets.
family,household items,
Call 753-6505.
toys, plants.
AKC REGISTERED
Dalmations. AKC CARPORT SALE, May
27th and 28th. Beginning
registered
Beagles.
at 910 at 1608 Catalina.
Reasonable price. All
Clothes of all sizes,
shots and wormed. Call
women, men, jr. boys
492-8861.
and girls. Depression
glass, toys, and lots of
AKC POODLE pup. $25
odds and ends. Postpone
each. Call 438-2745.
if rain.
ONE SOW and pigs. Call
753-9681.

LABRADOR PUPS, AKC
registered US and
Canadian National Field
Championship blood
lines. Call 362-4882
Gilbertsville.

FIVE PARTY Garage
Sale. Saturday, May 28.
Antique dresser and
chair. Clothes, all sizes,
odds and ends. 707
Sycamore Street.

64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
County. Call 753-0180.

FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
5435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.

OVAIITV 114,4111 CO.
337 N. Pewter, lutes,ly.
527-1464
Kemp Calkowey Coasts
43744111

3I° 31"
46 Homes For Sale

BY OWNER - 27 acres,
located near
New
Concord. Priced to sell.
Call 73-59g6.
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start
planning for a return on
your investment.. 50
acres including 30
tendable and several
acres in timber, some
tobacco base, partly
fenced for livestock,
year round spring
running through
property. All thisand a 2bedroom home on tree
shaded lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 today for more
information. We look
forward to serving you.

PROFESSIONALLY
DECORATED
4bedroom, brick and
masonite, 2-story home.
I
I
Located in a peaceful
country setting on Ford OWNER SAYS SELL!
!!
Road, just a short
Income property. . . 2
distance SW of Murray
story frame house near
city limits. Has many
university, 2 apart- I WALDR
OP REAL ESTATE
features that accent the
ments, central gas heat,
206
S. 4th Street
thoughtfulness of the
2 car garage.. Make an
753-5446
design and lay-out-Call
offer, Call LORETTA
New Ustiessfiewsletl.
Stinson Realty for an
JOBS REALTORS now!
appointment. 753-3744.
753-1492.
Member Multiple
801 MINER VA - AtListing Service.
PICTURE_ A PRETTY
tractively arranged 4
HOUSE and view of
bedroom, 2 bath brick
Kentucky Lake for year
Wilson
veneer on beautiful
round living. Call us to
corner lot. Large sunken
see this house in
Insurance and Real
living room, dining
Panorama Shores.
Estate Agency, Inc.
room, den, electric heat
Three bedrooms, 2
and
air.
Master
02South 401 Street
fireplaces, convenient
Met 753-3263
bedroom has large walkkitchen, and 3 car
in closet and built-in
garage. Priced in -the
vanity. Approximately
40's.
Phone
KOPCOUNTRY
QUIET
1800
sq. ft. of living area
PERU
D 'REALTY, 753LIVING in East Y
with 2-ear, garage, and
1222.
We
work
hard
to
Manor. A white brick 3
extra large patio for
provide the best possible
bedroom ranch home on
outside activities. Call
servic
e
to
you.
large lot. Has electric
or come by 105 N. 12th,
baseboard heat, carpet,
BOYD
MAJORS REAL
MACDONALDS
nice kitchen-and family OLD
ESTATE, 753-8080.
FARM
.
Parti
ally
room, refrigerator and
restored country home
built-in range. Paved
ahd 30 acres only 4 miles
driveway and paved
OWSIN Wing terns mod west
from Murray" with 19
sell. 4 bedroom hems redwood
basketball court. A nice
acres of primed tenC,.. $32,000 te $25,040.
comfortable home at a
753-3243. Wilms laserince wed
dable land, 8 acres
reasonable price.
Reel Estate. hire lit mash'.
timber, tobacco 'barn, 8
$29,500. Contact Guy
tee. Cheep.
stall
horse
barn
and
Spann Realty, 901
other outbuildings.
Sycamore, 753-724.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
45. Farms For Sale
KOPPERUD REALTY
MINT CONDITION - 3
A NICE 10 acre fatm
753-1222 for full time
bedroom
frame,
located on Palestine
Real
Estate
service.
fireplace. dining room,
Road, near lake. New
electric heat, screened
home. Call 474-2710.
REALT
ORS
porch. Well landscaped
with trany shade trees.
NEW BRICK home,
Close to shopping
energy
efficient.
centers. Low 30's.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
Waldrop Real Estate
minutes North
Of
South 12th at Sycamore
Agency, 206 South 4th,
Murray, 641. Call 527753-5646.
TELEPHONE 753.1061
1087.

MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
close to lake with
fireplace,
stove,
refrigerator, wall to
wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 aftir
5 p.m.
BY OWNER, 9 room
house and lot on Old
Salem Road. Just off 121
East, has garage and
large patio, garden
space. call 753-8364.
THREE
BEDROOM,
bath and 42, brick in
Murray. $27,000. Call
753-7639 after 5:30 p. m.
NICE THREE bedroom
house,
recently
redecorated. Priced in
lower 20's. Plan now to
see this one. Call 7533903.
BIG,ROOMY,arid shady.
Close to MSU and
Robertson Elementary.
With rental income,
garage and garden. By
owner. Low 30's. Call
753-4182.

46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE VffTH 4 acres,
30,000. Lynn Greve.
Leaving state. Call 4*
4240.
NEW FOUR bedroom
house, located- close to
schools. Well planned
for family living, with
nice den with fireplace,
kitchen with breakfast
area, formal dining
room and living room,
242 baths, patio and
garage. Call 753-3903.

0
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THREE BEDROOM
brick, 2 baths, family
room, large patio, 2 car
garage on large city lot.
In nice residential
location near Murray
High
School.
Approximately 1,850 sq. ft.
of living area. Shown by
appointment, 7534432.

SW
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ile

MI
CRAPPIE_ HOLLOW double kit on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent
well. 200' septic field,
wide driveways. Nice
trees. Good business
potential. $7800. By
owner. Call 436-2538.

4K
ood
43.
5
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Auction
Saturday, May 21, at 10 A.M. et the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Reeves, 1600 Sycamore Weeded.
Will sell the following: 7 h.p. riding lawn
mower, Magnavox stereo, AM-FM radio and
color TV combination. Four heavy oak dining
chairs, pair very nice ornate table lamps,
wrought iron bookcase, large chair - all
Mediterranean. 'Three piece wall plaque and
candelabra, carved wall plaque of Cortez,
hanging lamp - all Spanish. Two piece sectional
sofa, end table, 2 chest of drawers, portable pet
cage,electric clippers,set of encyclopedias,canned food,fishing equipment, high chair, portable
playpen, room divider, lots of toys, child's pool
table, barbell set, sit up board, blender, large
vibrator pad, odd pictures, planters, candle
holder, antique dressing table and stool, iron
bed, dinner bell, advertising clock, hi-back and
boston rockers, round center pedestal dining
table, oak wash stand,sewing machine with box
on top, wash bowl, walnut gateleg dining table, 4
spindle back oak dining chairs, very nice old
rocker, walnut and cedar fern stands and a
variety of smaller items. Not responsible for accidents. Detailed announcements day of sale.
Eats and drinks available.
For information colt 4924594.
Sob W.(frosty) Met,
Antitumor
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TODAYS HOME IS TOMORROWS INVESTMENT

Member Multiple Listing

Murray's Fastest Growing Realty

t.

04410w

T-t•

THE BEST ROOM
IS ELBOW ROOM

YOUR
SOMEDAY HOME

This new listing provides plenty for the family
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaces.
This is one of Murray's most elegant older
homes with beautiful wood carved stairway
and mantles.

Can be yours today. Over 1,600 square feet of
gracious living area. Abundant cabinets and
storage areas,3 bedrooms and 2lovely baths.
A family room with jalousie windows looking
into a pretty yard. All this and a fireplace,
paved streets, curbs, and covered patio.
$381017:00.

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
Live in downstairs and rent out the
3 root?
apartment upstairs. Across the street
from
the University on a comer
lot. Good investment.

WE ALL LOVE
THIS ONE

WELCOME TO
COMFORTABLE LIVING

Just right for the small family that
wants a
pretty, well decorated house. On a
private
street and has 1'4.2 baths, combination
family
room and kitchen.

This house is different. A Better Homes and
Gardens House Plan that is unique. A lovely
home in a good subdivision, private back yard
that is landscaped for easy maintenance and
beauty.See this one.

,
11

-

GO AHEAD AND
FALL IN LOVE
This house has everything, 4 bedrooms,.
2/
1
2
baths, 11 closets, formal dining room, pegged
Oak floor den with fireplace. No way can
this
many square feet be reproduced at this
price.
Let us show you this beauty.

mievaiNtilioieur64DRIVE DOWN
MAIN STREET
And view this impressive 2 story home near
the University. Beautiful grounds'syrround
this splendid older home which has 2 upstairs
apartments. Lots of living area and quality in
this new listing.

I(
ONCE IN A
BLUE MOON
Comes along the combination of Best Buy and
Quality. A_ good 3 bedroom brick house, not
far from schools or shopping center. Price
just reduced to $34,000.

IDEAL STARTER
HOME

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Well-designed 2 bedroom home with fireplace
located only 11
/
2 miles from Murray situated
on 3/
1
2 acres, overlooks a small lake surrounded by shady Oaks. Pretty as a picture
describes this home perfectly.

Just listed yesterday, this friendly home offers all conveniences plus economic, pleasant
living. Located 2 miles from Murray, this 2
bedroom home features Great room with
fireplace, large kitchen, pegged oak floors,
lovely paneling, sliding doors open onto large
concrete patio. Excellent home at an excellent price.

We at KOPPERUD REALTY are proud of all our fine listing
s and we believe today's featured homes present a good variety and select
ion of quality homes.
When you are looking for real esate value, look for the KOPPERUD REALTY sign.
We look forward to serving you.

Days Call

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Evenings Call:
Harry Patterson
George Gallagher
Geri Andersen
Regena Baggett
Bill Kopperud

492-8302
753-8129
753-7932
753-7533
753-1222

oni
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0 BEDROOM with
I I • burning fireplace
living room. Carpet,
ny cabinets, shower,
k and utility. Electric
at, carport, with
pliances. New washer
d
dryer.
Near
wntown Murray,
iddle School and new
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3-6608.
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34.
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49. Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars S. Trucks
1970 SPITFIRE Triumph,
▪
-$
-mutt sell moving. 1977 FOUR WHEEL
drive
$1000.00 or best offer.
Scottdale, mud tires,
Call 753-9407.
and wheels. Roll bar,
and lights, AM-FM, still
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
under warranty, $5800.
wagon. Call 753-6848
Call 901.-247-5250 or after
after 6. Must sell.
6 p. in. 901-247-5523.
1970 CUTLASS Vista
Cruiser, 9 passenger,
double
automatic,
power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8track tape,.. Has good
tires. Aft extra nice
wagon. $1200.00. Call 1354-6217.

AMARA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 197.5
Honda 550 four • with
djammer. Call 7539. Used Cars & Trucks
73
CHEVROLET
ickup. Cheyene Super.
r and power. Red with
ay interior. Radials,
g block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
fter 4 p. m.

ti

68 CAMARO i.eeds
ork. Call 767-2512 betn5and7p.m.

1972 FORD SPORTS
Custom prckup. Power
steering, power brakes
and air condition. Call
474-2789, or 474-2257.

1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, Good
condition.
Power
steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.

1.•",11 Ito

•••T

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

1973 GMC 4 wheel drive.
Call 753-7494 day, 7537263 night.
MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLES,2for price
of one. One 1966
automatic, 6, and 1967
straight 6 cylinder.
42600. Need a little work,
but not much. See Bob
Cook, Hazel, Ky.
1976 VOLARE SPORT
Coupe. 18,000 miles. Call
753-7523.

1972 DODGE pickup,
power and air. Needs
body work on bed. 4750.
1973 Vega automatic,
with air, $1195. Call 4392595.

NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra •
clean. Call 753-0698.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.

Nome mind end operated over TO yours. De not sign any cootrect
outil lob is Dwelled

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
73-8381.

Phone 753-3914

Roochos, Silver Fish

and Shrubs

•••rics4
PEST

,11‘41mvitcht

Auction
Sale
Saturday, May 28th, 10 a.m.
Rain or shine at the its Wilburn Spann horns
miles Southwest of Murray, Ky. on Highway 1828.
/
1
2 mils East of old Taylors Stars.
Will sell house of furniture and antique items.
Nice electric stove, refrigerator,22 ft. chest type
home freezer,other small appliances,dining and
living Tom furniture, poste{ bedroom suite, odd
tables and chairs, rockers, primitive corner
cabinet, over 200 years
AgIL. Pie safe, library
antique kitchen
table, Victrola and r
cabinet, picture framesWS,old icebox,little
black wood cook stove, iron skillets, stone jars,
copper tea kettle, wardrobe, hand quilted quilts,
tools, lots more. For information call

Chester and Miller
Apction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144

GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminarn store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate and window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass,753-0180.
LICENSED
ELECTRICAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after
p. m. 436-5896.
KIRBY • Carpet Care:
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 7534359.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
'753-4124

51 Ser,.,ce, Otter•-t

Otte'ed

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
herbicides
a nd.
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

•

POST OfFICE
R.F

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.

lopair
PERSON
EXPERIENCED
with
children would like to
babysit. Call 753-8787.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

SERVICE.
QUALITY
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department
Wisehart.
Larry
President. Phone 7539290.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 75341090.

tem meager sad Nall erridee
malt.Mail hem meters.
$25.00 sad ep. Ilidise
aseiren,SIN eed sp.

54 Free Column
FREE - ONE; year old
spayed female cat Very
gentle Call 753-8761
FREE - EIGHT month
old female black cat
with white markings.
Has had distemperrhino. vaccination. Will
make an ideal pet. Call
753-3994.
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FREE - HALF grown
spayed female cat. Coal
black. Very sweet and
gentle_ Call 753-3535.

tI

FREE - TWO puppies.
About six weeks old.
Desperately need good
homes. Will make lovely
pets. Call 753-8399.
• ----

Bent for eery $12.00 a day
9.1-Air Decor Store
••••• crow VU 3e42

WILL HAUL LIME or
- white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

Sears REMARKABLE
LOW PRICES

EXTRA SUMMER INCOME

SPECIAL PROGRAM
Are you interested in:
(1) Earning S1004150* per week
(and many other benefits) IN YOUR
OFF HOURS!

program to develop yourself
while helping others.

HAY FOR SALE. 25 acres
fescue and clover. Call
753-2400.

KIT 11111:ENVIC

WILL DO babysitting.
Call 753-2862.

M Working with a national company opening up in this area.

53 Feed And Seed

SIGN PAINTING. Call
753-9998

Worley.

co
•is

(3)- A

WASHER, heavy duty, 14- wd
DRYER, Normal and air cycles
SEWING MACHINE, lig tag and dial to sew
VACUUM CLUNK iltrilkt
DISHY/ASHER, portable or under counter .
RANGE, electric, 30- counter unit
MICROWAVE OWN, 5 co. ft.
AIR CONDITIONER, window type
FREEZER, ciest or 6001 6 cu. ft.
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . .
IV COLOR, memory tine tuning
IV MR,quick start tube

$119.95
$124.95
. $56.95
$35.95
$179.95
$129.95
$189.95
$134.00
$119.00
$229.00
$189.00
$241.00
$71.95

SouthaideShoppink
('enter

Sears

•These are average figures could earn much morel

Tyt-nlIn

rn
co)LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES

Call:753-8151

SAW
• SAM
20 Ilk
Free 1141ver

FREIGHT SALE MATTRESSES

$425.011 we, fleeced, reedy is woo. Al,. protest, yes bad,es
leve es 4300.00. II 4 ep v.24 s 40 stesderd, bet will preset
any size opoodod. ley lb.best for less.
CUSTOM WILT PROTASIS WISDOMS 7$3414114
c•

753-3323

51 fast

THEY

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

ELECTRICAL WitRING
home and industrOil, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

II aid

.rte--4vP\

CARPET CLEANING
PAINTING interior and
experienced,
very
exterior. Commercial or
reasonable rates,
residential.
Also
references, free
finishing
for
drywall
estimates. Quick drying.
free estimate, phone
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Atkins Painting, 4374534.
SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
for spreading, leveling, FOR A FREE estimate
backfilling. Call 753-7370
on all stump removal,
or 753-7570.
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
GUTTERING
BY
753-9490
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
HAVING TROUBLE
your specifications. Call
getting those small
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
plumbing jobs done"
for free estimates.
Then call 7534614.

51 services OffAred

1 Serorts Offered

WILL DO hauling of any
kind, also in county.
Mower repair also. Call
753-8249.

MOBILE HOME AN'THOR.% underpinning,
L & M Blacktopping, seal
awnings, roofs sealed,
coating and repairs. For
and Alcoa aluminum
estimates call 753-1537.
house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
NEED TREES cut, or
after 5 or weekends.
light hauling. Call 7534707.
IV
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of- any kind. Phone 7539753.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. Long exBUSHOGGING or garperience in seven states.
dens tilled in New
Clean quality work. Call
Concord area. Call 436436-5621.
••••-•••
5427.
11,,, b, v. Nod •Irstv•• Sr.".•
.AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
CLOSE IT, WHERE WILL WE conditioning. Need air PAINTING, INTERIOR.
PLAN OUR PINOCHLE GAMS?' condition part on exterior. Sheet rock
weekend? We're open 7
finishing and dry wall.
days a week. Call 47410 years experience.
51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
2748 or 474-8848.
Call 436-2563, Ralph

1

PRICE SLASHED!

1971 WHEEL CAMPER,
pop-up, sleeps eight,
slideout stove and
icebox, With opening to
cabinet from outside.
Call 753-9610 or 753-0843.

51. Services Offered

151\

3

1975 MONTE CARLO.
Low mileage. Owner
bought new, $3850. Call
753-7975.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
100South 13th St.

is?
th
rs,
rge
ex-

1965 V. W., good gas
mileage, good condition
$575. Call 753-4455.

51 Se r•

Another View

50. Campers
753-21335

13 S.4th

VS*.

1964 CHEVELLE, small.
1961 Chevrolet pickup.
See at McClures Garage
or call 753-0170.

1971 FORD TORINO, 2 1975 DODGE pickup,
door hardtop, power and
33,000 miles. Like new.
air. Will accept any , Call 753-7523.
reasonible offer. Call
753-0377.
1974
DORADO.
EL
Convertible. Rt.d.and
1964 CHEVY pickup,
white. 50,000 actual
Excellent condition.
miles. Fully equipped.
Good tires. $500. Call
Michelin tires. Call 753436-2410.
9488 or 753-3144.

Furches Jewelry

of-

1975
CUTLASS
SUPREME, white, tilt
wheel, swivel seats, air,
tape player and wheels.
" Call 753-2511 or 7534608.

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.

*Watch Repair and jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

ely
ard
and

1972 JEEP CJ5 for sale or
trade for pickup truck.
Call 435-4593.

Motorcycles
OLDSMOBILE
1973
4 KAWASAKI 450 MX. „ Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, facto
ood condition. Call 753tape. Almost new radial
43
•
tires. Call 527-8273:
5 INDIAN 100CC.
xcellent
running
1969 BUICK Le Sabre, 4
•ndition. Looks sharp
door. $300.00. Call 1-354r a small bike. Knobby
6217.
res front and rear.
sking $250.00. Call 3541976 INTERNATIONAL
22 after 4 p. m.
Scout. Good condition.
Call 753-1804 after 5 p.
2 350 YAMAHA. Call
m.
53-8915 after 6g. m.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
6 YAMAHA 80. Five
power steering, power
onths old. $275. Perbrakes, air, AM-FM
ect for age 7 through
stereo, tape, excellent
arty teens. Serious
condition. Call 753-4331.
alls only. Call 753-7728.
NDA 550-1975 model
ith only 2,000 miles.
Like new. Call 498-8650.

041,

9

AS LOW AS

28

•..4r) -11 ).1..-nr7

Owner leaving town and must sell. This four
bedroom home at 800 N. 17th Street has been
reduced from $32,000 to $25,000. U you're looking
for a real bargain this is it. Also available at
distressed selling price is an adjoining lot We
need a buyer today so don't hesitate. Call 7533263 now!

Wilson
Insurance and Reel Estate Agency, Inc
1525. 4tb St.

Meow 753-3143

p.

'Cole

3 DAYS ONLY
BED FRAMES
HEADBOARDS
AVAILABLE

FRIDAY 3-9; SATURDAY 9-9; SUNDAY 11-8

• ALL NEW
• NONE USED
• NONE SOILED

'
-'7774.1

it 41:1

oos

4 WAYS TO BUY
tw..

••••1

wee

Bring your car, truck or trailer we will
load and secure your purchase
no charge for load)rl9

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
Groceries
Spices
Notions
Hardware

BRAND NAME
REST FOAM

•I••P

-7-TWIN SIZE 'FULL SIZE - QUEEN SIZE

4. SIZE •411, j MATTRESS es'
'FOUNDATION

OFF

OFF

$37

FOUNDATION

- S50

s $60 ea

•• pc

ea pc

In Sets Only

-

PC
In sell Only

575.
ea pc
In leis oio y

185

$75
ea aw
In se/e onI

ea pr

_

tx

In sees only

$65

Vaal

Ca pc
I,, Set% Only

_
WHY YOU CAN

YOU SEE A

qUALITY MATTRESS

BUY AT'MIS PRICE

YOU CAN SE E CUTAWAY DISPLAY MATTRESS THAT
SHOWS YOU EXACTLY WHAT YOU BUY

•ood

OTHER MATTRESSES IN EXTRA FiRM, SUPER FIRM
AND FOAM ON SALE
A vAILASLE

•

e• pc

MONTICELLO
Swing Stool ce.i
EXTRA FIRM Double timbered-construction Quo fled top, bottom and
Covers resort staining anal Bacteria

165

$45

I ones' spr.ng Construction. Dosigned to meet er excited tne
• rigid specifications now demanded by leading
Motifs and 04.0•41._
_

KING SIZE
MA T TR E SS or

mA,TT RISS 0,
FOUNDATION

HCYTEL MOTEL

OFF

rck,ow bus•Na We sell 0 'IC 04 •owncesses
s nsa I OWE Ir. TCA.1

Wye aroh, Mew cloys .0 taw nes Sewn coe t•o• ice CV: 01, JO
Off11)0,11 CrY, We rent row
ssrani ens. .
1'01k PRIM

HEADBOARD AND FRAMES

OFF

Tobacco, dairy products, drinks, seed and
plants excluded.

MATTRESS or
FOUNDATION

$28
CS pc

Owntl• FIRM lull 5 inch Mick Polyur•Thim• Foam
Non.Allargenic Bacteria resistant

25%
30%
30%
25% to
30%

•BANKAMERICARCI
*MASTER CHARGE
.CASH
'
CHECK

••

Sr,r
r

•••. ,• 0. -•
ro, •••
WO witwete wed Soontie•cr • nw '
-•
•'•

to. <wry yOl.• owthos•',efler

K ING AND QUEEN SIZES BLANKETS, SHEETS
PILLOW CASES AND SEDSF_RE ADS AVAILA•LE

0 Neal
toarra'S

• IF 'YOU ARE NOT FULLY SATISFIED YOU SIMPLY RETURN YOUR PURCHASE
IN GOOD CONDITION AND
GET Your, MONEY SAM THIS GUARANTEE HOLDS UNTIL THE END OF THE THREE
. SALE All ...N.%
DA"
are final alter the last day

NATIONWIDE BEDDING BROKERS CO

We still have garden seed and plants-

J.T. Wallis
It Son
3rd and Main, Murray, Ky.

INC

HOLIDAY INN
Sot Or Display In The Banquet Room
U.S. Ilighway 641 S. - Murray
FRIDAY

3 P.M. -.1-PI.
NAY 27

SATURDAY

13.11.-11P.11.

n
CITY PEWIT INTONES

SUNDAY
111111A.B. 11:00 F.M.
NH 21

Thursday,
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Burley Crop Needs Rain Within
Ten Days, State Officials Say

I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Zelpha Cook
Buren Barnett Is
Dies This Morning; Dead At Ate-88;
Funeral Is Friday
Rites Are Today

Koepper said. "We have a
irrigation."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — prepared for
where it rains in one
situation
shared
was
His assessment
Kentucky's 1978 burley
one farm gets relief,
and
place
_ Koepper, chief
tobacco crop may be damaged by James
down the river,
just
but
crop
USDA's
for
if the state doesn't get a statistician
" he said.
nothing,
there's
in
service
substantial rainfall within the reporting
Mrs. Zelpha Cook died this
a
Rogell,
Richard
W.
John
by
and
e,
The funeral for Buren (Witt )
the
next 10 days, according to Louisvill
morning at seven o'clock at
witir
ogist
EIRE Chief Jackie
MURRAY
meteorol
of
y
e secretar
agriculture and weather of- Koon, executiv
the Westview Nursing Home. Barnett of Hardin is being
weather bureau office here,
Cooper demonstrated a
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
held today at three p.m. at the
ficials.
She was 77 years of age and
said
and
these hit-and-miss raindetector
smoke
home
also are suf- Federation.
crops
Other
the wife of Ralph Cook who chapel of the Collier Funeral
called "air mass
fire
in
early
its
value
falls,
related
"We're hurting in spots,"
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
fering and no relief is in sight.
died in 1959.
torms," are about
thunders
lives
saving
for
n
the
detectio
that
adding
James Hale officiating. Burial
ogist for the said Koon,
meteorol
The deceased was a
A
in diameter and
miles
five
at
meeting
the
on
and property
"awful hard
will follow in the Barnett
member of the Hazel Baptist
National Weather Service arid weallfer is
active over western
been
have
Lions
Club
Murray
the
beds."
of
plant
predicted Wednesday that a tobacco
Church. Born August.9, 1899, Cemetery in Marshall County.
for the last few
held Tuesday at the Murray
Watering - the *beds is not a Kentucky
Mr. Barnett, age 88, died
record may be set for least
in Stewart County, Tn., she
days.
ctory
satisfa
House.
Clubs
Woman'
ely
the
at
complet
in.
a.
rainfall during the month of
was the daughter of the late J. ; -Wednesday at 3:22
He pointed out,for example,
MURRAY UONS Club presented its two annual Cooper said some insurance
solution,Koon said, because of
Benton Municipal Hospital.
.
May.
D. Dill and Ida Elizabeth
some areas just north of
at
the
y
that
meeting
companies offer a premium
scholarships to Murray State Universit
for its expense and because it
He was a member of the First
'spokesman
A
Geurin
e recorded an inch of
Louisvill
of
n
center,
chairma
inferior
d,
of
Mansfiel
Paul
burley
with
reduction for homes
on Tuesday evening.
United Methodist Church,
Commissioner results in
ure
Mrs. Cook is survived by one
Agricult
Tuesday night and
rainfall
HutAlan
smoke detectors and added
the scholarship committee, presented Randall
son, Bob Cook and his wife, Naples, Fla.
Thomas 0. Harris said by quality.
morning, but the
ay
Wednesd
reports
and.
School,
High
agency
County
y
by
USDA
Callowa
Fire
Chiefs
The
chens, left, senior at
that the National
The deceased is survived
Jessie, Hazel; two granttelephone from Frankfort that
at Standiford
station
weather
rapidly
High
School, Association fully endorse
is drying
Philip j. Zacheretti, right, senior at Murray
daughters, Mrs. Paula, three sons, I. W. Barnett,
some farmers have already that-topsoil
detected only a trace.
Field
only
that
and
average
a
91
ed
state
maintain
the
Vernon
s
Hutchen
around
their use. Joe Darnell was a
with the scholarships.
Duncan, Memphis, Tn., and. Hardin, Howard
been forced to irrigate their
For the rest of the month, "
of Kentucky's
Miss Regina Cook, Hazel; one • Barnett, Augusta, Ga., and
and plans to major in speech and political science guest of Dan Young. It was
burley beds because of the 21 per cent
said, "no general
Rogell
have adequate
Bill J. Barnett, Tallahassee,
great granddaughter, Tiffany
toward a law degree. Zacheretti maintained a 94 announced that the annual
unusually dry May, while farmlands
epected."
is
rainfall
Duncan, Memphis, Tn.; one Fla.; three daughters, Mrs.
others have delayed planting moisture.
average and plans to major in political science toward a installation of officers
it
but
"It's not a drought yet,
sister, Mrs. Thelma Mc- Lucille Spicer, Ocala, Fla.,
pre-law degree. Both local seniors have been active in meeting will be held at the-116 their 1978 crop,
become serious if
could
the
s
four
of
member
most
Other
Mrs. Anne B. Nicol, Naples,
's
Murray;
schools.
Kentucky
is
their
United
Grove
Dougal,
at
Pleasant
Burley
events
South
clubs and
1
ADVERTISING
rain in the next 10
no
E.
there's
Patricia
Brandon
Mrs.
McThe
and
Johnny
and
were
d
crop.
Fla.,
Paul
Mansfiel
brothers,
important cash
Methodist Church on June
scholdrship committee with
a
in
said
Koepper
eighteen
NES
days,"
DEADLI
Dill, Murray, and Joe and Helm, Florida;
value of the 1977 crop was
14.
Doufal and Donald A. Jones.
conversation. "The
twenty-two
grandchildren;
Woodrow Dill, Dover, Tn.
about $540 million, according telephone
display ads,
All
dry
becoming,very
Funeral services will be great grandchildren; two
to the U.S. Department of topsoil is
classified displays
the
down
slowed
it's
and regular disdlay,
Agriculture's Crop and and
held Friday at four p. m. at the great great grandchildren.
planting of soybeans and the
must be submitted
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Livestock Reporting Service.
beds.
by 12 noon, the day
The state Agriculture setting of tobacco
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
ures
temperat
"These high
before publication.
James Garland officiating and
Department spokesman, who
of moisture is
reader
All
Mrs. Oneida White as pianist.
asked to remain unidentified, and the lack
the livability
classifieds must be
•Pallbearers will be Frank,
said,the situation "will reach going are affect
plants and
submitted by 12 noon
Dan, Bobby Gene, and Joe
critical proportions in the next of the tobacco
going to
are
farmers
many
the day before
burley
the
as
far
as
days
Bailey Dill, Bruce McDougal,
10
ly papered oVer and curtains
publication.
ASSEN, The Netherlands number seven, apparent
d because have to reset them," he added.
concerne
is
and Scott Selman. Burial will
crop
es
to
keep
drawn
authoriti
impress
Not every farm is suffering,
(AP) — South Moluccan were trying to
not
is
state
the
of
follow in the Murray City
most
were from peering in.
terrorists holding 105 children authorities that they
Cemetery.
said he did._ not
He
serious.
school
village
the
nearby
in
a
at
Friends may call
kill
Mrs. Houston (Debris)
today released their, first think they were about (O
funeral home after six p. m. Roberts of Mayfield Route
anyone.
initial
the
since
hostage
y).
today (Thursda
are
Seven died Wednesday at 4:15
takeover, a small girl who - The militants, who
a. m. at the Community
seeking independence from
ed of feeling ill.
complain
Hospital, Mayfield. She was 53
The girl, 7 or 1 years old, Indonesia far.-.their native
years of age and a member of
was wrapped in a blanket and islands in the Pacific, forced
the High Point Baptist Church
taken away in an ambulance three hostages onto the tracks
and Mayfield Star Chapter No.
night after
Wednesday
shortly after noon.
443 of the Order of the Eastern
A second group of gunmen allowing a deadline for
Star.
today pushed a bound and meeting their demands to pass
Survivors include her
blindfolded man, dressed- in without incident earlier in the
husband, Houston Roberts,
symbolic white to signify day.
one son William (Bill)
Authorities said the group
execution, from a hijacked
Lawton Eugene Todd, Sr., Roberts, and four grandtrain where they are, holding on the train was trying to
father of Mrs. C. D. children, Mayfield; four
55 hostages, Dutch officials demonstrate "complete
(Catherine) Shupe of Murray, brothers, Roscoe Barnes, said.
power" over their hostages,
died Wednesday at 11:15 p.m. Calloway County., Wade
who began their secolid full
on
the
stood
The hostage
at the Western Baptist Barnes, Jr., Reno, Nev., tracks for about 20 minutes day without fresh food and
Gordon Barnes, Macy, Ind.,
Hospital,Paducah.
with a rope around his neck drink. The terrorists have
He was 77 years of age and a and Ned Barnes, East Prairie, and his hands tied before accepted no food since
resident of 1808 B Street, Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Howard
being yanked back into the Tuesday and refused a
Paducah. The deceased was Sanderson, Reno, Nev.
train, a spokesman for the delivery again this morning.
The funeral will be held
retired from the Illinois
The sun continued to beat
Dutch Justice Ministry said.
Central Railroad and the Friday at 3:30'p. m. at the
on the black steel train
down
native
s'
In the Moluccan
Marine Ways. He was a chapel of the Roberts Funeral
prisoners about to roof today as it has since
Indies,
East
member of the East Baptist Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
be killed are dressed in white, Monday. The temperature
Church, Paducah, and the James Tharp and the Rev. the official explained.
rose to 85 degrees Wednesday
Paducah Masonic Lodge No. Eugene Figge officiating.
cars of the outside the train. One official
yellow
four
The
Burial will follow in the
127.
hijacked. intercity train were described the conditions inMayfield Memory Gardens.
in open pastureland side as "appalling."
sitting
was
he
14,
1900,
Born April
Friends may call at the
One of the hostages on the
just north of this northern
the son of the late G. F. Todd funeral home.
Dutch city. The school, where train is the father of two
and Gertrude Fox Todd.
the terrorists also held six children being held at the
Mr. Todd is survived by his
teachers, is in Bovensmilde, school. His wife is pregnant
wife, Mrs. Freddie Todd,
irr—VICA
and was sequestered by police
just south of here.
,
Mrs.
100% Solid State
Paducah; one daughter
S.
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of
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100i. soirj s
Shupe, Murray; one son,
The terrorists, who staged
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Jr.,
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the twin takeover
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refused food at.both locations not
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